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The task of the teacher la no longer the superficial
one of seeing to it, that certain printed signs are
properly translated into tones of corresponding length
and pitch with a fitting selection of fingers, for all these
things are pre- supposed; they are only the rough, square,
plain stones of the foundation
;
the elegant superstruc-
ture, crowned with imagination, is yet to come. The con-
viction that a music teacher’s vocation is one of the
higher intellectual pursuits, that it is not on a par with
the amusements of childhood or the marvels of the circus
ring, but that it demands keen faculty highly trained, is
gaining daily acceptance, and triple coated with brass
would be the man who should assume to exalt his pate
in the ranks of the musical profession unless he had some
Bach, Beethoven and Schumann stored away in it. But
| when so much must be said about touch, phrasing,
____ accentuation, shading, tempo, pedal, tone color,
interpretation, style, etc., etc., the brain and pa-
*'w tience of teacher and pupil alike are thoroughly
hK consumed, so that neither the time nor the nervous
3ft force requisite for ideal playing are left to the
practical teacher. Yonder is a pilgrim starting
out to walk across the plains to the distant moun-
\
• tains. He begins, with the buoyancy of stored
strength, under the smile of the fresh morning
;
«Hk but the sun beats hotter and hotter, each step de-
ducts an unrealized amount of energy, sip by sip
Hn the water bottle is emptied, little by little his food
1
**“^ is consumed, the road begins to seem an endless,
changeless, arid waste, forever progressing on a
' dead level, while the shimmer and looming image
of the delectable mountain hovers perpetually at
distance suspended in the unattainable sky. On
such a journey toward such a noble country is
every earnest piano student traveling, but his jour-
ney lies across a weary desert of endless iterations
and slow, attentive effort, stretching through thou-
sands of hours. Why nature should thus have
separated us from the Beulah of high art no one
can tell, but the question is, How shall we stimu-
late ourselves on the journey athwart the desert?
The answer is not far to seek. The teacher can»
seldom do more by way of example than to play
detached passages
;
the large amount of time needed
for keeping an entire composition at the automatic
point is utterly beyond his attainment. Just here
we find the best function of the virtuoso.
We too often regard the public player as a
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It is almost unnecessary to tell our readers the
name of the charming artiste whose face adorns
our title page this month. So much has been
written of Julia RivAKing—from the time when, as
a young Miss hardly in her leens, she astonished
her audiences by her youthful virtuosity, to the
present day in the artistic world, of which she fills
an honored position—that no attempt shall be made
at further eulogy. As an artiste whose powers are
daily maturing into the ripest perfection, she fills
|
a niche in the piano-playing world of America
that is second to none. While much has been
I
said of Madame King’s technical and interpre-
tative powers, it nevertheless strikes us that her
enormous repertory and phenomenal memory have
not been sufficiently dwelt dpon. With the possible
exceptions of Rubinstein and Von Biilow, no
living pianiste can show such a record of compo-
sitions played, and this assertion can easily be sus-
tained. Elsewhere in this number, a reference to
the chief characteristics of Madame King’s play-
ing will be found. It is onr intention now to give
a few of the classical and modern compositions
performed by her in her concerts. It will be
noticed that the American contingent of compo-
sers is very fully represented.
Beethoven—Sonatas. Scharwenka,
Bach, Tchaixowski,
Gluck-Jqseffy,
OWSSJ,
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country a class of virtuosos entirely Independent of teach-
ing, and the fact that there are a few such is encouraging
to the profession at large.
Eminent among them may be cited Madame Julia Riva-
lling, whose career of thirteen years constant and exclu-
sive labor in the concert -field has been productive of
incalculable good. The thousands of earnest teachers
throughout the land can do themselves and their pupils
no greater service than systematically to bring virtuosos
before them as ideal exponents of the very music which
they themselves study. There is no ground for any pro-
fessional jealousy, for thdte is no spot on which a com-
parison reasonable or unreasonable can stand. The first
impression made by such a revelation of the Beulah
Mountains will, perhaps, discourage, but afterward the
remembrance will be like a cool spray of mountain air
falling upon a fainting traveler.
THE LIMITS OF PEESGIAL SIGHTS XI
P1AI0-FOBIE PEBFOBMAIOE.
BY J. S. VAN OBEYS.
Ever since the days when Coleridge, as Carlisle says,
sang sweetly through his nose his endless monologues
about the omjective and the sumjective, the philosophical
world has been hard at it trying to distinguish between
the ego and the non ego. Long before that, indeed, the
metaphysicians had debated the matter, and every one
knows the anecdote of Jean Paul, who, at six years old,
catching, as by a flash, the thought that he' was different
from the pile of kindling wood which he was sent to
carry, exclaimed, “ Ieh bin ich.”
Aesthetics, that is, philosophy applied to works of art,
is a new science In the world, and Lessing In the 18th
century and Vlseher in ours are its great exponents.
Aesthetics must be clearly separated, in the mind from
aestheticism. The one is deep, noble and earnest—-a
crystal well springing from the mysterious darkness of
man’s inmost being and glimpsing the farthest sky.
Aestheticism is a mere shallow, brawling brook, doing
little but feed the gaudy weeds and sing loudly of its
own presence and futile doings. Gilbert & Sullivan
have dene well to burlesque, in their comic opera,
‘‘ Patience,” the silly extravagance of this passing fever,
a kind of spurious “ Ruskinism ” and insincere worship
of beauty used only as another name for fashion.
The love of the beautiful, next to the spiritual percep-
tion of God .and eternal relationships, must be admitted
to be man’s crowning distinction. Wh&t the rainbow is
to the -light beauty is to truth. There has been much
debate as to the standard of beauty. Some philosophers
derive it purely and directly from experience, others
seeking to find for it a corner-stone in man’s inmost
intuitions. The materialists find beauty to be only an
echo of sensuous pleasure, and that the mere signature
of sensual utility. The intuitional schools hold that the
beautiful is the reflection, or, rather, say the refraction,
of God. That the beautiful is God coming to as, not
directly, like the mysterious wind that “ bloweth where
it listeth,” nor speaking to us as he did to the prophet
on Horeb, in the “still small voice” heard in the soul
itself, but reflected or illustrated to us by the sublime and
the beautiful works of ‘physical 'nature. Whether the
beautiful be derived directly from either of these oppo-
site poles, or whether, as is most likely, it is the conflu-
ence of the two, one thing cannot be doubted or dis-
puted—whatever rays of light join to make the concep-
tion of beauty, the lens through which they pass must be
the human soul. Nothing has any great charm of beauty
to man except what is human. A picture of the early
fern age of the world would have little beauty to our
eyes, since it would be so remote from human relations
and interests. That which makes the transcendent
power of the awful sublimity of the Bible is the intense
humanity which quivers through every word. This im-
portance of tire individual man gives ns a pedestal on
which to erect our philosophizings and make Arm our
conception of art.
In proportion as art draws near to the truth of man’s
nature, or deflects widely from that ruth, la that propor-
tion is it beautiful and affecting or ugly and nugatory.
Goethe, whose intellect overarched all things like the
sky, caught a glimpse of the tenth of the supremacy of
music, though, with his ultra-Greek love of form, sym-
metry, intellectual balance and perspicuity, he esteemed
the works of the severe fugai school at more than their
relative value. He and all subsequent philosophers who
have attempted at all to unravfel the mystic skein of
musical influences have admitted its profound signifi-
j
cance, its far-reaching power, its ideal beauty.
'
Music is, in one sense, the most definite, In another
the most vague of arte. It closes down upon the indi-
vidual mood and clasps it close, as the calyx of the rose
holds in its resinous embrace the germ of the future
flower, and yet no one Can say just what any given piece
of music means to represent. Ofttimes when we are
most positive of the composer’s intention, could he hear
our philosophizings, he would rend his hair in distrac-
tion, perhaps clothe himself In sackcloth and ashes, or
sprinkle dust on his head, or, more likely, would Imi-
tate the worthy example of Bach, who used to jerk off
Ms wig, and would say to a clumsy pupil : “Go, and be
a shoemaker.” Or, perhaps, like Beethoven, when Im-
portuned about Ms “ Fidelia,” the misrepresented com-
poser would rather burn his work than see it tortured
Into a caricature of his meaning.
It is impossible to play without being subjective
;
it is
Impossible to play being subjective wholly and not make
a caricature of the music. A man, in other words, can
no more escape from his personal qualities, character
and proportion of faculties when reproducing music than
an actor can escape from his natural appearance and the
peculiarities of his voice. A certain amount of disguise
may be reached, but pressed beyond a narrow limit it
becomes caricature. . What the .pianist must strive to do
is to establish himself firmly on two solid rocks. That
is, an intelligent conception of the composer’s meaning,
attainable only by wide reading and thorough searching
analysis; secondly, by steading on a well-considered
and predetermined personal conception.
The emotional range which personality may take is
illustrated by the tw© supreme masters, Billow and
Rubinstein. It would be mere captiousness for an Im-
pulsive and nervous musician to apologize for insane
readings and slovenly technic by hiding beneath the sup-
posed wings of Rubinstein, and, again, It would be mere
stolid pedantry for the dull scholastic, devoid of heart
and fancy, to claim honor for his. mechanical thumpings
by comparing them to the divine exactitudes of Billow.
Rubinstein is subjective, but he does not crash the
composers conception out of all proportions
;
on the
contrary, no pianist, living or dead, can surpass him in
the perfect mimicry of styles. Mendelssohn he plays as
gently and tenderly as if It were some quiet and sweet-
tempered gentleman suavely uttering noble and temper-
ate sentiments amid the elegancies of a drawing room
;
Chop: a he plays like a fierce-hearted, though refined
sad sensative, poet; Beethoven roars and storms be-
neath his hands, and yet it is always an emotional sound
Liszt glitters and dazzles like a shower of fire
;
through
all you feel Rubinstein, but you also feel the composer.
In certain grand emotional qualities Billow is, doubt-
less, lacking, bat the omnipresence of his intellectual
purpose causes a work, under his hands, to glow and
flash with living light like a prism of a many-angled gem
revealing to the astonished eye its wealth of occnlt
beauty. ,
The musician is subjected to many of the same laws as
the literary artist. Just as the poet must reveal it out-
ward from the inmost fleeting ideas of the soul, so the
musician, When composing, mast find Bach signs as,
striking on the ear, will, perforce, reconstruct in the re-
ceiver’s mind the same, or approximately the same,
emotions and pictures as were in his own mind. Always
remember that the picture-suggesting power of music is
very faint, very illusory and wholly secondary. Its
prime business is to ensphere the tool with moods as
tiie globe of the earth is wrapped in the azure envelope
of atmospheric air. ' A
The literary artist may be creative—
-that is, a poet—or
reproductive—that is, an actor or elocutionist. So In
music, the composer constructs an ideal form, and the per-
former gives it material existence. The same mechanical
preparations are necessary for the reproductive artist in
each case. Certain things are taken for granted in an
elocutionist, and we do not praise him for their presence,
however severely we may condemn him should they be
absent. Thus, a man must pronounce the words cor-
rectly, and while occasionally in doubtful or mutable
words there is room for taste and for difference of
opinion, nevertheless, in the main, the words pronounced
by a reader will be precisely the same as if they were
uttered non-artistically by an ordinary reader. An elo-
cutionist may choose, for instance, to give the poetic
sound to the word w-i-n-d, and say not wind but wynd j
again, he may be a stickler for accuracy and pronounce
the word tune as if it were chune, and dew, dyew. In
the former case he would exercise a license cognate to
that of the poet who places wind to rhyme with blind,
in the words tune and dew he would simply show him-
self more minutely accurate than the ordinary speaker.
Despite these liberties and refinements, however, the
elocutionist would be confined strictly to the pronuncia-
tion authorized by the dictionary, and any wide depart-
ure either in the sounds or the accents of the words
would subject him to censure, and, perhaps, make him
unintelligible. Any one who would realize how great is
the change wrought in a familiar word by a shift of ac-
cent need only read the old English ballads, where such
words as window and father receive the stress not upon
the first but the second syllable. More ridiculous still is
the mispronouncing of Latin words. It Is said that the
Poles have even less sense of rhythm, accent and quan-
tity in their words than the French, and a certain pro-
fessor, who had a number of Polish boys studying Latin
under his tuition, used to ridicule them by accenting the
following Latin sentence after their reckless manner :
“ Nos poloni non curamus quantitatum syllaborum,”
which was accented thus, in wild disregard of Latin
quantity : “ Nos po'loni non cuteamus quantFtatmn
sylla/borum.”
The first thing a poetaster does, when he strives to
imitate a great model, is to catch, reproduce, amplify
eccentricities. So the pianist who would ape Rubinstein
out-Rubinsteins Rubinstein, till what was a world of
tumultuous life in the great pianist becomes a weltering
chaos of insane vehemence in the little one. Perhaps
no restraints are more needed by thtf"' living army of
piano-forte players than those which stare them coldly in
the face whenever they open the pages of their books.
There the notes are
;
they have been counted and
conned, composed, compiled, ordered and arranged by
imaginative brain, mathematical thought and mechanical
skill. What right has the player to deviate from Ideas
so definitely expressed ? “ Ah, bat,” he says, “ the
notes are. cold and dead till I breathe into them my
living soul, and when my emotions are in flood I cannot
help rushing beyond the. rigid banks of that which is
strictly written.”
.
Yes, you do rash beyond the rigid
banks of strict prescription, and,Tike other rivers, yoc
bring a vast deal of destruction, distress and obliteration
along with you. I have often listened to performances
of serious and carefully-wrought works, where, had I not
the notes distinctly in my memory, it would have been
an utter impossibility to divine, from the vast monoto-
nous expanse and dead level of confused sound, just
where the composer’s ideas lay submerged and what
might be the configuration of hia> phrases. No class of
musicians are such constant, willful and red-handed sin-
ners as pianists. They have it dinned into their ears that
their instrument is cold, that it is mechanical, that
because, forsooth, its tempered scale lies there, already
fixed, the learning of it is the task 8f a mere boater
and a mechanical pedant. It is often said by a class of
wiseacres, who would have ns to think them super-exqui-
site in their musical taste—it is often said that the piano
is too mechanical an instrument, too imperfect, too raw
for them. Stung and annoyed by these exaggerated
criticisms, the pianist, irritated by gad-flies, plunges into
wild excesses in the determination to force his listehers
into sympathy with the burning thoughts which he dis-
tinctly feels to throb within his instrument. The result is
\ m
V
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lamentable. Instead of orderly self-restraint and the
«oble reserve of true art we have pianissimos fainter than
the Isriost breeze, fortissimos that' make the thnnder
pony, scrambles of speed that would require an electri-
cal apparatus to register Jhem, melodies that come
booming out as if the ghouls, of which Poe sings, were
thumping and banging and crashing with the joy of “ so
.
rolling oi? the human heart a stone."
Mere intensity of tone is not legal tender on all occa-
sions for intensity of feeling, neither is rough- shod,
rattling speed proof positive of a virtuoso. It may seem
like an eccentric assertion, but I am convinced that the
lack of scrupulous detail and photographic finesse in
piano-forte performances, far more than lack of so-called
“expression ” or “ soul,” will account for the dislike
or the dreary toleration with which the piano-forte is
often received. It is because our pianists do not play
their instrument, do not touch its delicate stops to any
divine results, but because they belabor it
;
they ride it
like those iron horses or magic “ steeds of brass,” so
famous in the romances of chivalry.
THE MANUMGIEOI.
control that when one goes to the key board many diffi-
culties hitherto insuperable have vanished. It is no
mere hand gymnasium, for it hag five keys which can be
so regulated that the extremes of touch can be readily
obtained. Parts of the apparatus contain means for
developing the wrist and forearm but the great feature
is the production of a sensitive, discriminating, elastic
touch
;
not mere finger strength. Another great point
about Mr. Becker’s invention is its low price and its
small compact shape. It is, as was said before, a Mul-
tvm. in Parvo for never has the writer seen so many
excellent points combined together in such small space.
This compact little instrument, while having been
invented some years ago, did not reach its present
state of perfection until lately, when its inventor, Mr.
Gustav L. Becker, a talented young pianist, after having
thought out carefully all the problems of motion in arm
wrist and finger, so adapted and altered his apparatus tha
j.
at present it is a complete Mulhivi in Parvo of all
mechanical aids to piano practice. That such aids are
essential to the speedy overcoming of refractory muscles
is nowAn acknowledged thing by all authorities, and this
instrument seems to have met with especial approval by
the profession, such as Mills, Boekelman, Carreno, Stern-
bergpBive-King, Goldbeck, Penfield, Brandeis, Nunez,
Lambert, Vogrich, Wilhelmj and many others.
It is not to be denied that at the outset the young
inventor experienced considerable opposition from many
who supposed that the crank that turned the cylinder
which imparted movement to the fingers, was a salient
feature of the invention.
That this opposition was just from a certain standpoint
cannot be gainsaid, but, on the other hand, Mr. Becker
does not claim the crank as at all essential to his instru-
ment, and seldom uses it.
The main points in the Man'umoneon are, that by
means of the great variety of the exercises offered, it
develops to a high degree of sensibility a control in
qualified touch on the key board either in velocity, force
or distance of a stroke. This is obtained by variously
controlled dropping of the natural weight of the arms
and hands (controlled relaxation of muscles), or by con-
trolled downward exertion (contraction of muscles).
Resistance is found in the variously applied spring
tension of the apparatus *which develops the striking
muscles in general. The exercising with the cylinder in
the last groove and without^the handle is to be considered
the most valuable feature x>f the attachment. The mind
can be so trained by the exquisite delicacy of this part
of the apparatus that any motion, no matter how delicate,
can be gotten undijrr conscious control.
The tiresome though most important practice of five-
.
finger exercises is greatly facilitated and their usefulness
much increased, while doing away vith the irritating and
nerve-destroying sounds.
While n hi desirable to impart motion to the fingers
thrdbgh the player’s own volition, still by the use of the
7 crank the ligaments are stretched and strengthened, and
• correct motion is imparted to the fingers, bat Mr. Becker
,
. by bo means lays important stress on the use of the crank,
v knowing it is far more useful for the mind to control the
| fingers. It is universally acknowledged that piano
!• practice gives only a one-sid^ development to the hand
and hence all these meohanit^i.inventions, each seeking
to overcome the especial problems presented by the arm,
wrist and finger. The Manumoneon does not claim to
teach one to play but it does claim that tbe arm, wrist,
hand and fingers can so be .-gotten under conscious
SOME PIANISTS II AMEBIOA.
JAS. HUNEKER.
That piano playing was bound to become a popular art
in this country was, after the appearance of Sigismond
Thaiberg, a foregone conclusion. Both Leopold de
Mayer and Henri Herz had played previous to his
appearance, but neither of these pyrotechnical pum-
melers had aroused the enthusiasm of the public as did
the great master of the singing school. His finished
style, touch and marvelous technic, combined with his
selection of pretty Italian airs as the basis of his pro-
grammes, made him entirely popular. Americans
learned for the first time what touch and tone meant,
and, consequently, when Louis Moreau Gottschalk
came fresh from his Parisian triumphs he was received
with open arms and his playing was literally the rage.
His brilliant style is well remembered by many of his
contemporaries, who speak glowingly of the warmth and
abandon of his play, now dazzling, and again tender and
infused with a gentle melancholy that must have made
it entirely fascinating.
Gottschalk left a host of imitators, but his mantle can
truthfully be said to have fallen on no one’s shoulders, and
if his school were revived at the present time, would be
passde. Rafael Joseffy, the Hungarian virtuoso, who
now resides among us, has much of the glittering style
and inimitable staccato ascribed to the Creole Pianist,
but he, in all probability, exceeds him not only from a
technical point of view but also in his more earnest
musical training and style. When Joseffy first came to
our shores, some years ago, Ms programmes were limited
to two concertos of Chopin and a number of virtuoso
pieces by Liszt and others, and he literally dazzled us
with, ohe is tempted to say, his coruscating technic.
Such delicacy, such scales and octaves, have surely never
before been heard, but since then this artist, like
Alexander, after sighing for more technical worlds to
conquer, has notably changed hig style. He now plays
Beethoven, Brahms and Schumann with a vigor that is
eminently masculine and a conception that certainly
reveals the musical thinker. Hitherto classed with the
skyrocket virtuosos, Rafael Joaeffy can to-daybe truthfully
called one of the world’s great pianistic geniuses and
virtuosos in every sense of these much-abused names, and
decidedly the greatest pianist, in the western hemisphere.
His tone is larger, his feechnic as polished as ever, while
the breadth and beauty of his style was never more
apparent than in his recent noble rendition of the Chopin-
Tausig E minor concerto.
Mr. S. B. Mills, who has gradually withdrawn from the
concert stage the past few years, is an able exponent of
both classical and modern music. His execution is
smooth, touch large, although at times a trifle hard, and
his playing reserved. He is a fine artist, however, and a
grmt favorite,
Dr. Wiiliaiq Mason has not appeared in public for
some years, devoting all his energies to teaching. His
mellow touch and suave style are well known and the
musical quality of his playing ever fresh and charming.
Like Dr. Mason, Mr. Bichard Hoffmann also teaches
considerably, but is heard from time to time in chamber
tnnsie, of which he is an excellent exponent. He is,
nevertheless, a cold player, who appeals rather to the
head than to the heart. His style and technie are unim-
peachable.
Mr. Bobert Goldbeck is a player of the now peseta
school of pianism. A smooth, facile method and a
decided leaning to the poetic aide of piano music make
his playing, though lacking in variety, much admired.
,
He is a reflective rather than a dramatic artist, and his
compositions mirror exactly the man refined and schol-
arly.
Mr. William H. Sherwood, is a virile, fiery pianist,
with a large grasp of his instrument, and while at times
lacking in the tenderer attributes of his art, has, never-
theless, a manly vigor that is at times positively refresh-
ing, His playing is extremely unequal, not to say spas-
modic, but it glows with life and force that cover a
multitude of aids. Mr. Sherwood is probably at his best
in Schumann.
Mr. Carl Baermann, who resides in Boston, is called
the Beethoven player of this country, with hardly a fair
claim to that title. He is a robust, but by no means sure,
pianist, with abundant technic, not much sentiment and
a certain phlegm and repose that are always considered
inseparable with the performance of the great German
masters’ work. Mr. Baerman can be a very dry, unin-
teresting player, as he is at all times the pedagogue.
Dr. Louis Maas’ piano playing is polished, scholarly,
refined, reserved. He does not lack in breadth or power,
but one feels the tightening in of the reins whenever he
plays, which has the effect of giving his performances a
forced and sometimes cramped effect. He is a versatile
artist, however, and the range of his programmes is
larger and his conception always musicianly.
Mr. B. J. Lang, of Boston, is first the musician and
then the pianist. He has no positive pianistic genius,
but at times, when the spirit moves him, plays well.
| Mr. Carlyle Petersilea is more robust and has a certain
vigorous style that almost, but not quite, compensates for
a positive lack of refinement. He is apt, too, to be
pedantic in his readings, which are often arbitrary.
Mr. Carl Faelten has been dubbed a second Billow,
and he certainly has much of the characteristic dryness
of the irascible doctor, without his illuminated concep-
tion
;
nevertheless, Mr. Faelten is a reliable artist and
has a large repertory at his finger ends, and always plays
with intelligence if not emotion.
Mr. Calixa Lavalle6 lays no particular claims to vir-
tuosity, but possesses a light touch and a facile, French
style.
Mr. Charles Jarvis, of Philadelphia, is a worthy repre-
sentative of the old school. He has a clear technic and
plays all sorts of music, equally well with a certain power
rather technical than interpretive. He also does not
dwell much on the emotional side at piano playing, but
aims rather at lucidity and brilliancy.
Mr. Edward Neupert, a Scandinavian and a resident
of New York, is a genuine power in piano playing, and
if he only could learn the difficult task of self-restraint,
would be great. He is a rugged, even *fehaotic, player,
with a large tone and an impetuosity that is in Grieg’s
music charming. But his feelings get the better of his
head, and wildness often reigns supreme. He is an artist
anda fine teacher.
A pupil of his, August Hyllested, who looks like
Rubinstein seen through the large end of an opera glass,
is also a member of the chaotic school, who at one
moment carries yon completely away and the next
dashes your hopes to the ground by his eccentricities
of execution and style.
Mr. Emanuel Moor, a young Hungarian, who is better
as he has many of the elements of a player, such as a
good tone and a musical style. On the other, hand, his
touch is hard and his technic defective. He is, however,
promising.
Mr. Anton Strelezki, the popular composer, is also a
pianist, orchestral in his range, bat one whom I think
began too young ; in other words, he seems to have out-
lived his interest in the instrument, for while he has
great technical fluency, splendid coloring and a musical
touch, he nevertheless at times plays uninterestingly and .
from no lack ofminute musical culture and feeling, which
he possesses in large degree, but from a condition that
the French describe as bloat. At times his playing is
noble, and he then reveals his great talents.
(Concluded in next number.)
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Wb have at last completed onr own catalogue of music
and musical works, which we will send to any addresg,
postpaid.
'
In our last issue we made mention of a plan by which
subscribers can obtain the music published in each issue
at merely nominal cost. Since this issue reaches a large
number of non-subscribers, we will repeat the conditions
of the arrangement. We will furnish the separate pieces
published in each issue, in sheet music form, for one-
fifth of the marked price. Subscription can commence
with any issue, bat-must be continued one year. Postage
on the music is charged to each subscriber. A remit-
tance of not less than fifty cents must be sent with order,
which will be placed to the credit of the subscriber.
Bills will be sent out monthly. The music in the form
printed in The Etude is of little use, practically, for
teaching, since any one pupil could play but one or two
pieces in each issue, but, by-'fhis arrangement, teachers
get a large variety of pieces, which can be used where
they are best suited, and at a price that will make it an
object to use this music, which is always of the highest
order. %
A few more Class Books for Music Teachers that were
injured by dampness in our cellar last summer, are still
to be had for 25 cents.
_____
Do not allow this year to close without having settled
for your subscription to The Etude. With this issue
each delinquent subscriber receives a subscription blank,
which shows how each one stands with The Etude. If
you do not wish to continue longer, a notice must be sent
us and all arrearage paid before the paper can be dis-
continued. In sending your own subscription procure
one other from friend or pupil. A premium is sent for
two subscribers but not for one. See our new Premium
List elsewhere in this issue.
Back numbers of The Etude can be had only in whole
volumes, for the years 1886 and 1887, at the regular
rates, $1.50. Subscription can be commenced with any
number for this year. Each number is complete in
itself.
_______
We make a special offer of the set (six grades) of “ The
Musician,” by Ridley Prentice, sent by post to any
address for $2.75 until January 1st, 1888. We are in-
duced to make this offer in order to allow teachers and
students the privilege of obtaining this valuable work
complete, for themselves or as a Christmas present to
their friends, at a reduced rate. “ The Musician” has
met with great favor among teachers in England and
America, and there- is no work that equals it as an aid to
the intelligent study of piano-forte music. Until the first
of January we will also send the first grade of ,6 The
Musician,” and the music analyzed in it, for $5.00. There
are only a few pieces contained in this grade that we
have not yet published and these will be sent as we issue
them, until all availing themselves of this offer have
received the music of the first grade complete.
PRACTICAL COUNSELS.
Bv H. PARENT.
(Translated from the French by M. A. Bierstadt.)
THE NECESSITY OF COUNTING.
23. Is it necessary to count f
Yes; it is the only way of giving equal length
of time to the beats in each measure and of
putting every note exactly in its place.
24. Can the countingfnot be dispensed with
when the value of me notes is understood
at a glance f
No; a glance may suffice to understand the
kind of notes, but not to appreciate the equality
of time between them. *
25. Can the counting not be dispensed with in
pieces with very marked timer—in waltzes
,
for example? g
When a simple rhythm * is reproduced regu-
larly during several measures, each measure
serves as a point of comparison for the one
that follows
;
the ear then will suffice to appre-
ciate the length of the beat. But if the rhythm
* The regular return of the same combination of notes.
changes suddenly, or rests appear, the point of
comparison is deceptive, and faults will be
made.
,
This may happen in no matter- what
piece, and the pupil, thinking counting unneces-
sary because of the continued occurrence of like
notes, is surprised by a sudden change.
26. Is it necessary to count aloud f
It is best to do so until the habit is so fixed
that it cannot be lost. Even then it should be
resorted to whenever the measure is complicated,
or if the time is filled by rests. In this latter
case the pupil easily allows himself to be led to
count more quickly, which makes as great a
break in the time, although less apparent to an
ear little trained, as if it proceeded from
measures containing notes.
When playing with several instruments it is'
well to count one empty measure aloud before
commencing the piece, so as to regulate the
tempo, and that all may come in together.
27. What is meant by subdividing the time f
Dividing each count into two, in simple time,
and into three in compound time.
28. Is it necessary to count when the beats are
subdivided f
There is no "absolute rule on this point.
However, as the division of the different notes
is much easier if there are fewer notes to each
beat, and- as, on the other hand, the beat ought
to be long enough for the ear to appreciate the
length, and short enough for comparison to be
easy, it might be said that subdivision is
necessary
1. Whenever there are a good many notes to
each count, or frequent changes in the kind of
notes.
2. Whenever the proper movement of the
piece, or the relative movement in which it is
executed, makes the counts come so far apart
that their comparative regularity cannot be
easily appreciated.
29. How will you proceed when
,
in a piece
where the beats are subdivided
,
there
appear triplets which da not admit of
division
f
All passages containing triplets should be
practised alone at first"; then joined to a measure
without triplets and of easy rhythm, that can
.-Wcounted equally without subdivision. Then
in playing the whole piece the subdivision should
be dropped at least a measure before the passage
in triplets, and resumed a measure after.
30. Why abandon the subdivision at least a
measure before the triplets
,
and not resume
until the measure after f
Because, if the manner of- counting is
changed only at the moment when the rhythm
changes, there will be no .point of comparison
for the equality of the beats. This comparison
is only made by the action of counting, or by
the continuation of the same rhythm which is
retained by the ear.
31. Should the beats be subdivided in a piece
which contains changes in time f
They can be subdivided in the separate prac-
tice of each period comprised between two
changes of time.
In the whole connection it is not necessary to
do so. It will be useful, besides, to join—for the
study as an exercise, and without subdividing
—
the measure that precedes the change of time to
that which follows it.
FINGERING,
32. Is it necessary that the fingering be care-
fully determined cmd written upon the
music f
Yes; this is very necessary: first, that the
pupil may not use sometimes one fingering and
sometimes another in the same passage, which
takes from the precision in execution, and,
second, to oblige him always to employ the bed
fingering—that is to say, that which produces
the best execution in that phrase or passage.
33. Does not the habit of having the music all-
fingered make the pupil incapable- of
fingering correctly for himself later ?
No; a good method of fingering is acquired
by theoretic knowledge, and reasonable applica-
tion of the rules on which fingering is based, or
by practical experience resulting from the con-
tinued use of correct combinations. It is
advisable, then, in proportion to the age and
progress of the pupil, either to teach him correct
fingering from the first, without explaining the
reasons for it, and later to initiate him to the
rules (passing thus from practice to fhebry), or,
better still, to make him do the work under-
standingly from the very beginning, obliging
him to apply the rules himself (passing, in this
way, from theory to practice).
34. If a pupil is obliged to finger his own
music what rules must he observe ?
And at first, what is fingering f
By fingering is understood the order or the
position in which the fingers are placed, grouped
and combined on the keys of the piano. Finger-
ing ought to be based upon the form of the
key board and the formation of the hand.
It will then appear perfectly natural to place
the short fingers (1st and 5th) on the white
keys, which are on the edge of the key board,
and the long fingers (2d, 3d and 4th) on the
black keys, which are further removed.*
Often the same passage can be correctly
fingered in several ways, and whether a fingering
which is excellent for a large hand would be
bad for a small one is a question of appreciation.
But it can be absolutely said, that the hand
should be in a natural position, and moved
without effort, without contortion, and should
be kept in a graceful position.
35. What are the principal combinations in
fingering?
The principal combinations in fingering may
be described thus :
—
1. The successive use of the five fingers
without the displacing of the hand.
2. The displacement of the hand by the
bringing together of the fingers (the elision of
one or more fingers).
3. The displacement of the hand by the
extension of the fingers (the stretching apart of
one or more fingers).
4. The displacement of the hand by the
passing of the thumb under the fingers or the
fingers over the thumb.
5. The displacement of the hand by the
changing of fingers on the same note repeated
twice or several times.
8. The displacement of the hand by the.
change of fingers on a note that is not repeated,
replacing one finger by another without letting
go the key—-called substitution,
36. In what eases are the five fingers used
udthout displacement of the hand ?
The five fingers are used without displace-
ment of the hand when the number of notes
following one another in ascending or descend-
ing does not exceed the number of fingers.
———-——
*——
: -rrr - — - —— — —— 4
*It is for this reason that in the scales miI regular *!
forms, with the passage of the thumb, and a aaa
of white asm black notes, the thumb should net be placed
upon a bhtck key. . - - 2
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ceives from other*, and one. more important, which he “ore
.
enjoyable, if the pupil is led, step Dy step, from
give* to himself.” the simple to the more complex works, and that he is re-
If discouragements increase think over John Plough- quwed to do everythicg in as smooth fend neats manner
man’s words: “The bees said, Try, and tamed flowers “ he 18 capable of ? There may be such stages m his
into honey. The young lark said, Try, and he found course where it is advisable to give him something which
that his new wings took him over hedges and ditch®*, “ somewhat above his power, and which will put him
and up where hismther was singing.” 3 on his mpttle to conquer it, bat this must be the excep-
v - bon and not the role, and the steady, gradual course
‘ bb oakstpl. must always be resumed. Then, and only then, may we
Pupils frequently practice with misplaced industry, hope that music becomes more and more a tone source
Many a minute is wasted over passages that are success- p '.' -'askre, and that it will not be abandoned with the
folly played after the flret five minutes. “ Waste not foot lesson taken. Let jis follow nature, wow slowly
want not.” andsteadUy. F. W. Hambb.
Speedily discover where the diffl^tiM ims t Jhen .
slowly, very slowly, work at them, remembering that Thk Etudb promises to be even more valuable next
^agio-hand praclio* with^ten reyti^ns ip fhr.tefeor ywr. Our *m& of writer* has alme*t doubled in the Iasi
may not be te comprehend a page or even a meas* < Ip ®* abacnbers, in order that araml students can
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BB HUMBLE.
You are entering or are pursuing the study of the
most refined, spiritual and valuable of all the arts, one
thus far perfected through the life-work of such as Bach,
Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt. Think not that a few months
or years of desultory work will give you command of
the art in any of its branches.
BB TtBVBBBBT.
As yon open your volumes of classic music, let the
iotto (ascribed to Aristotle), “ Introite, mam et hie Diimot n
sunt” (Enter, for here also are gods), be ever present in
your thoughts.
BE COURAGEOUS.
Bach’s words may inspire you : “lam what I am, be-
cause I was industrious; whoever is equally sedulous
will be equally successful” Also gain courage from
Beeilioven’s remark, “ The barriers are not erected that
can say to aspiring talents and industry 1 Thus far and
no farther.’ ”
vidual notes,” “He that is faithful in that which is least,
is faithful also in that which is much.”
H^ateh the accidentals that come so frequently. Your
memory is surely more than an inch Tong. Make your
teacher think so.
Is. minor passages notice the seventh degree of the
scale. It should usually be a semitone below the eighth.
Think with special care about the time. If you are a
poor timist it is principally because you do not try to be
a good one. You probably dance well march steadily,
are affected by rhythmical passages
;
with proper atten-
tion to the time units yon can certainly play well.
Notice particularly the fingering. Whatever you
adopt in the first week of practice, you are likely to re-
tain for years.
BE PERSISTENT.
BB TRUSTFUL.
Your teacher has passed through the varied expe-
riences of student life, and can therefore guide you away
from or out of threatening difficulties. His words of
caution are as valuable as his words of correction.
Trust both.
Trust in your teacher’s judgment as well, and if he
No one “ having put his hand to the plough and' look-
ing back, is fit for ” the domain of art any more than for
the kingdom of heaven- Again, John Ploughman says,
“ Always-at-it grows good cabbage and lettuce, while
others grow thistles.” If “ Genius is patience,” or “ a
capacity for hard work,” then go forward, remembering
the Eastern proverb : “ Time and patience change the
mulberry leaf into satin,” and look for the reward prom-
ised to him that endures to the end.
E. B. Story.
Smith College School of Music,
[For The Etude.]
sets before you a duty, remember that obligation implies
ability, and don’t say, or even think, those miserable,
distrustful, untruthful words, “I can’t.” The German
words, “ Wenn-mau sagt er kann niefat, so will er nicht ”
(when one says he cannot, he will not) are too true.
The editor and reviser of your music is a man of large
experience. His suggestions of fingering, phrasing, etc.
,
are extremely helpful. Why do you heed them so
little ? Implicit trust in and acceptance of such sugges-
tions will bring their proper reward in sure and rapid
progress.
BE KIND
HASTEN SLOWLY.”
The meaning of this German proverb is “Hasten
slowly.”
When we look at so many of the music scholars who,
with considerable talent and industry, have not arrived
at those attainments to which their natural gifts gave
hope, when so much utterly worthless playing is encoun-
tered on every side, I don’t hesitate to say that in moat
cases the fault was that they were pushed too quickly
through their studies, and especially that, in their first
year’s instruction, they were not thoroughly grounded in
all those little things which are essential to an enduring,
steady and sure progress.
Very often the pupils, and frequently the very best of
them, like to gather fruit before they have fairly sown,
and want to shine as players before they have gone
through the drudgery of training their fingers sufficiently
to make them do as the mind directs them. The teacher
himself is often tempted to have his pupils study works
which, both in their technical requirements and in their
Sfeas, are far beyond the scholar’s capability and com-
prehension.
But it may be asked, Is it not considered a sign of
great progress if a scholar, after perhaps a very short
time of instruction, plays (in some sort of way) a work
which is so far above the one studied only a little while
ago? Are not, in most cases, parents anti friends of the
pupils highly pleased when these bring home pieces that
are so difficult and make so much noise? Why, then,
hold him back when so many things seem to favor this
so-called rapid improvement ?
To your teacher, who is more anxious for your im-
provement, perhaps, than you are yourself, who will
therefore be gratified as he sees in yon the trustful,
courageous, studious habit; To your friends, to whom
your music may be a source of pleasure
;
To your parents,
whose self-sacrificing spirit enables you to study under so
good instructors, and to whom you owe the very best of
work possible; To yourself, for, since “ Art is long and
life is short,” you have reason to crowd every moment
full of the most painstaking toil.
BE INQUISITIVE.
Frequently question yourself concerning the meaning
of words or signs, in order that clear comprehension of
each may be secured. The habit of consulting your
musie&i dictionary is an excellent one to form. In cases
of doubt question your teacher, whose privilege it is to
aid you in every way.
BE HONEST
With yourself, wasting no moment through inattention,
listlessness or indifference
;
With your teacher, who fre-
quently has (very unjustly) to bear the blame of your
idleness
;
who also, while being ready to fulfill his part of
the contract, expects you to do your share
;
With your
music, giving it at least the same careful study that yon
would give to a problem in mathematics, the same fair
treatment that yon would give to a poem. Remember
Schumann’s advice : “ Regard it as something abomi-
nable to meddle with the pieces of good writers, either
by alteration, omission, or by the introduction of new-
fangled ornaments. This is the greatest indignity you
can inflict on art.”
could master, and keep to those works which are above
his powers, until he finally either gives up music in dis-
gust or becomes a very careless player, whose perform-
ances become tortures to all who have to endure them.
Or, even if he succeeds by hard work to conquer a piece
in four to six weeks, so far as to be able to play it in
a somewhat slow bat otherwise pretty correct manner, of
what use is it to him whep, after having dropped it for a
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01 TOUCH a PIANO-FOBTE PLAYING.
BY RIDLEY PRENTICE.
.
In common, I suppose, with all pianoforte teachers, I
SnAlh^t year by year this question of “ touch ” assumes
an ever- increasing importance, as constituting the foun-
dation upon which all our other teaching depends for its
success. Much that has been written and taught on the
subject seems, to me, to fail in its object, because the
essential difference between the old harpsichord touch
and the modern piano-forte touch has been lost sight of.
On the harpsichord and kindred instruments very little
force or power of finger was necessary
5
the action was
confined mainly to the middle joint of the finger, and
after a gentle blow, the finger tip was drawn slightly
inward with a gliding motion, by which means an ex-
tremely legato, delicate touch was obtained. • But when
the blow of the piano-forte hammeriwMSubstituted for
the plucking action of the harpsichord quill, an entire
change in the touch of the performer became necessary
;
the object now was to gain such control over the fingers,
and to impart such power to the muscles, that the keys
could be struck at will with any required degree of force
or delicacy. Thus a new style of playing arose in which
the knuckle joint of the finger plays the most important
part, because it is in that joint that the greatest power
resides, and only by means of it can the required strength
of blow be obtained.
Having thus cleared the ground, let us consider first
,
what we \airn at as regards touch; and, secondly, how
that aim should be attained.
The three essentials are strength, agility and control.
The muscles must be trained so thatlbjy are able to give
a blow of any required strength. It is not merely that
on the piano-forte a blow is needed, instead of the old-
jfashioned harpsichord twitch of the string. The ever-
increasing weight and tension of the wires on modern
instruments make correspondingly increased demands
upon the muscles of the performer in order that these
heavier wires may be properly set in vibration. The
same cause makes it increasingly difficult to attain the
j
requisite agility or rapidity of motion, which was com-
paratively easy with the old-fashioned light touch and
thin wires. With regard to control, it is essential to bear
in mind that this is the result of a perfect balance between
two opposing sets of muscles, and, therefore, alack of
control implies a weakness in some particular muscle,
owing to which weakness some other muscle asserts its
power too vigorously. Control is, therefore, in its
essence, a question of strength, because if all muscles
are properly developed perfect control will be ensured.
Secondly, what means shall be adopted to attain these
aims? The experience of many years leads me to make
the foilowing suggestions, which must be applied natu-
rally in the first instance to five-finger and other technical
studies, and afterward to passages of special difficulty oc-
curring in the pieces studied. To begin with, all exer-
cises must be practiced with a very slow, firm touch, the
raising and lowering of each finger mast be two distinct
moti^ps, and the finger must be lifted up as high as pos-
sible. The strength of the blow must be regulated by
the training the mbflcles-have undergone, and must come
altogether from the finger, unaccompanied by any motion
of the hand or arm. It is essential that a certain amount
of pressure should be given to each key
;
to ensure this
it is well to make the pupil count one, two, three. At
one, the finger is raised
;
at two, the key is struck
; at
three, the key is pressed. Nothing gives strength of
finger so rapidly and certainly as this pressure of the key.
A very important point is the stretching of the ligaments
connecting the knuckle-joints of the hand. To do this
the fingers must move through as wide a space as pos-
sible. Place the hand upon a table, or other fiat surface,
with the wrist and finger tips touching the table ; draw
the finger tips inward toward the wrist until the knuckles
form a high arch and the fingers slope downward, with
onlya slight curve. It will now be found that each finger,
when alternately raised and lowered, will pai* through
nearly a quarter of a circle, and the connecting ligaments
will, consequently, be stretched to their full extent.
This method of practice must be continued for a longer
or shorter period, regulated by the pupil’s progress
;
after
which attention must be directed to the second point,
viz., the attainment of rapidity or agility. The exercises
must now be practiced pianissimo and moderately fast,
the position of the hand being slightly altered by lower-
ing the knuckles until they are only just above the level
of the wrist and middle joints of the fingers. The action
of these latter must be exactly the same in kind as before,
but less in degree
;
they must move only a little way, but
all motion must still be from the knuckle joints. After
a certain amount of agility has been attained, the tone
may be gradually increased, but this must be done with
great caution so as to preserve entire freedom in the
action of the muscles.
The third point, control, is, as before remarked, closely
connected with the first
;
when all the muscles are prop-
erly developed, perfect control will be gained. A capital
exercise is, however, to practice putting down the keys
without making any sound, and afterward to increase
the pressure so that the sounds become just audible and
no more.
If the above directions are faithfully carried out, the
foundations of a good touch will have been laid; but
there is one special danger which needs to be pointed
out, as it is frequently lost sight of. The modern method
of playing chiefly from the knuckle joints has a tendency,
even with some most admirable players, to produce a
hard, unsympathetic touch, which lacks, in many cases,
the charm which was- characteristic of players of the
older school. Too much importance is attached to the
blow on the key, and the vital matter of pressure—essen
tial to the attainment of a singing, cantabile touch—is
overlooked, or, at any rate, postponed till too late a
period. To correct this fault, I very early make my
pupils play their exercises in yet another way. The
fingers are allowed to rest on the keys and then each
finger in turn presses down its key and again rises far
enough to release the key, but never far enough to lose
touch of it. There is now absolutely no blow upon the
key, but only pressure, the result being a greatly-increased
sensitiveness in the finger-tips and the consequent pro-
duction of a more delicate and . singing tone. The
knuckle joints scarcely work at all, the motion being
almost entirely from the middle joints of the fingers,
which thus receive their due share of development.
I have been sometimes taken to task for making my
pupils change suddenly from an extremely slow to a mod-
erately fast pace when playing scales and finger exercises.
The above explanation will, I think, make my object suf-
ficiently clear
;
and I am convinced that nothing can pos-
sibly be worse than the real British method of scale-play-
ing, which, as it may possibly not have been adopted in
America, I may briefly describe as being always at a
steady, respectable pace, always mezzo-forte, with a sepa-
rate deliberate thump on each note, the result being
almost invariably a continual up-and-down motion of the
hand and an absolute lack of variety or delicacy of
tone.
A further important question is the necessity for a sys-
tematic training of the hand by gymnastic exercises,
away from the key-board
;
but for this I have left myself
no space in the present article, and must hope to have
the opportunity of treating of it at some future time.
LISTENEBS.
BY E. A. SMITH.
I have chosen but a few types of listeners from the
many who have attracted my attention. I present them
to tne readers of The Etude, who will have but little
difficulty in finding them in nearly every audience.
At my right is one who has evidently come to display
her fine feathers. At times she listens well, at times she
chatters well; so like ringlets and April weather
—
changeable. Occasionally her nodding plumes of ap-
proval will attract admiring (?) eyes. Now and then her
opera-glam of pearl glistening with bands of gold will
meet her eyes with such an exquisite end practiced grace
you involuntarily remark upon it. More studied by her -
is the fashion plate of beautiful costumes on either side
than the unsoiled, libretto or score, which she contrives
to rattle just at a critical moment. More admired by her
is the effect she produces than the grand song being so
well interpreted, so sweetly sung, that ears more divine
than human might have stopped to listen.
Notice, with me, another just in front, whose name is
Indifference 1 Neither fine nor coarse, great or small,
but especially careful of her own interests and pleasure,
and entirely independent as regards her manner toward
those about her, with whom she is evidently a stranger.
If it is too cold the window can be put down with a bang,
or if too warm it can just as easily be opened with a slam.
Still superbly unconscious, she keeps time with her feet
or even hums the tune—ad lib. She whispers to her one
acquaintance incessantly
;
she ettfrmnents quite audibly
about the next party, and even ventures an opinion in
regard to the weather
;
before the concert is at an end
she has gone. Peace to her going.
Of course some fond mother has brought her little
boy—his first concert. Quietness is now a stranger in
this locality. Anticipation takes wings and flies away.
Disappointment treads upon the heels of departing
pleasure. To keep the boy quiet as possible under the
unfortunate circumstances, candy is the peace-offering, or
a noisy toy is brought forth from some capacious pocket,
until, finally wearied out and the neighbors worried out,
the boy at last falls sound asleep, and what a sleep—
-
blessed sleep. “What is home without a mother?”
I ask, “What is a concert with a small boy ? ”
The emotional listener is one all singers and players
enjoy having present, especially if he is an intelligent
listener. He is usually rapturous in his applause, not
always coming in at the right place, but coming in some-
where
;
gives the singer to understand the audience is
enthusiastic, and so spurs one on to best endeavor. He
weeps in one moment, and before the next has gone it
finds him wreathed in smiles—so like emotion, never the
same, ever changing. His sympathy is always with the
oppressed, and he is willing, for the moment, to fight the
villain in the play, but usually ends his solemn vow in
fighting empty air, with empty space for his battle ground.
In other words, he is the one who thoroughly enjoys but
does not thoroughly understand—drinks at the fountain,
nor stops to discern whether the waters be pure or im-
pure, but drinks with enjoyment.
The amateur in listening usually shows a vast amount
of conceit
;
he knows just enough to affect him in that
way, and he is spreading his information so thinly that
most yell-informed know just where to place him. He
is constantly telling you what is coming next, that he has
heard it sung better by so and so, thinks he can do it
about as well himself. He verifies toe old adage, that,
“A little learning is a dangerous thing.”
The professional listener at a really good concert listens
well, but more often with eyes of prejudice blinding him
to actual merit. A devout believer in his own interpre-
tation—so
.
different from that just heard—or listens
disdainfully, as much as to say, “ Pooh ! I have pupils
who can do better than that.” He is not usually a
desirable addition to an ordinary concert. The pupil
often attends, with a note book and pencil, intent upon
learning, therefore depriving himselfof much of the real,
true enjoyment found in good concerts, unless he listens
as did an American girl in Berlin, who regularly attended
the symphony concerts with music score and pencil, bat
it was observed she held the score wrong aids up, un-
consciously reminding one that, “Appearances are deceit-
ful.” But the pupil does no harm and goes away the
wiser for his attention, experience, and—his pencil.
The average critic is apparently a carfeful listener, notes
down a few complimentary numbers (especially if his
ticket is complimentary, as it usually is) and then hurries
off to the other concert, which he serves in the same way.
Then he goes home and writes some about what he knows
and some about what he don’t know or somebody else
knows, polishes it off with a few musical phrases, and the
next morning the article appears as an original criticism
of the evening’s concert.
_
But there are cntics and there
are critics—critics who rise above the common herd and
give dignity to the name—commanding, as they dbj the
respect of all by their truthful criticisms and writings.
These are among the most discriminating of all listeners,
for they are all attention, and listen with their brains.
They know what they are writing about and yield un-
merited favor to none. Of snch was Boht. Schumann
and a host of others.
There is yet another, who might be termed the good
listener, tccombination of the best in all. Here are two
near by.
t
How closely have they followed every word
and scene
;
their look and manner indicate their interest.
They are people of position, too ; that yon can see in the
refinement, ease ana elegance that attends them. They
do not disturb others in various trying ways.; this is not
necessary in order to enjoy, a#, may by their actions,
would lead yon to believe. Only between tike Bombers
do they whisper or speak of the evening's programme.
They are sympathetic and emotional, bet withintelflgesee i
and judgment for their guide ; they applaud with their
faces more than a dozen stool' pair of hands with their
They {assume not toattract the alt®atim (others, >
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yet are the attraction of all. Thus respect for others
brings respect to ourselves.: Nor is it necessary to be
surrounded by elegance in order to listen well. Poor
clothes often Contain a harp snore appreciate and sensitive
than the JMian. One good listener will almost compen-
sate for an empty house, save in the financial. But why
can we not have more good listeners ? It costs no more
;
there if no law against it! It is not unpopular, nor a
sign of ill-breeding. Suppose each one answer the
question for himself.
[For The Etude.]
THE MUBIO TEAOHES II A SMALL TOWS'.
Ik selecting the above title it is not insinuated that the
population in small places differs very much from that in
large cities in reference to intellectual pursuits, or io the
material from which future artists can be moulded.
Even the capacities of music teachers will bear a favor-
able comparison with many who, in large places, have
the reputation of being good instructors.
Men of genius are nowhere found in superabundance,
and many a decided mugjeal talent is born, and receives
its first solid instruction, in towns of less than 20,000
inhabitants, whose educational facilities are rather lim-
ited. It is certainly not the size of a city, nor the
vaunted superiority of this or that man’s “ College of
Music,” in which all the pupils are equally educated to
such a high degree of perfection that, in later years,
every one will rise to great prominence in the musical
world. The greater distribution ofwealth in this country
may enable more parents to have their children in-
structed in music—a fact which largely increases the
annual sale of musical instruments—but it will not
materially swell the ranks of great artists, or even of
solid amateur players. Yet, even a small city has a pro-
portionate number of pupils who, in proper time, will
develop'into finished pianists. True enough, the country
music teacher is hardly ever a virtuoso
;
but this is to a
large extent more of an advantage to the pupil than a
detriment. For it is well known that a great virtuoso
and a successful teacher are rarely found in one person.
A Frederic Wieck coaid educate, besides his two accom-
plished daughters, Clara and Marie, many prominent
musical stars, though he was not known to have been an
artist.
It is said of Carl Tausig, the most brilliant of Liszt’s
pupils, that he lacked the gift of a good teacher. I
remember a remark of Johanna Kinkel, made many
years ago, to the effect that parents need not send their
children to a renowned virtuoso until they have attained
a considerable degree of proficiency, but that a well
educated music teacher, of more humble pretensions,
could be safely entrusted with the instruction of talented
pupils. Hence, the unostentatious, but thoroughbred,
countty music teacher need not be ashamed that a Theo-
dore Kullak or a Biilow have successfully brought out a
number of the most finished artists. His humble work
in teaching the first five or six grades thoroughly and
conscientiously is the basis upon which the future per-
fection of his pupil is built. And such teachers are found
in small cities also. Of course, not those who, after
having been pupils for a year or two, have the audacity
to advertise themselves as instructors in “Piano, Vocal
Culture and Thoroughbass,” bat those men and women
who devoted themselves assiduously and earnestly ror
many years to musical study under renowned masters in
their profession.
There is, however, one great advantage which only a
large city can offer, and which is of incalculable value to
the pupil, and that is the opportunity of hearing the
most accomplished artists in concerts, recitals and operas.
Here is a strong and very powerfnl ageucy in developing
a pore and refined taste for the highest musical style.
The conntry teacher is entirely without such an import-
ant auxiliary. Alas 1 the musical performances in his
small city consist of parlor concerts and church socia-
bles, in which am&tenrs of a very inferior capacity exe-
cute either the most miserable trash, or select a classic
piece which is by far beyond their ability to do justice.
The matchless renditions of great artists in the large
centres of intelligence become most valuable object les-
sons to the pupil, and educate in him a higher concep-
tion of what is sublime in art. It is therefore utterly
impossible for the city-bred pupil, after listening to the!
compositions of Beethoven, Schumann, Liszt, Chopin and
others, masterly executed, to find pleasure in playing I
Wyman's “ Silvery Waves,” or tine like trash; the
Moonshine Sonata and the abominable minstrei mono
are hardly found together in one .piano rack It is cer-
tain that the depraved taste of country audiences and
country pupil* is one of the most s features in
the experience of a refined teacher in a small city.
Strange to say,these verypeoplewhom much delight in the
lowest kind of musical compositions are, in a great nau)»
her of instances, iateUigentandrefined enougeto abhor
the reading of vile literature, givingpreferee&t to the
works of the best writers {while in. maecas$s outoften
the performance of an inferior piece of music is vocifer-
ously applauded, and the composition of a great master
hushed in the loud conversation of an indifferent
audience.
In vain does the faithful music teacher try to elevate
the taste of his pupils, by giving them good compositions
for practice
;
he may be sure that the great majority are
disgusted with their teacher’s selection, and almost hate
him for recommending sonatas, etudes and the like,
while a favorite tube from Pinafore is so “ awfully
pretty.” The country music teacher’s life would be an
almost unbearable burden were it not for another class
of pupils who are bringing sunshine in the darkness of
his professional existence. Fortunately, there are some
pupils in whose souls a kind Providence has ignited a
spark of the holy fire of talent and inspiration. Such a
pupil is the pleasure of the teacher, reconciling him with
his sad fate that compels him to teach the stolid and the
stupid, and convincing him that the thorny path of his
calling is alsq occasionally strewn with roses. But, alas 1
he is in a country town, and so is his gifted pupil—cut
off from the inspm3||influences of musical life in a large
city, thrown upon the only resources which faithful teach-
ing and equally faithful study afford. I have known
persons who, almost for a lifetime, have dwelt in the
prairie, low and flat, with no elevation. These persons
had no conception of what a mountain is, except that
attained by a “ panorama.” Imagine the delight oS
such a person when transferred in reality to the magnifi-
cent scenery of the Alleghenies or the Yosemite, and
you can approximately imagine the rapture of a country
music teacher when fortunate circumstances permit him
again to escape the stifling air of an existence in a small
place, and to inhale the invigorating, life-giving atmo-
sphere of intelligence and refinement in a great art centre
Oh, yes, it is a stifling air of indolence or indifference
which surrounds the educated musician who is forced to
live in a very narrow circle of usefulness. Is it a won
der that he gasps for breath ? Is he to be blamed for
an honest attempt to make his prison more cheerful,
more habitable, when he knows that in the prison he
must stay? And so he conceives the idea that he must
become a reformer
;
that he must rouse his fellow- citi
zens from their apathy and interest them in a higher
grade of musical culture. He starts an “ Oratorio So
ciety.” Success is sure, for everybody he meets on the
street approves of his plan. In a few days he has the
promise -of every piano player, church singer and per-
former on the accordion, to join the society. That is
highly encouraging, and in his mind’s eye he sees already
the opera house filled to overflowing by an enthusiast!'
audience during the first performance of the “ Stabs’
Mater.” The first few rehearsals are well attended b\
themembers, who indeed need rehearsing very badb
But soon the leader - detects a great simil iritv betwee
his singers and the moon after it has become full. Botl
are waning. The interest in the enterprise begins t<
become decreseendo; the enthusiasm dwindles to
diminuendo, and the small audience at-the concert eve
ing is an unfailing prognostication that the Orator
Society is—morendo.
Not more encouraging are the attempts of the mu -
cian in a small city to improve the musical service of ri
church. The few good voices which mav happen to h
found in the place are distributed in the various denom
inations. The fine soprano is an Episcopalian, and
would, of course, give the benefit of her voice to her owr
church. The alto, being a Baptist, would not. accept thf
invitation to sing in the Presbyterian church : and the
only good tenor in town does ijot like church music, n«
attend church. Hence, another disappointment in the
music teacher’s experience in a small city.
And there are more disagreeable features in Ms pro-
fessional life. Not the least is the question of tuition
fee. To the teacher who has no other resources to
make a living for himself and family, the annual income
is of serious consideration. And here, again, “ the small
city ” is paying a “ small ” remuneration for instruction.
People in country towns consider seventy- five cents per
lesson a very exorbitant chargS, and;.vwonder how it is
possible for music teachers in large cities to ask and to
receive from two to five dollars for each, lesson. And
only
,
very few country teachers are paid sixteen to
eighteen dollars per quarter ; the majority—mostly lady
teachers, of no ability whatsoever—are instructing their
few pupils- for much less. But even with the highest
price attainable, the income of the most industrious
teacher ife seriously lessened by the frequent excuses for
absence which pnpils and parents are asking. To-day it
is sickness, to-morrow bad weather, which keeps the
pupil from attending.
.
Laziness induces another to send
a note to the teacher, that &.“cut in the finger ” pre-
vented the pupil from practicing; another is invited to
spend two or three weeks with friends in the country j
others would take their school vacation* daring holidays
and during the hot Season in the most litoral wait ofthe
word, antT n©t think of taking music lessons Wag’ move
than of attending school. All these eireumsteaees com-
bine to make the existence of the • '
antic ieaoher one of constant annoyance, A ^7 -
,anddiscontent, €L S» -Exam*»
To the Editor of the Etude :
I have seen .in your paper several questions about
going abroad to study music in Stuttgart or Berlin.
These questions induce me to make a few remarks.
It is not necessary to go to Europe to accomplish the
highest results
;
such can be done in America jusbae well
and, under certain circumstances, much better; still, there
are reasons why such a journey can be made profitable
to good students.
But when a student of New York or Boston goes to
Stuttgart, then he loses already one of the principal
motors in study, namely, the possible attendance of all
sorts of concerts and opera performances which are so
necessary to good study.
Without criticising Stuttgart’s performances, we know
that concerts of the very first order are very rare there,
and the opera, although good, could be much better.
The student of music ought to be at the fountain of the
very best and the greatest variety of musical performances,
and it seems to me that Berlin is, of all German cities, the
best place for such. Besides, there are the very beat
branch schools of all the instruments in Berlin, and it is
now in every respect the centre of musical art in Ger-
many. Still, there are other good cities in this respect,
and I don’t wish to reflect on any city in Europe.
The principal object of my letter is this : The Ameri-
can student of music or any art ought to find the proper
home in Germany. Having traveled in Germany many
summers, I have seen many failures in the question of
how to secure such a proper home for American students.
First, it ought to be a happy, pleasant family home, con-
sidered so from the American point of view—a place
where the student cars properly digest all musical and
other impressions with other students of the same class
(socially and otherwise), and such a home ought to
: represent comfort as Americans understand it. For
voung ladies it is also necessary to have the proper and
congenial company for matters not connected with study
,
such as society and pleasure.
The student ought also to make it a serious point to
study the language in the proper way. The residing with
a German private family is sometimes agreeable and
advisable, but it is too difficult to find a family which
would represent what American ladies of refinement
want. As a rule, such families are of an inferior order
—
money-grasping people, of little education or refinement.
The students get, generally, seriously uncomfortable in
inch houses, and seldom find the necessary rest and eom-
brt for undisturbed study. The true insight into, a
breign language does not come so much from the unin
-westing, silly, and, very often, even coarse conversation of
'illy matters in such families, as from the thoughtful
onversation with educated, artistic people whom we
night to meet socially.
;
Therefore, the home ought to be a family home for
\ merican students, conducted by Germans who under-
hand arts, and. above all, who understand American
haracter and its better peculiarities. English may be
>oken in the housQ for the most necessary daily home
‘Fairs, but it should be a place where they can unite in
<e evenings or mornings and study in the German
menage such subjects as: history of music, or art,
wthetics, acoustics, etc., under proper directions, no
• matter how little the student knows of the language.
, -hieh will be more profitable than the ordinary convers-
ion of home matters.
Furthermore, the study ought to be facilitated by
mrial intercourse with teachers or representatives of the
different arte. »
’ This is the intelligent and quickest way to study a
foreign language, /'
-IJr *
Nothing can do more good to young minds than to
travel and to study art in different countries. This
widens the mental horizon of students, but the selection
of a proper home is a very serious thing for’success.
These remarks of mine are not theoretical conceptions,
but practical views from what.I have seen partially done
for some yonng American ladies in Germany, and what
I expect to carry out as a perfect practical whole in a short
time to come. Most respectfully
|
E. M.
In connection with the above, we will quote, for the
benefit of those interested, from a private letter received
from the gentleman himself. He rays:
—
Thko. Presser, Esq. :
Pear Sir :
—
If there should be no signs of war next
spring, and ifI should be able to get twelve ladies orgentle-
i men students to go with me, then 1 may start next
• summer
;
otherwise, I shall wait until 1889.
- I will add, in order that yot may get a better
into my project, that I intend to engage in Bertie, the
following persons for joint work: an educated young
lady, to xeep German conversation in the rijjht jeourse;
a well-sta ding lady painter, wh n I shall simply ofe
a good home for no rartksala? services, except to answer
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cat.ed musician, pianist if possible, 'to do the same simple
hat very important service in regard to Berlin musicians
and their relative present doings, and art associations.
I am not acquainted in Berlin and sack persons—ladies
or gentlemen—whose home has been in Berlin for years
will be very conveniant in the household. The house
will be for both sexes, and small children with their
parents, batwe don’t wish pleasure-seekers-—only students
will be welcome.
But sack will find my hou^e the most convenient and
profitable^place in Germany. I shall study with them in
the evenings and offer all my time, knowledge and expe-
rience id my guests for no extra charges whatever.
The' terms will be 126 marks per month and each per-
son, including all the extras, as light and firejit includes
also a daily German lesson for all—beginfiers or far-
advanced students.
I shall try to invite constantly prominent members of
the different professions for social intercourse, and make
it in this regard a most perfect home for the art-hungry
student.
If necessary. I shall give you also a few references of
families who have resided with me in Dresden.
ME IMPORTANT MUSICAL EVENTS.
64&-510, B. C. Pythagoras. He invented the mo-rm-
chord, an instrument having one string, with mov-
able bridges for measuring the ratios of intervals.
He discovered that a sounding string, divided in-
to proportionate lengths, produced different tones
;
the proportion 2 to 1 produced, the octave, 8 to 2
the fifth, etc. The Mono-chord was pronounced by
Pythagoras “ the criterion of truth ” and the
£
‘masic&l investigator. ” Pythagoras is also credited
with having introduced Greek musical notation.
A. D. Pope Sylvester formed a singing school in
Borne. ‘ * D niversal singing and antiphona! chant-
ing ’ ’ was practiced.
Notes were named from the first seven letters of
the-alphsbet.
Pope Vitalianus introduced the organ into
churches.
767. Constantine, Emperor of Greece, sent an organ to
Pepin, King of Prance.
800. Troubadours were heard in Provence.
807. Haroun A1 Rascid, the Saracen Caliph, sent to
Charlemagne, “ the Emperor of the West” the
"first clock ever seen in Europe-—“a hydraulic
clock, with automatic figures which moved and
played on several instruments.”
960. About this date sequences were invented by Mother.
1025. Guido Aretlaus, of Arezzo, introduced the use
of four lines and the spaces between to denote
musical pitch, using ptfints for notes. He pub-
lished treatises on Music, and is said to have
greatly improved counterpoint, or even to have
invented it.
1200. Minnesingers.
1280. Troubadours. Age of chivalry.
1290. Secular songs in three-part harmony appeared.
1800. First principles of consonance and dissonance pre-
sented by M&rchethus.
1321. The lute a favorite instrument.
1860. About this date tenor, bass and treble cleffs were
introduced, probably by Be Maris. He used the
signs for the different kinds of measure.
1890. Masses and motets appeared.
1400. The regal monochord and other early keyed in-
struments were in use.
1440. Early English school inaugurated by Dunstable,
1473. About this date musical printing was invented,
1474. The first musical dictionary, by John Tinctor, ap-
peared.
1490. Organ pedals introduced by Bernhardt, at Venice.
1600. Master singers.
The spinet was invented by Giovanni Spinetii, of
Venice. The first harpsichord was made,
1611. An upright harpsichord was made.
1620. Virginals and viols were in use.
1639. Bassoon invented by Afranio.
1640. About this date Lassus introduced the chromatic
element and the terms allegro, adagio.
1661. Martin Lather pablished a collection of hymn
tunes and chorals.
1677. About this date the violin was first used in England,
1600. The Amati violins were made.
Monteverde introduced pizzacaito and tremolo.
1606. About this date thoroughbass was invented by
Ludovico Vkdana, chapelntaster of Mantua.
1609. Collection of Catches printed In England.
1627. First German opera, “ Daphne,” by Schiiitx.
1686. Marin Mersenne first demonstrated that a string
yields other tones besides the one to which its en-
tire length is tuned.
1687. Operaintroduced at Venice.
1641. First printed aingte chant appeared,
1642. Previous to this date Galileo discovered the rela-
' tion between the length of the strings and the
vibration numbers of the times produced,
1645. Rise of French opera-
1847.
1860.
1668.
1678,
1676.
1690.
1696.
1700.
1706.
1712.
1720.
1726.
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1740.
1741.
1768.
1780.
1766.
1769.
1780.
1788.
1799.
1800.
1812.
1818.
1846.
I860.
1868.
1860.
1886.
Opera, introduced at Maples.
Arioso introduced by Carissimi.
Recitative introduced by Cavaliere at Rome.
First English opera, “Psyche,” by Lock,.
Copper music plates used in England.
Lully introduced the overture.
Two pedals were added to the harpsichord.
Clarionet invented by Burner, of Nuremberg.
The term Da Capo first used.
About this time A. Scarlatti developed the aria.
Classical- music dates up to this time, and modern
standard music begins.
Italian opera ift England.
The swell organ was introduced by Jordan, The
Venetian swell was invented in the latter part of
the same century.
First, oratorio in England, Handel’s “Esther.”
The violin, perfected.
The well-tempered clavichord was written.
Bach’s Passion Music.
Pedals added to the harp.
Handel’s Messiah.1'-'.
Ewd. Bach wrote the first musical studies.
Piano-forte comes into more general use.
About this date the square piano was first made
by Johsan Zumpi. Hs ssed stops for the dampers.
The grand and upright piano preceded the square.
The swell pedal in harpsichord improved by
Tsefaudi.
John Broadwood reconstructed the piano.
Broadwood invented the damper pedal and shift-
ing pedal.
Earliest modern pianos.
John Hawkins, of Philadelphia, invented the cot-
tage piano. His inventions covered nearly every
improvement since generally adopted.
John Maeizel’s metronome was invented,
A portable metronome was invented.’
Statue of Beethoven erected at Frankfort.
A portable metronome invented.
Chickering 'and Steinway perfected the piano-forte
as made at the present time,
College of Organists founded.
Charles Goodwin, of Brussels, patented printing
from music type by the means of electricity.
H. 8. V.
[For The Etude.]
.
THE 000ASI0IAL O0EIESPOIBEIO1 OF A
MUSIC TEACHES.
BY J. O. FILLMORE.
HOW TO TEACH HARMONY.
To Miss A—— :
—
TSm very glad you have become thoroughly awakened
to the importance of teaching harmony to your piano
pupils. The subject does not receive anything like the
attention which properly belongs to it. Music is made
up of the two elements : melody and harmony. It is
safe to say that very few piano pupils have any adequate
comprehension of either.
Do yoa doubt this statement? Then let me tell you a
little of my own experience. I have tested scores of
pupils and have found that not one in ten knew the
intervals of the scale by ear ! This was true even of the
third and fifth, the simple, common intervals which
make rap the major chord ! Those who did know them
had invariably had some other musical training than that
of the piano-forte ;—commonly experience in a good ele-
mentary singing class. There, especially with the tonic
1-fa method, or what is essentially the same thing, so
[for as I can see, the, “Movable 1:Do” system, as devel-
oped in this country by Dr. Lowell Mason and his disci-
B
.es, one gets the sense of tonality firmly established.
at can any one be said to comprehend melody who has
not this sense of tonality ? Is not the relation of every
note of a melody to tbe key note or tonic the fundamental
fact ? I am very glad that yon are not pnly a piano
teacher, bnt a ringing teacher. By all means have a
weekly meeting ofyour whole class for instruction in the
rudiments. Make sore that every pupil can sing the
tones of the scale in any order and can tell them by ear.
Then you will have the foundation laid for harmony
teaching. It will be easy to teach the tonic chord as 1,
8 and 5 of the scale, the dominant as 6, 7 and 2, and the
sub-dominant as 4, 6 and 8. Then write ont a scheme
like this :
—
» Sub-dom. Tunic. Dominant.
F-A^C-E-G-B-D
Showing the pupils how these three mqor chords
make up the whole scale. The next step will be to
connect the tonic with each of the other two chorda. If
yon have a ringing class in which the fonr parts are
represented, write ont the tonic and dominant chorda on
the black-board in fonr parts and have them sang. Point
out the principles on which -the chords are connected.
Show that the alto sings the note common to both chords,
and that keeping this time in the same voice is tbs moat
important connecting link. Show that the
.
soprano
moves only a diatonic semitone from the tonic to the
leading note and back, and that this easy movement is a
means of connection only inferior to the common note.
Then proceed to connect the sub-dominant with the
tonic in the same way. If you are dealing with a piano
pupil instead of a ringing class, make aim play the
chords on the piano in their natural connection, and
make him sing each p&rt successively while he plays.
Then make him stand out of sight of the keyboard and
play the chords yourself requiring him to name them.
When you are sure he knows them thoroughly by ear,
including the progression of each voice part, teach them
in the other two positions, starting with the third and
afterward with the fifth of the tonic chord in the
soprano.
The next step will be- to require the pupil or pupils to
listen and name the chords while you transpose these
exercises into different keys. They will loon discover
that the relations they have learned to perceive are the
same, whatever the key. They will then be prepared to
transpose them for themselves throughout the whole
circle of fifth-related keys, to six sharps and six fiats.
All this I would do either before teaching any other
intervals than those belonging to the scale, or at the
same time that the pupils are writing exercises in modi-
fied intervals. This is my answer to your question about
how to use my “ New Lessons in Harmony.” I had to
put the intervals together, there, of course
;
but I do the
sort of work I have been describing at the same time
that harmony pupils are writing out a scheme of intervals
for every lesson.' The fact is, that whatever th«
(
text-
book, the teacher is more. He must study the pupil and
meet his needs at every point. Yon will find the third
and fifth the most important intervals and yon cannot too
soon familiarize pupils with the three principal chords of
the key.
When this has been done I would go on to teach the
reciprocal chords of thfese three. Don’t bother to build
up a chord on each note of the scale, and especially don’t
teach any pupils that there is one on the seventh of the
scale. To be sure, I taught you all that, ten years ago
;
but I think I have learned several things since then, to
my advantage and to yours. In the first place, it is not
in the least difficult to understand or to teach the modern
idea of tonality if only we conceive the tonic chord as
central and the key as including everything related to
it, whether belonging to the scale or not. In the next
place, the relations of the “ minor” to the “major”
chords are more easily grasped when they are conceived
as reciprocal
,
i. e., as having the major third in com-
mon. For example : Teach the pupil to play the chord
C-E-G, then, omitting the over-fifth hut retaining the
third add an under- fifth, thus : A-C-E-G. These two
cherts have the third C-E in common. When the over-
fifth G is added to this third the chord is C oner-chord.
When the under-fifth A is added, the chord is E under-
chord. This treatment not only brings out clearly the
third relationship of the chorda, but is rationally in
accordance with acoustic facts. There is absolutely no
acoustic phenomenon which corresponds to the minor
chords when thought upward. Bnt the first six of the
undertone series make this chord just as the .first six of
the overtone series make the over-chord. Better discard
wholly the terms “ m^jor ” and “ minor” as applied to
dqprds. When the under-chord is thought as it ought to
he, these terms have no significance whatever. Teach
that each over-chord has its. reciprocal under- chord, and
conversely, that each under-chord has its reciprocal
over-chord. Us@ a sign for each, thus*:—
C over-chord,
A—C—E—
G
E uuder-choiftL
You will need names for the reciprocals of the tonic,
dominant and sub-dominant chords. Yon cannot do
better thsn adopt Riemann’s terms, “ Mediant,” “Super-
mediant” and “Sub-mediant,” thus:
—
Sub-dom. Tonic. Dominant
D^fOXc^H-C 8-D
gab-mediant. Mediant. Super-mediant.
Teach the three mediant chords, one at a, time, in
connection with the over-chords, until the pupil knows
them thoroughly by ear. This is indispensable. No
one knows harmony who cannot imagine the sound of
the chords. Then let the pupil write ont schemes simi-
lar to the above in all the over-keys. It would h writ,
too, to require not only exercises in listening Mid nam-
ing chords and in playing them at the piano, bnt in
transposing them in writing, into all the keys. When
yon nave done this the foundation will be laid.
This letter is already so long that I will defer further
ingestions until another letter which perhaps you may
neither need nor desire. But I wish you all manner of
success in your work, and I have no doubt you aril rate j
.of it.
>
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THE PMO-FOKTE PEDALS.
BEAD BEFOKE THE M. T. N. A. BY AKTMUB FOOTE
There seems to be nothing absolutely new to say about the use of the
pedals, and indeed we have a .right to assume that every one .claiming to be an
artist has acquainted himself with all their secrets. For, although the proper
management of them is but a detail of piano-forte playing, it is a most impor-
tant one, and marks clearly the line to be drawn between the real, complete
pianist and the ordinary performer, "With 'w ko.se exploits m this particular
direction we are all painfully familiar. It Is a question that should be often
discussed by those interested in - the higher and better teaching of the piano-'
forte, and I am glad of the opportunity to even repeat what has been said
before, for there is no danger of its being said, too often.
The most thorough treatment of the question that has yet appeared is
to be found in Hans Schmitt’s little book, “ Das Pedal des Claviers,” pub-
lished in Vienna, which should be in the hands of every serious teacher, and
to which I am indebted for some of the illustrations that follow.
The subject naturally divides itself into three parts : the ordinary pedal,
used primarily for prolonging the sound of any notes that may be struck while
it is held down
;
the soft pedal
;
and the comparatively new sustaining pedal.
.Of these three the first is incomparably the most important and most fre-
quently used, for which reason I shall speak of it as the pedal simply.
The most obvious thing to say, first, is to protest against its being igno-
rantly called the ‘‘ loud pedal,” which gives a totally false idea. The more
musical and refined use of it has nothing to do with mere loudness, and in
teaching, indeed, its employment for that purpose alone should be at first dis-
Ifae most common and proper use of the pedal is, by keeping the dampers
raised from the strings, to prolong the sound of notes that have been played
by the"fingers, but cannot be held by them as long as is desired, until a change
in the harmony or the end of a phrase makes it necessary to stop the sound
by letting the dampers fall upon the strings again. Examples 1 and 2 will
illustrate this, as in each of them the pedal is released both at the change of
harmony and at the end of the phrase. In example 1 the pedal must be taken
yap at the end of each little phrase of one bar, it the staccato note, while in
the fourth bar it is not used at all
;
in this way the alternate effect of staccato
and legato is beautifully obtained and the phrasing exactly preserved. In 2
the pedal is used in just the same way, excepting that each phrase is two bars
in length,
1. SCHUBERT : Op. 142, No.
* Fed. * Fed.
2. SCHUBERT Op. 90 , No. 4 .
Fed
.
* Fed.
Probably every teacher here has found out that the average player, who
has a horror of a single inetan of absolute silence at the piano-forte, and who
cannot bear to have a phrase come to a definite end, lea t of all with a stac-
cato ndte, will try to ran the. second and third bars of No. 2 together by put-
ting down the pedal again at the third quarter note of the second Oar. This
Impromptu of Schubert (op. 90, No. 4) is as good an illustration aa can be
imagined for showing such a player how the pedal may be us®! not to spoil,
but to aid correct phrasing.
But the most important thing of all, and yet one that it is neither difficult
to see nor to explain, is this: that in very many cases it is necessary to put
the pedal down after the note ha* been played. While every really good player
is aware of this principle, and follows H out in his own playing, the point is
wholly neglected by many teachers. But it is a method that must be implic-
itly followed,- whenever the pedal is used to connect single notes or chords
that cannot be played legato by the fingers, and also when it is employed to
add to the legato already produced by the aid of the fingers in melodic pass-
ages, as in many slow movements of Beethoven’s Sonatas, Chopin Noc-
turnes. etc.
,
'
•
-
,
.
-
The foil wing are exercises that may be given to pupils to make this
point clear In the first (3), in which the scale is played with one finger (thus
obtaining the legato entirely with the pedal), and the pedal released just at
the moment when the note is played and put down afterwards (at the second
smarter note), any one will, by a little practice, not only understand the
idea, but to be able to carry it out practically. If the scale be played legato
with [the fingers and the pedal put down when the note is played, the very
Unpleasant but familiar result pointed out in 3a will be obtained.
up : down, up: down, up: down.
i.Cd* down: up, down: up* down: up*
exercise marked No. 3 may be carried yet further and made still
more useful, by making a little study (No. 4) of chords that most be played
.legato, but which are so far removed from one another on the key-board as to
necessitate this use of the pedal.
*J
zsr ZtSZ
I
Fed. up: down, up: down.
It is not difficult for a teacher to make various little preparatory studies
of this sort, which will clear up the matter for his .pupils far more than any
amount of explanation.
It may not be agaiss to give an example that will point clearly to one
reason why the pedal is so often abused. It is found in the very slovenly and
unmusical way in which it is marked in many of'the (otherwise) best editions of
classic piano-forte music. This illustration is from the Hallberger edition of
the Beethoven sonatas, and is quoted by Schmitt as a monumental instance of
tv.
Probably, of all the editions of standard piano-forte music, that by Kiind-
of Chopin is best deserving of study on this point, as being the one in’
which, as a rule, the pedal is most exactly and correctly marked.
In New. 10 and 11 are given instances of this use of the pedal, the star,
showing where the pedal must be changed. If the pedal be so used, this
Adagio from Beethoven, opus 13, will be played with the most beautiful legato
possible, and without the slightest blurring.
Nos. 12 and 13 illustrate the same point, No. 13 being especially useful
as a study for pupils.
No. 6, the. little study .of Heller, is quoted by Schmitt, and is lo fiuwfWa*
to every one as to be perhaps the most perfect example that can be found to
show how well a piece will sound with a proper use of the pedal, and how
badly otherwise. As it is in a set of studies teat is used by nearly ev«y
pupil, it can easily be employed to put this question to a practical test
,
There is another point to be remembered, that the pedal may be held
down a great deal longer if one he playing in the upper part of the
forte, and that it most be changed the ofterter as one descends to the
and lower portions. Most suggestive illustrations of this are to be fonnd la
the brilliant cadenzas of Liszt, which almost always begin at the very top at
the key-board (as in the Polonaise in E, the “ Waldesrassefcen,” the Nocturne
in A fiat from the set called “ Liebestraume,” the “ Bigsdetto,” etc ). A flhr-
bars from the “Rigoletto” Fantasia are given on page 116.
.
It will be seen that the pedal is held down all the tf«w> until we mm'h
the octaye above middle 0, at which point the hard and brilliant glitter #
the passage-work begins to change to a confused jumbling of sounds, unless
the pedal be released. We shall always find that at this point T l«t directs
x j8T"
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7. LISZT : “Rigoletto. ”
8va.. .......
:fefcvf.:
*j St
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r m lb—j-
—
j*-|j ^~ j?i
>f»— etc.
LISZT-WAGNER : ‘ ‘ Lohengrin.”
that to be done, giving, as usnal, proof of his unerring intuition and finesse.
Nothing is more irrational than the attitude taken by many teachers
with regard to the pedal. Comparative beginners, instead of being allowed to
make little attempts at its correct use (which can even he done irr dementi’s
Sonatinas), are generally forbidden to employ it altogether; the result is,
that, instead of being^graduallv fitted to meet the difficulty by a little obser -
vation and practice hero and’there, the player is generally left high and dry
after years of instruction in everything else, as ignorant and thoughtless as
when he was in his A B C, with only that broken reed of a rule to lean on
that “ the pedal is to be released whenever the harmony changes.” True,
indeed, so far as»-it goes
;
but how many players can be trusted to follow it
without many preliminary trials, aside from the fact that the most important
uses of the pedal are not covered, at all.
A careful teacher will mark the pedal for his pupil with as much pains
as the fingering and phrasing, and indeed will probably find as much occupa-
tion in erasing the printed pedal marks as in putting in new opes of his own.
This suggests the propriety of saying a word with regard to the various
methods of indicating the use of the pedal. These may be summed up as fol-
lows : first, the old-fashioned and rather clumsy way of Ped. *
,
the objec-
tion to which is chiefly its indefiniteness, for it is hard to indicate the exact
note at which the pedal is to be taken and left. But to substitute for it even
a much better system would probably not he much less of an undertaking
than—shall we say the solution of the Tonic Sol-fa question ?
The supposed improvement which is set forth at length in Hans Schmitt’s
book, while interesting and suggestive, is at the same time cumbrous and con-
fusing in reading at sight. It is exhibited in the following
:
The notes placed upon the single line under the music show the exact
duration of the pedal, the pedal being put down after the corresponding note
in the music is played. There is but one piece of music ih which this method
has been actually used, so far as I know,—Sgambati’s study in sharp minor,
Op. 10, No. 2 ; and in that instance, from the Blow tempo, it works very well, and
i8 easily understood. There has*also been published by Ditson an edition of
Schubert’s Impromptu in A flat ( Op. 142 ), by Rich. Zeckwer, in which
Schmitt’s marking is used.
The other two suggestions for improved pedal-marking (both have been
spoken of before in papers read at these meetings, I believe) are, first, the
straight line With a little hook at each end to show the patting down and tak-
ing op of the pedal
—
RAFF “La^Fileuse.
— P —
'
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and, second, the nee of a star or some other convenient mark as an indication
that the pedal is to be changed (L e,, quickly taken up and put down again),
as in the following
:
10 . BEETHOVEN: Op. 13,
Fed. Sfc
J
*
BEETHOVEN : Op. 13.
' JSL
i_u ! f. :s~
.
g; # fe_# *.
gjr 3::’^—
‘ Fed. $ sfs ^
S. HEELER : Op. 140, No. 3.
-g-p-
. ^
-g-j—
1 s T~f~
«t&. I
Fed. 36 *sf
13. CHOPIN : Prelude, Op. 28, No.
“b“”* 4“
I t "W
Fed. ^ •)£• #
CHOPIN : Nocturne. Op., 32. No. l
-P-Vp-
Each of these two methods is concise, definite and easily understood, and
has proved itself so in actual use with teachers and players.
A proper use of the soft pedal (marked by U. C., or Una Corda) is much
easier to acquire
;
it should be employed with comparative infrequency, and
is more a matter of judgment and taste than of rule. As if not only lessens
the amount of tone, but also changes the quality (in the grand piano-forte),
is an invaluable aid to artistic playing. A very obvious way of using It
sort of echo is given below : \
16. SCHUBERT: Op. 94, No. 6.
TTuna corda.
'kSSHm
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REAL THUGS OF 'MUSIC,
or method of study, one through which all his pupils must work their way,
there being no variations whatever from its demands, and let us speculate on
the result. First there comes an instruction book of more or less respectabil-
ity, and from the commencement a Hat o studies, probably in the following
order : Plaidy
;
Czerny
;
Krause
;
Loeschhom
;
Duvernoy
;
Bertini
;
Heller
;
Clementi, and so on, ike whole course being graded until the aforesaid teacher
is at the top of his muaico-intellectual ladder. For many years such a curricu-
lum may have been followed
;
only mechanical, technical work being the
subject of the lesson hour, few reasons giveEMAo informal talks about the art
in general, no glimpses at the other brancheAf the great subject. Form, har-
monic construction, musical analysis and synthesis are terms unfamiliar, and
at the end of all this what will be the result to the pupil ? It will be this—
the teacher in question will have turned oat just what the coining machine at
Philadelphia does—that is, an exact reprint of itself. And then, with the
remembrance and influence of his teacher’s mode of work, what will this pupil
be likely to do when he assumes the teacher’s place? Well, no doubt, h«
would do this with all pupils : first there would come an- instruction book of
more or less respectability, and from the commencement a list of studies,
probably in the following order : Plaidy
;
Czerny
;
Krause
;
Loesekhorn
;
Du*
vernoy ; Bertini ; Heller ; Clementi, and so on, in precisely the same order as
the original coining machine—that is, the original teacher had impressed them
on his plastic mind and fingers.
. On the other hand, a true instructor will cultivate individuality in every
susceptible mental organization that falls to his care. He will honor its char-
acteristics and nourish them in the proper light, restraining on the on© side,
urging forward on the other. He will at the outset dispel the idea that the
technical performance of a musical work is all there is to it. The meaning,
the inner content, will be granted as much consideration as the digits of the
pupil. If you were a teacher of English, it would not satisfy you that your
pupils could read Shakspeare with perfect pronunciation, but with no idea
whatever of the meaning. Yet this is what pupils in music do who sing and
play,' and are then acquitted as not guilty.
A person who possesses what we colloquially term, “A common-school
education,” is no rarity, yet I think that, were the same requirements de-
manded of the thousands of musical students, there would be but a small per-
centage who could avow that they were able to read,
_
to write, and to speak in
the language of their chosen art. Enlightenment on any one subject only
approaches completion when we know thoroughly the topic itself, and much
else that intimately concerns it. The ability to perform music, either by voice
or instrument, is only a comer of our art. There is its grammar, there isits
rhetoric, its history, its science and its aesthetics
;
all these mast be known to
the teacher, much of one but something of all. Then he can acquaint his pu-
pils of the existence of these subjects ; this may cause them to make individ-
ual investigation, and, when employed in the teaching of a specialty, they will
know how to draw light from these many sources that they may better illus-
trate important points. There is so much that an instructor can find out only
by experience, that it is almost impossible to say how one shall undertake the
office of teaching.. The ability to see at once what a certain mind demands,
to judge of its strength through a brief contact with it, and to know how to
supply in logical order all that will go to transform it into a perfectly run-
ning organization, requires, not the hand of the experimentalist, but the guid-
ing touch of one who is as certain of what he does as Is the mariner who
directs Ms coarse by the pole-star. From this it is evident that a young
teacher works in a peculiar field. He is -called upon to elevate others while
he is yet struggling upwards himself. Hence, much that he does is tentative,
or at best done through the advice of some one more experienced than him-
self, To teach well, one must grow to it. The ability comes only through
a natural development, and the result is conditioned, first by the nature of the
individual ; next by the field in which he works ; and lastly, by what he hsa
determined to become.
In musical education we greatly need the presence of a mm like Herbert
Spencer; indeed, all his educational works apply as well to music as to say
other branch of learning. The question of psychology is only too strange to
the majority of us. Atnnsic teacher, by virtue of his office, is supposed to ba
* a musician
;
if, or not, he is to be a successful instructor does not centre on that
alone, bat it depends mainly on what else he knows. Through ignorance of
psychological laws we Ml to make the most of the means at oar command;
we weary the studious mind because we do not knew how to economise its
power of action ; we drive it when our care should be to lead ; we teach useless
things at the expense of others that are of vital imparlance, and by season of
the unphiloeophical jiations the continuity of logical education is lost. We,
ourselves, should be certain that we know what we think we know,'and, in
teaching, our thought should be not so much Mr the fact as for the change end
action that are taking place within the mind ot the pupil. Psychology it fin
key that unlocks all possibilities in educational work ; in this alone dews find
the explanation of all the phenomena which go to form—what one might
style—mental chemistry. The instructor who is ignorant of psychological
laws, has yet to acquire one of his strongest aids. *
In education three important periods exist for each individual who pos-
READ BEFORE M. T. N. A. BV THOS TAPPER, JR.
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Teaching is practically the art of infusion. An instructor must be one
who knows how to make clear by word, by look, and by exemplification every-
thing that is strange or unintelligible to the learner Again, he is the one
who plants the germ of intellectual life, a germ that must grow and fructify
in after years, and so carefully must his work be done, that he can foresee in
outline the florescence of this growing mind.
In the acquirement and distribution of all knowledge, two distinct oper-
ations take place :—there is an absorption of the learner, the drinking in of all
that is to make up his fund of erudition
;
then there is the outgiving process,
by which he who possesses the knowledge leads it forth from his own mind
and plants it within that of another. The former, who takes it in from with-
out, is the learner
;
the latter, from whom there radiates what is already ac-
quired, is the teacher. It concerns us to know through what stages one must
pass that he may arrive at a clear comprehension of all that lies between
these twodxta^mee.
A teacher hfmusic has not approached professional excellence only by
having followed qpk thorough musical training, under the best advisers. The
product of this is, tq'be sure, the main part of his education, but how does he
learn to judge of the strength, the characteristics and the inclinations of one
and all minds, if ifyis not from experience gained in different branches of
learning, from a study of men and from knowing, at once, the motive that
prompts the action ?
First, let us consider the duty of a teacher to the pupil. The former
should know the nature and the power of the mind with which he deals
;
- the
education fairly commenced, all should be in logical succession
;
everything
should be so arranged that no need would arise of having to pull down and
reconstruct
;
this is a fault only too often committed, and its pernicious effect
is to be found in this, that it demands a waste of mental exertion, and a waste
-of mental exertion is a loss of time and of intellectual strength. Every fact
should be placed before the learner in such manner that the conclusion from
the existence of the fact is well-nigh self-evident.
You all know how characteristic a person is in making an explanation
;
one will conduct you through a maze of words* and bring you, exhausted, at the
Boor of truth
;
another takes you by the hand and conducts you to a point,
from which you are permitted to look down upon the matter in question, and
its reason of existence and its relationships are at once evident to you ; indeed,
from your position, you can draw the right conclusions for yourself.
No one branch of art explains itself
;
something leads to it, and a gradu-
ation from itself merges into regions bordering on other fields of learning.
Likewise no particle of knowledge is isolated from all else
;
there is always a
-continuity that forms into one piece all that pertains to any art or science.
From this, then, we can conclude that it is necessary to place all facts before
a learner so that he can understand them, not only in their individuality, but
In stteh manner that the union with all. before and all that follows, is easily to
be seen. With all people it is natural to be imitative before being originative.
In the education of any individual, that period when the imitative is supreme
is the one most difficult with which to deal. Then must reason and good
sense, on the part of the teacher, be ever on the alert, or the frail bark of the
growing mind will be dashed to pieces. This is the time when one must avoid
all reasons all abstract facts and all philosophical suppositions, so abtruse by
nature as to be confusing to the pupil. But, as the mind grows, it begins to
assert its individuality, slowly, it is true, but with a poeitiveaees that is unde-
niable. Now the whole tactics of the instructor must change, but in propor-
tion to the intellectual awakening of the learner. Now the picture should be
accompanied by more detailed explanation
;
first, the pupil must tell all he
knows about the lesson
;
then should follow, by the master, a delineation of all
t hose points unnoticed by the proselyte.
A harvest time for both teacher and scholar is when the latter has gained
the power of thought and retrospection. Then for the first time will be evi-
dent the relation between things and great results. A true instructor should
be able to teach not only the most erudite points of his art, but it should be
in his power to make clear to a child all that is within the possibilities of its
comprehension. The highest of all creative powers made the universe in per-
fection, bnt He made in equal perfection the little blue violet that beautifies a
oorner of the earth. A teacher should know how to.make an irtistic universe,
but he should not have my approbation if he failed to make the violet.
Many instructors have a method. I do not mean thereby a system that
adapts itself to the needs of various minds, bnt it is something to which every
one mustsubmit ; it is, in the hands of its possessor, what snow and ice are to
the country round about the northern pole. It would be ais impossible tot
alter tl$ir existing relation as it would be for an iceberg to retain its identity
in the waters of the equator. Such instructors are only calculating machine- ^
they repeat and are direct to a degree, but so purely mechanical that one can
almost hear the little wheels dick in the brain.
Let us take, for example, the pianoforte teacher who has a fixed course
.I
; V
age, when all is don© in subordination, and, as I said before, whenfevery act is
more or less imitative. Then comes the period of emancipation from this pu-
pilage, when master and scholar are, so to speak, companions. Now the former
advises in place of giving the law of the pedagogue ; and now the scholar ex-
periments, discovers and increases Ms freedom of action. This period leads
into the third, in which life experience and a necessary self-reliance axe the
factors that shape the opinion.
The greatest power that a teacher can awaken within a pupil is the power
thinking. If you can, 'make one think, then you can direct that thought ; and
to guide a newly aroused power of thought, is to see before you the unfold"
ing of a mind, bom, in a measure, of voty own mind
;
to you it owes its awaken-
ing, but on yon it depends for its immaculate conception. When one begins
seriously to think of all he does, he will find that his- mind has been brought
into & new world. He is surprised at the continuallyc hanging appearance of
.
things, and then only does he begin to join, bit by bit, the many fragments of
learning that during his first years have been imparted to him. The power
became greater from day to day
;
in the beginning it found its application
probably in one subject alone, but soon this changes, and all things come un-
der its subjection. The birth and development of thought may be likened to
the ever-increasing force of some mighty river that takes its rise in a tiny riv-
ulet. The master who makes friends and companions of his pupils, with a
view to their intellectual welfare does them an everlasting good. That
teacher who tolerates your presence twice a week, who sits by like the wooden
god of a Chinese pagoda, who hears your offering and then smilingly turns
you into the great sea of out of doors until you earn again pay the stipulated
admission fee, is an antithetical example, one common enough, and the cause
of many a wounded ambition.
Although so much is owed to the pupil by the teacher, the reciprocal re-
lation is none the less important. A mind that is to be trained in the elements
of a science must be plastic, it must lend itself to being moulded into the
proper shape. This makes it necessary that, in the carrying out of all educa-
tional work, the instructor should be allowed to teach with perfect freedom of
actionj~yet that gaping bit of wisdom, the public, is apt to imagine that per-
fectly satisfactory results may be obtained from a constrained liberty. A per-
fect musical education is the result of work done at the direction of the
instructor, not in accordance with the notions of these who pay the Mils.
If music is to be one’s world, it mast be entered at once, for life is so short
that one cannot afford to spend any considerable portion of It in playing hid©
and seek among the arts and sciences, uncertain which to choose. Insuffi-
cient time devoted to study will not bring about great results. Art is so
idiomatic that it requires years of observation to so fully master the idiom that
the work becomes dear. Only years of study can make one capable of ganging
the growth of our art from the fourteenth century to the present time. We
cannot at once see the Importance of these years, known as the transition
period
;
we must grow to the conception that harmony may result from placing,
horizontally, melody upon melody, that is, polyphonic music
;
and out of this
there is developed perpendicular harmony, or folly accompanied monophonic
music. In musical form we teach that melodies often overlap
;
their final and
initial measures ©oinelde
;
how very often does this happen in the domain of
musical history. What fine gradations lead from the influence of one eom-
poeeakinto the style of another; how often do intellects blend or find each its
antithetical half in another.
Acquired education is the result of a duality, the guiding of the instrac-
torand the earnest effort of the learner. It requires thoroughness on both
sides
;
it demands time, thoughtand observation, to which there mast be added
the lessons of experience. The cultivation of the mind is ' a serious prob
iem for solution. Here is a God-giving power, active, out-reacMng, adoptive.
It fells into the hands of an instructor
;
he feeds it
;
he manipulates this plas-
tic animation, perhaps with a touch soft and caressing; Tut how will it far©
with the growing intellect; if the contact proves rough, the touch unsympa-
thetic, the presence disagreeable. The preparations necessary to become a
teacher are manifold. An instructor deals with minds, each typical only of
itself) hence psychology must be perfectly familiar to him. The art and
science of his profession demand that he should be a scholar and an artist,
creative or reproductive, perhaps both. To teach the unknown, we must
appeal as a meffi to the known, and in this connection the grea&gt aid in
all instruction u comparison. If yon can cause'the mind you are training to
.take upon itself the power of considering two things—-drawing conclusions
from the one and applying them to the other, then you have found another
potent aid. In your hands this budding intelligence may Teach thef most
perfect fiom&ence, but, if you place feet upon fact in the brain of your pupil,
laying one over another in chimney-like pile, then the harvest will be foryou
nothing but the rigid coldness of a scientifically padded mind. In teaching m
specialty, it should be in one’s power to treat all contextual branches with free-
dom,—to distinguish clearly between what Is required as learning and what it
is necessary to acquire as discipline. It should be told to the pupil from the
beginning that to i>® afraid of difficulties is to be cowardly, When little
things are allowed to go unnoticed from day to day they soon rise op in a
defiant mass and seriously retard progress. I do not think a pupil has worked
to much advantage who, after studying piano-forte playing for four or five
years, is unable to tell if the half-rest is written above or below the line.
There are such cases, and I can vouch that in each instance every act of daily
life would betray the cans® of the ignorance in that detail. The possibilities
of teaching would be far greater if the home influences upon children were of
different nature. Nine-tenths of the difficulty arising from the- careless and
uninterested study of pupils can be traced back and its roots found in the fact
that the parents were ignorant of the very elements of psychology. A child
characterizes itself through parental Influence, and when parents are ignorant of
certain important principles of life, It becomes very difficult for the teacher to-
alter the bent of the child intelligence.
The very broad vista that spreads itself before the teacher makes known
to him the fact that his acquirements must be many and thorough. Teach-
ing is a field primarily guided by thought, influenced s little by experiment
and fundamentally dependent upon natural development. If or not the field
of teaching is to offer as much In return as does the work of the creative or
reproductive artist, depends entirely upon the individual, bat I can safely say
that the birth of instruction ‘ given Is instruction . received. To the many
earnest followers of art, whose limited opportunities make it impossible that
they shall ever attain eminence, the words of Philip Gilbert Hamerton may
offer much of encouragement, inasmuch as they prove the importance of every
honest student. “ The intellectual light of Europe in this century is not only
clue to the great luminaries whom every one can name, bat to millions of
thoughtful persons, now utterly forgotten, who in their time loved the light,
and guarded it and increased it, and carried It into many lands,, and be-*
queathed it as a sacred trust.” *
“The Intellectual Ufa.” Philip Gilbert flamerton.
BEAD BEFOBB M. T. A. BY EDWARD FJBHSB,
Those among my hearers who are expecting an attempt on my part at an
elaborate and scientific exposition of the merits or defects of our Notation and
Terminology will certainly be disappointed.
The subject, regarded from a broad standpoint, is too many-sided and of
too great consequence to be disposed ofin one, or Indeed a score of essays.
If my few words, to-day, are to have any value in the minds of this distin-
guished audience, they will derive that value by whatever suggestions they
may convey, first? as to the need of reform In our system, and second, towards-
organizing some plan of procedure by means of which improvement may be
effected. I have no wish to disparage the efforts that have .already been made-
in this direction, not only, by members of this Association, but by prominent
members of the profession in various parts of the world. I believe that most
of them at least are honestly striving to make the path of knowledge In our
art easier to climb, and therefore should have great credit for their unselfish-
efforts In the .cause of Music, even though these efforts may not yet apparently
have home much fruit. . *
'
I would particularly express my admiration for the very able papers on-
the subject of Terminology, delivered before this Association last year by Mr
John H. Cornell and Mr. F. W» Boot. These will undoubtedly furnish val-
uable ideas and suggestions torthe future workers in this important field, and
will thus ultimately produce their legitimate fruit.
Tt is possible that there may be those among us who, having given the
matter little or no thought, are not prepared to admit that the subject is one
of sufficient importance to claim the serious attention of this Association. In-
order to convince those people, if such there be, that our system of Notation
and Terminology is as yet fey no means perfect, and that radical, changes in
some directions and greater uniformity in others are “most devoutly to be
wished,” I will ask your patience wMle I endeavor briefly to indicate some
of the defects and inconsistencies of our system.
First and foremost in the list is one which well-nigh overshadows in im-
portance all that may be mentioned thereafter. I refer to the apparent incon-
sistency of our having two active systems of Notation, differing from each
other in every important respect, one of which is used exclusively for vocal,
the other for both vocal and instrumental music, and called respectively the-
Tonic Sol-fe and the Staff Notation. Observe that I say this is apparently an
inconsistency. But I do not propose now to discuss the merits of either side
of the question.
I believe that we who have been brought up on the staff) so to speak,,
and unconsciously perhaps, have learned to regard those lines and spaces as
constituting the veritable “ staff of life” in musical notation, have a dnty to
perform which involves earnest thought, calm, impartial, wisejudgment, and
determined action. We owe this duty to ourselves as intelligent, self-respect-
fug musicians and teachers ; we owe it to the people of this and other coun-
tries who are looking to snch associations as this claims to be to protect them
from the evil effects of false teaching and erroneous methods
; and we owe it .
to future generations whose progress will be accelerated or retarded as we
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beqneath to them a simple or a complex system of .Notation. The Tonic Sol
feists make the claim that pupils may be taught to sing at sight by their
method in very much less time than by the staff notation.
They claim, algo, that by'fctudying their system first the learner is able to
master both notations in leas time than it would require for the staff notation
alone. Bat let us not trouble ourselves about the second statement until we
have decided as to the validity of the first claim. I believe that we mast
meet the Tonic Sol-feists fairly on this primary ground, and if we cannot
prove that with the staff notation we can produce sight- singers in as short a
period as by the Tonic Sol-fa system, then let us frankly acknowledge that, for
the purpose of qualifying singers to take part in chorus or part music, the
TonicjSol-fa is the easier and quicker method. If this point is decided
against us, then we may logically take up the second and find out whether i
is desirable that those intending in. any case to study the staff notation should
first, in'tatier to get a quicker and clearer understanding of their subject,
give their attention to the Tonic Sol-fa.
The fact stares us in the face that in the Tonic Sol-fa notation the learner
has to meet practically with only one position of the scale. When he has
mastered the major scale, together with its interval relationship, he virtually
hag already become master of ail the sharp and fiat major keys, including,
with a slight modification, all the minor keys as well. When we staff-nota-
tionists come into conflict with this simple and easily comprehended system,
we find ourselves at the disadvantage of being encumbered, not only with all
the difficulties presented by the other system, but also with so less than four-
teen different transpositions of the scale, indicated, by as many different sig-
natures, besides unending modulations from one key to another, requiring
some knowledge of the science of Harmony to rightly place and comprehend.
The most serious obstacle which we encounter in teaching the staff nota-
tion is undoubtedly this matter of scale transposition. Shall we ever be able
to get over that stumbling-blockjas successfully as the Tonic Sol-faists have
done ? It does not become us, as a class of art educators, to settle down with
foldriLhands and closed eyes in a state of easy contentment with the thought
that what was good enough for oar forefathers should necessarily be good
enough ’for us and our posterity. We must keep pace with the world. The
Tonic Sol-fa method has already won many thousand® of adherents, and its
progress is by no means at an end. As an indicator of its rapid spread in Eng-
land 'an elsewhere, may quote the fact that of one Tonic Sol-fa edition of
“The Messiah,” nearly 40,000 copies have been. sold. The system has more-
over been largely introduced into the London public school. Let us ask our-
selves what this' mesas. Shall we relegate the whole subject to the teachers
of music in the public schools, and let them decide the question as best they
can, or shall we, as a class, composers, organists, pianists, vocalists and must*
clans generally, having the advancement of music earnestly at heart, prove our
interrat in the cause by giving the matter some serious thought, and sacrifice
a little time and trouble ifa the way of fair and patient investigation. In
other words, shall we not prepare ourselves, individually, to give an intelligent
and unbiased opinion on the- matter ?
I believe that we mast ultimately choose between two courses with regard
to the notation of Vocal music. Either, firstly, the Tonic Sol-fa method will
have to be adopted, thus necessitating our using and teaching both systems,'
since that method is not suited to the requirements of instrumental music ; or,
secondly, the staff notation will have to be improved so that it will combine
the advantages of both systems, and the teaching of it so simplified that its
mastery will be rendered- as easy to the singing pupil as the Tonic Sol-fa or
any other method can be made.
I have been forced to this conclusion by the merits which I find the
Tonic Sol-fa system to possess, by the results which have been accomplished
by it in the last few years, and by observing the pertinacity, energy and en-
thusiasm witft-'wMch its advocates are laboring to extend its use. I have, up
to a very recent date, contended that it would be a misfortune to have both
notations in general use, and yet, on further consideration, I am obliged to
think that, unless we can improve the staff system and |nake its presentation
to the pupil more simple, the feet of having two notations In common use
will be only a temporary misfortune. Such a condition of things would
cause some confusion ghd inconvenience among our choirs and singing socie-
ties for a few years, but the time would soon arrive when all, following the
law of natural selection, would learn to ring by the easier and quicker meth-
od. Let no one say that this is a matter of trifling consequence. The musi-
cal future of this continent, yea, of the world, will be influenced largely by
the attention bestowed on the rudiments of our art in the public schools.
The more simple and effective tike teaching of music can be made in the
school-room, the more enthusiasm will be awakened in both teacher and pupil,
the more work will be accomplished, and the more benefit will the art derive
from that source. >
‘ *’
.
I claim that it is a subject worthy the earnest consideration of the.best
minds in our profession, and one which should receive their immediate at-
tention. I have dwelt at some length on this single matter because of its
great importance, but will be more brief in the mention of other things which
seem to me also to require reform.
E t it d e .
Secondly, then, the question of “ Figuring should have a little of our
attention.
Whoever invented the second kind of fipgering, whichever that happened
to he. hardly deserves to be counted among the benefactors of mankind. Who
can picture in words the misery and suffering that have been so needlessly in-
flicted on the youthful mind, particularly in this country, by the confusion
caused by the two systems of fingering? It may possibly be necessary to use
two systems of notation, but two system® of fingering seem absurd. Shall we
then agree with our Teutonic friends that we have five fingers' on each hand,
or adopt the Anglican theory of thumb and four fingers ? I think moat of us
would be quite willing to admit either hypothesis, provided only we could get
rid of the other, and with it the confusion in the minds of our pupils occa-
sioned by having to use two different" fingerings. Cannot something be done
in this matter?
Thirdly, aa to Clefs. Let us suppose for a moment, as a matter of fancy,
that a decree had gone forth- from the high courts of music that the use of the
0 clef must be totally abolished. Do you think there would be general weep-
ing and wailing among us musicians ? Should we regard the loss of that pre-
cious old clef as an awful calamity? Dot you not believe that, however
stunned we might be by the suddenness of the event, we should gradually re-
cover ourselves, and when given time for calm reflection, we would resolve to
fry and worry through the remainder of our lives, barren though they might
be of musical enjoyment, with- just those two common things—the treble and
bass clefs ? I believe we should all survive the loss.
Fourthly. I may draw your attention to 'the delightful freedom with
which is used that graceful, curved line, variously denominated, slur, tie and
phrasing work. It not only serves all the purposes which these terms indi-
cate, but is also used in connection with triplets, quintoles, sextolets, etc., for
what purpose, however, I really never could find out. It would seem to an
ordinary person that composers often use if needlessly, merely, in fact, as a
sort of ornament to the page. That it is often misleading in its appearance
you all know
;
as when, for instance, it seems to define a phrase, bat in reality
only means that the passage is to be played legato
,
in this sense, of course, su-
perfluous, as the legato touch is always to be employed unless otherwise indi-
cated. Improvement could scarcely be made here, and the much abused and
overworked slur could be promoted to the more dignified office of serving
some special and clearly defined purpose.
Fifthly. It is a .matter of regret, although perhaps not of consuming im-
portance,.-that, with all oar multiplicity of signs and symbols, we have no
signature proper to the minor key. Could not some simple means be devised
to indicate the minor mode instead of having to borrow a signature from the
major ? The leading note should at least be correctly shown instead of being
actually contradicted, as is now the ease of some of the flat keys.
Sixthly. Is it not curious that in writing our sharp signatures on the treble
stave' we find it desirable to commence at the top instead of the bottom of the
stave?
Seventhly. Is it not high time to abolish the use of that ambiguous and,
to pupils, often misleading time-signature, the letter C, and use instead the
figures 2-4, 4-4, etc., for duple or quadruple time ?
Eighthly. I cannot forbear mentioning what seems to me an inocmsistency
in the manner that time signatures are often treated by composers. We flflil -
that they are very prone to use not® of short vain® in slow movements, and
relatively long notes in quick movements. Innumerable examples of this
eustom might be cited, but I will only mention one, which is Ikiailiar to you.
all, viz. : Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetic. Some one lias suggested, in this con-
nection, that, for the sake of simplifying our dme system, it would be-well to
use always .the same note, say a quarter note, to represent the time amt, or
value to one beat. The. idea is certainly worthy a little consideration. . .. .' -
Ninthly. What curious things are met with in the shape of accidentals.
For example, a single cross representing a double sharp, and a double cross a
single sharp. In view of the vast quantity of music already printed, ire can
hardly hope for any change in this respect now, but we might, perhaps, do
away with the custom of using a natural whenever we wish, to change a doable
sharp or a single one. The use of the natural, although theoretically log-
ical enough, is kit practice superfluous. In the matter of expression signs,
various inconsistencies in their use may be pointed out, among which I nwry
instance the coupling together the letters.# over a single note ; they could bet
better expressed by a simple accent mark. And, again, the onneoasaary assn
of the word itmato, placed oyer notes that should in any
their full value ; also the crescendo and dmmumdo sign, when placed hi piano-
marie over a single note. This sign so placed, owing to the nature of the-
instrumeat, simply calls for an impossibility.
The too profuse use of expression signs generally is to be deplored. It
recently noticed an absurd example of this in a piano composition, where am
the lsst chord the composer had placed no leas than five directions as to how
it should be played ; namely, an accent, a dmimumd* sign, a little />, the
words (mete and dries. There is plenty of scope for reform, too, in the prevail-
ing contradictory direction given by high authorities for the manner ofpen
forming various ornaments, like the mordente, trill, aociacatora, torn, etc.
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I will only mention one more source of irritation and annoyance in our
system of notation, although I have by no means exhausted the list, namely,
the variety of ways in which we find the parts arrayed in orchestral scores,
scores of cantatas, oratorios, etc., which is neither edifying to the student nor
conducive of enjoyment to the conductor.
*
Why should it not be possible to gradually bring about the custom,
among the various nations of the musical world, to agree upon some uniform
arrangement of scores ? .
If our notation is to represent a universal language, uniformity of ap.
pearance and arrangement should prevail in all its elements. Aa American
or English score should present the same general appearance to the eye as one
written and published in France or Russia.
I come now to speak of Musical Terminology as another field in which
the critic finds a large crop of flourishing weeds and unprofitable matter. In
this connection an important question arises as to nationality, i. «., as to the
particular language with which we shall clothe our terminology, relating to
expression, character of movement, etc. Much may be said in favor of keep-
ing to the time-honored Italian terms, and perhaps equally strong arguments
may be brought, forward by those favoring the use of our own language. My
purpose is not now, however, <0 discuss the question, but only to suggest that
some system should be adopted that would obviate the necessity of the poly-
glot vocabulary of terms now in use. Other matters requiring passing men-
tion are such as the desirability of having a uniform organ-stop nomencla-
ture
;
uniformity of names of notes and rests, although the need of this is
perhaps not so apparent in the United States as in Canada, where the influ-
ence of English customs in music, as in other matters, is much more strongly
felt
;
the adoption of other terms to signify different meanings now imper-
fectly expressed, by the same word, as, for example, the word “ tone,” meaning
respectively a musical sound, the general musical quality of an instrument,
and the interval of two semi-tones. And, again, the word “ key,” meaning the
lever with which the hammer of a piano action is raised any given scale or
tonality, and in French meaning also “clef.”
We find, too, that for some things very different terms are used by different
authorities. For example, in the realm of harmony the “ tritone,” which re-
joices in such aliases as “Augmented Fourth,” “ Sharp Fourth,” “ Superflu-
ous,” “Redundant,” and “Pluperfect Fourth,” and again its near relative, the
trial on the leading note of the scale, called respectively, diminished, imper-
fect, flat, false, and imperfect fifth. We may hardly expect, however, to greatly
improve our terminology in harmony until the profession, as a whole, adopts
some uniform basis to the science, or, in other words, a uniform classification
of chords.
In the region of Vocal Terminology, the clever and instructive paper read
by Mr. Soot at our last annual meeting, shows in a strong light the need of
reform in that direction.
r I will not take up more time by enumerating defects of which most of
you are already fully aware. I might have toade the list infinitely longer,
but I believe few here to-day require more evidence than they now possess to
convince them of the need of improvement in our Notation and Terminol-
ogy. If any one suggests that we are concerning ourselves too much about
the husks of musical art, let me remind him that iq the economy of nature
husks serve a most important end, and the more perfectly we adapt our musi-
cal husks to their purpose, tT^f'better able we^shall be to preserve from harm
the precious fruit within. I cannot refrain here from recalling to your mem-
ory the words addressed to this Association in New York, two years ago, by
the Hon. John Eaton. In speaking of the efforts of the M. T, N. A. towards
organizing information touching instruction in music, he said; “ If you can,
at the outset, agree on the use of terms, your organization will soon come, to
disseminate these terms outside of the profession, and all of us laymen will be
using your terms with the same meaning, and when you have a uniform use
of terms conveying the same idea, you have established a rallying line for
your forces, and you can maintain the defense of musical instruction as never
before.”
Assuming, then, that something ough tto be done in the way of improve-
ment, we may next consider what means are at command that may be helpful
to our purpose.
The chiefest and besffof all means to that end I believe this Association
possesses in a large measure, namely, braine and a progrettive liberal .eptrii.
And this particular work, if ever accomplished in any effective way, most
unquestionably be taken up and carried forward by such Associations as this,
oo-operating and acting harmoniously together. At the present time we may
count among available organizations the M. T. N. A., with its membership'
of1400, and its representative in nearly, if not quite every State in the Union,
the provinces of Ontario and Quebec included ; on the various State org&niza-
ticns, many of them powerful both in numbers and influence; on the Royal
Canadian Society of Musicians, a strong and well-organized body; and across
the ocean, I doubt not that we should have the hearty co-operation in a work
of this kind of the British Society of Professional Musicians, a society kindred
to this in its auns^and purposes. Organization and a systematic plan of aetkna
are absolutely indispensable in a movement of this nature. I am strongly
aritac the imprwioi,. that the subject has not yet received from the great
body of our profession that careful consideration which its importance should
warrant.
The first step, then, is to direct, attention to it. To that end the machinery
of this and other Associations is invaluable. If I may be allowed to make a
suggestion with regard to making a move in the. direction indicated, I would
propose that a committee on Notation and Terminology, consisting, say, of five
members, to be appointed by the President of this Association, to take in hand
the whole matter. This should be virtually a permanent committee, the
members of which, however, should be appointed or elected annually. The
President would doubtless use careful discrimination in appointing such per-
sons as wereknown to possess ability and a genuine interest in thework; persons
of liberal views and sound judgment, who would approach the work in an im-
partial spirit, and would endeavor to cast behind them any prejudices which
they might have imbibed through one-sidedness of.education or early associa-
tions. They should be persons willing to make some real sacrifice or time and.
brain-labor for the good of music rather than personal glory, studying and
'
thoroughly investigating every subject on its own merits as it arises- Given
a committee with the above named qualifications, w© might safely leave the
executive details of the work in their hands, and I believe we should find
that their annual reports would furnish most valuable information and sug-
gestions as to future action. They would undoubtedly Had means of utilizing
m the interests of this cause the various elements contained in this and other
associations, and would draw assistance, statistics and other information from
every available source. %
I would suggest, also, in the event of such a committee being appointed,
that In oar annual meetings considerable time be allowed for the discussion
of their reports, as the nature of the subject is such that only by a free, unre-
stricted interchange of ideas, and calm deliberation on each and every point
at issue, can any lasting good be effected by our action. -
In conclusion, let me also suggest that our efforts should be concentrated
on one thing at a time, and let that be disposed of if possible before beginning
fresh work. And I would reiterate the conviction, implied in the fore part
of my paper, that the first great question demanding our attention is the con-
flict at present going on between the two systems of notation. “ Sufficient
unto the day is the evil thereof ” When we have settled this question satis-
factorily, the next step before us will undoubtedly be plain.
DISCUSSION
Mb. Wilkins, of Rochester.—Mr. President, (l would like to apeak of
just one point in regard to Notation-and Terminology and that is this, that we
are not settled in our use of the present Notation*^ Mr. Fisher, in Ms paper,
says, “ Without the tenuto mark over an isolated note, it should be held its
full length.” I beg to demur to that statement. As a matter of fact, an iso-
lated note should not be held its full length unless marked Tenuto
;
'such a
note or chord should be regarded the same as if at the end of a phrase. It is
a final note as far as its group is concerned. The time. marks do not always
represent Hie actual number of pulses in the measure, for instance, in time
marked four-four there may be eight pukes in the measure, two-four time four
pulses, etc. An isolated note of two such pulses or units, or four units or
eight units should have its last unit shortened the same as if it were at the
end of a slur or a phrase ; with a Tenuto mark, such & note should be held
just one pulse or unit longer. There is a too great diversify of usage in re-
spect to rendering final notes. For instance in the song “ Because of Thee,”
in the last note or phrase there are three hall-notes tied together and a dotted
quarter-note in the last measure. If that note be rendered correctly, the
singer will hold his tone exactly three measures and render this final note
staccato, at the beginning of the last measure; the piano, at the same time,
will cling to its Tenut® chord during two more heats or pulses, ceasing upon
the third pulse.
I think this is the kind of discussion of which there ought to be more in
our meetings. We are, in a general way, told that such and su^h things are
not right, that our Terminology is wrong, but we do not hear sufficiently sug-
gestive discussions of what is right, and what is true in all questions of teach-
ing
;
for instance, teaching touch and tone, and reading and rendering music.
This is merely one point which I think is an illustration—a point which
ought to have its share of attention as well as other and similar points. There
is much yet to be said about slurs, staccato, legato, accent melody, imitative
effects, andy in short, everything pertaining to phrasing and delivery. All
such matters would furnish material for profitable discussion.
I wish here to put myself on record as opposing this statement that iso-
lated notes and chords should be held their full length unless marked Tenuto.
OVERWORKED TEACHERS,
BT JOBS MAKIA MITCHELL.
I never look at a group of teachers such as are employed in the. colleges
for girls, but I am reminded of the expression of St Ambrose,—“ the noble
army of martyrs ” The work of a teacher should be such as does not kill, ior
the value of human life is quite as great In the case of a teacher as in that of
the student.
The pleasant smile with which a young teacher greets her dm as she
enters upon her duties should be more serene, more, inspiring at middle life.
But how can it be?- I find that the number of students to one teacher is usu-
ally about fifty 1
.
The amount of work that teachers do is enormous. There
seems to be no “ getting through.” They work five or six hours a day, and
then take to their rooms the- written examinations and problems for their
evening recreation. Besides, a good teacher does infinitely higher work out-
side of tutorial hours. I have sometimes looked at the variety of work done
for some young girl,—the careful watching over her health, the good counsel
given in morals, the patient endurance with loose mental habits,—and I have
said to myself. “ How little that parent knows the enormous return which he
gets for his moneyed investment ! ’’ We are constantly told that too many
women become teachers. Yes; but the number would not be too great u
fewer student* were put into the hands of one teacher. A teacher should not
cease.to be a student; she cannot, with safety
;
she should have time for new
acquirements. I would not say give time by lengthening vacations, but I
would say give time by lessening the number of students. A young girl needs
the companionsihip in her classes of a few, but the teacher should know each
pupil individually. According to my own idea, the proper number for good
class-work is ten; but when I asked a professor of Cornell how many he
thought best forclass and professor, he said, ’Four.” Given a small class
and a teacher of any magnetism, and there need be no required attendance.
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perhaps too much felt if the soft pedal were put down at an accented part of
the bar.
16. SCHUMANN: Op. 13.
—— u. c,
I
Beyond this there is not much to say of this pedal, except to call atten-
tion to the fact that teachers often neglect altogether to speak of it, and thus
leave their pupils ignorant of and inexperienced in a very important factor
of artistic playing. Most players are afraid of it, and, indeed, regard it as a
rather immoral device for obtaining cheap effects. It may be turned in this
direction, to be sure, but should really be treated seriously, and regarded as
an important part of every pianist’s equipment.
About the sustaining pedal there is still, less to be said. When it is
wanted, it is wanted very badly; and it is curious to look back at certain com-
positions, and to see how strongly their authors felt the need of it, and indeed
wrote as |f it already existed. In Liszt’s transcription of Berlioz’s “ Danse des
Sylphes,” we find something that really could not have been properly per-
formed at the time at which it was written, for in it there is an organ-point on
low D held through the entire piece, only struck again now and then to rein
force the sound
;
with the aid of the sustaining pedal a charming and unique
effect is obtained. In the second and last variations and the finale of Schu-
mann’s“ Etudes Symphoniques,” and in his “ Fantaisie,” Op. 17, there are a-
-number of places that absolutely require the sustaining pedal. In more
recent music, a conspicuous' example is found in the first pages of St. Saens’
G minor concerto, perhaps the most perfect illustration of all.
17. ST. SAENS : Concerto in G minor.
rsustaining pedal,
We are able to hold these single low notes from the fact that this pedal
merely raises the dampers of the two lower octaves of the piano-forte, so that
only notes comprised in those octaves can be held by it, while the dampers of
the other octaves are left free, and stop any sounds from being prolonged after
the finger leaves the key : we thus practically have a third hand at our dis-
posal. The Fantaisie and Fugue in Gr minor of Bach transcribed by Liszt
contain a number of passages like the following
:
18. BACH-LISZT : Organ fugue in G minor.
sustaining ^ped,
which are only thus rendered possible.
The use of this and of the soft pedal belongs to the highest and most
refined development of piano-forte playing, and must of necessity be largely
left to individual investigation and cultivation. But the?proper. use of the
ordinary pedal is of such great importance, and is so much more easily under-
stood and taught than is sometimes supposed, that it deserves the moot frequent
and careful discussion. It is not too mnch to say that the subject should
come up before us, who are interested in piano-forte playing, every year ; that
is the reason why I took it as my text to-day, not hoping to say anything new*
but contentto repeat what had been said before.
^Y
THE PIANO-FORTE PEDAL.
8UPFLEMEWTARY ESSAY BY RICKARD ZECKWKR.
'The paper just read by Mr. Foote meets in many respects with my hearty
approval. That the proper use of the pedal is little understood, and that
many teachers are careless in regard to its teaching, we can excite many
examples, and that this matter cannot be impressed too often on the pupil
is quite understood. I would beg, however, to differ on two points mentioned
by Mr. Foote,
First, why so strenuously decry the term “ loud pedal ” for the damper
pedal. Of course, the principal feature of the damper pedal is to prolong the
sound, but there is no denying that the effect this pedal produces is also an
increase of intensity of sound. That this is a fact everybody can convince
himself of through the simple experiment, which I will explain.
. If I press down softly with my left hand middle C, lifting only the dam-
pers of that key, but not striking the strings, and then strike with the right
hand one lined C (the octave above), we will hear, after I raise one lined G
f
that the sound still continues. This is due to the following fact : One lined
C, being the first overtone of middle C, causes the strings of middle C to divide
themselves into two ventral segments, and thus through laws of co-vibration
produces a sound. Now what is true of the first overtone is also the case with
the second overtone. One lined C is the second overtone of small f. If we
therefore press down small f and strike one lined C we will have the same
effect—that is, the C will continue to sound after the key C is released, the
small f strings having formed three ventrel segments with two nod®. And
so on with several keys of which C is an overtone. To what degree of inten-
sity a tone is increased through the pedal we cannot definitely state, as no
phonometer has yet been invented which would enable us ‘to measure the
intensity of sound.
The second point in which I differ from Mr. Foote is that I do not believe
that the Una Corda pedal changes the quality of sound In a grand piano. The
action In a grand piano is shifted by this pedal to the right, so that the ham-
mer is only able to reach two or perhaps one string. Now as the string is
struck by the same hammer of the same material at the same point of length
• of the string, the quality of the sound must be the same, and a difference in the
quantity of the sound only is effected.
Of the use of the pedals as they exist now, hardly anything new can be
said. The piano schools say very little about it, but Hans Schmitt, to whom
Mr. Foote frequently refers, has exhausted the subject. Louis Kohler also
published a book on the pedal seven years after Schmitt, in whicjE^toopied
him extensively, but without mentioning bis name.
The fine pianist who pays a great deal of attention to the pedal has
acquired facilities, but they are not more than tricks, peculiar advantages
and secrets, which cannot be formed into rules, and which can only be under-
stood by those who, through their own thinking and through many experi-
ments, have acquired them.
A hoverway of teaching the use of the pedal is that of Dr. HugoBiemann,
the most extensive writer of the present time on all topics of music. He
teaches it negatively
;
that is, he considers the normal form of the piano to be
with uplifted dampers, and finds in the pedal only a remedy to prevent the
continuation of a sound which does not harmonize with the following one.
The pedal, as it exists now, seems to me the moat clumsy mechanism on
our otherwise beautiful piano, and it seems astonishing that such a contrivance
has held its own for so many years. With our common pedal, which raises
all the dampers as a whole', it is impossible to hold out a chord and then play
a figure that contains passing notes; it is impossible to have a pedal effect
and at the same time a staccato, and it is often desirous to play a tone or
chord with the help of the pedal loud and continued, while the fingeys at the
same time at another place of the key-board play in soft runs and figures.
This is done now very often, but with what effect? You have to take all the
passing and unharmonic notes in the bargain when you want to use the pedal.
Perfectly pure and clear piano playing carl only be when there is no
pedal used, or, when used, to confine oneself to, the use of plain chords; but
wherever continued accompanying chords are connected with melodious
figures, where passing notes appear, there must be confusion.
These misfortunes, which have their reasons in the fact that all the
dampers of the piano are directed in one undivided mass by the pedal, have
been overcome by Edward Zachariae. He published in 1869, in Frankfort
on the Main, a book callfcd “ The Art Pedal,” a school for the pedal of his new
invention. He divides the dampers in eight greater or smaller groups, which
are all in the power of the player. These groups of dampers are in the
deeper and higher notes of the piano greater, in the middle positions of the
piano they consist of5 five dampers only. The player can at his will put a
single group or several groups in action.
For this purpose he uses four pedals which can be raised and pressed-itown
by the foot, each pedal having three stations. These pedals may be used
separately or two with one foot, and by these means seventy-eight combina-
tions can be produced. Liszt, Rubinstein and'fte teachers of the Stuttgart
Conservatory, gave him high testimonials, but, nevertheless, the inventionhas
not taken any foothold, probably on account of its many complications and
the difficulty in the muscular exertion in uplifting, and holding up the- feet.
The sustaining pedal, which is used in Ibis country,, is only an awkward
and insufficient attempt, and gives only opportunity to use it in a,very few
oases, such as mentioned by Mr. Foote.
I have no doubt thata pedal may be Invented which will overoome the
objections that Zachariae’s pedal offers, and I lrope that our piano 1
Risers will fat future pay some attention to this very important question.
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Mr Editor.— You ask me for a letter to your paper, and I think I
cannot do better than give your readers an account of a very important musical
society in Chicago called the “Amateur Musical Club.’’ This club has been
in existence for eight or ten years. It had its origin in four ladies who met
round at each others houses for the purpose of reading music together,
arranged for eight hands. Gradually a singer or two was added, and then
other amateur pianists crept in, with solos, until finally the club numbered
thirty people. Its members then adjourned to a piano-house, where they
could have more room and better pianos, and their lady friends began to find
s it pleasant to drop in of an afternoon and listen to the music. (I must state
that women only constitute this club No ungodly males are admitted, except
to its public concerts, by invitation.) With the growth of the club came small
expenses for music, doorkeeper, etc., and the ladies who performed for their
friends hit on the brilliant idea of making these friends pay for the privilege
of listening to their siren strains, in order to meet the expenses of the enter-
tainment, This they were nothing loth to do. The first year only a small
fee was required. • The second year doubled it, and the third year was more
than doubled again, making the admission come to five dollars per season for
the listeners. This has since remained the fixed price of the Amateur Musi-
cal Club for the Associate Members, or listeners. The Active Members also pay
a fee, but in consideration of their being the performers, it is only one-half as
much as that paid by the Associate Members.
The doing of the club now began to assume a definite form. Regular con-
certs were given on a fixed afternoon, every fortnight. The programmes
were printed and were arranged with care.
At first the club was desperately partisan in spirit, as it was chiefly com-
posed of the best pupils of two leading teachers of the piano here, Mrs.
Regina Watson and Mr. Emil Liebling. The pupils of these two teachers
v would group themselves on the several sides of the room, and when a pupil of
Mrs. Watson’s played well there would be loud applause, and demonstrations
of affection from the side of the “ Watsonites,” as they were called, and a cor-
responding ‘silence and dejection on the part of the “Lieblingites.” When,
however, a pupil of Mr. Liebling won the honors of the day, the case would
v be reversed, and the applause would come from tbVopposition,
v
-
)
Mrs. Watson and Mr. Liebling themselves were in no wise affected by
J. the violent sides taken by their* pupils, and had the good sense to be only
amused at it. They remained the best of friends while continuing to teach as
hard as they could and turn out as manygood scholars as possible. They reigned
. supreme over the club for a long time, but finally the pupils of other able
teachers in the city began to get in and the spirit of partisanship was broken
up. The Watsonites and Lieblinites shook hands over their differences and
both parties gave their suffrages to the new-comers. These forfhed a sort of
middle ground on which they could meet, though to this day the Watsonites
have the settled conviction that their champion player is the best amateur in
Chicago, while the Lieblingites would put forward with equal boldness the
claims of theirs .
The club became very popular, and/without exerting itself in the least
soon had a membership of four hundred subscribers. It hired expensive
rooms, and began having occasional recitals from great artists travelling
through the country, paying them handsomely out of a treasury that was
always full. With the large membership dropped out the old sociability, as
well as the old rivalry, and ladies went to the club concerts without knowing
each other, as they would go to any others.
On ope single occasion they determined to give a reception to the great
i German singer. M&terna, who was brought over here by Theodore Thomas to
sing in his musical festivals, of which he gave a chain stretching across the
continent. The leading ladies of the club set their wits to work to make this
reception a unique affair. They denuded their houses of rugs, hangings, pic-
tures, .marble busts, and what-not, to make the room attractive, A pink
curtain was drawn over the skylight which lighted the rooms, in order to be
becoming to the complexion of the guests. Masses of beautiful roses were put
where they would be most effective—on pedistals, crowning the pictures, and
in the*hands of the ladies, or at their breasts. In short, the club rooms looked
like a perfect bower, and were completely transformed in a jiffy. (I could
not help thinking how deligbtfuLamr pnbiic halls would be if taken in charge
by the women. They would soon lose their bare and comfortless look.)
Finally Matema arrived, very richly dressed, and seeming to fill every-
thing with her glowing presence. She was received by a crowd of exquisite
women, who handed her a magnificent bouquet, and they tried to talk to each
other in broken English and broken German alternately. Fortunately some
German-Americans were there to piece out the conversation, and prevent it
from failing into utter dislocation. The pink curtain had a most beneficent
effect, and everybody looked their best. It was certainly as pretty a gathering
as one would wish to see, and the prima donna Mriself was highly pleased at
the compliment paid her. There was a general air of enchantment over every-
thing which was done to the rosy light, the flowers, and the elegant afternoon
toilettes of the women present, and also to their own delicate beauty.
Last year the Amateur Club got tired ’of paying out a thousand dollars
- per year simply for the rent of its rooms, and finally decided to give them up
and.pursue a cufierent policy. The concerts were given only once a month to
the entire dub, and then in Apollo Hall, instead of every fortnight in their
own rooms, as formerly. The aotave (or performing) members of the dub
inaugurated a course of afternoon teas, which are also givenrin Apollo 'Hall,
% small and coeey place. Here they have a little programme for their own
benefit, and try and vote on new candidates for active membership. Every
new member must play or fdng oh trial, before this august assemblage ! The
new members are then voted in or black-balled, according to their musical
merit. - In order to compensate the associate members for leasing half of the
concerts, they make the concerts that are given much finer, and have six
artist? redtalg, instead of only one or two, as formerly, in the course of the
season. This they find & much better way, as it gives the large audiences
something worth listening to at the public concerts, and, at the same time, the
old sociability is restored in the meetings of the active members in private
houses. '
. Y:
The artists greatly delight in playing before.the Amateur Musical Club;
and in my next I will tell you how this dab reacts upon the artistic world.
erma:
It has become the custom among most publishers and
dealers, to send their patrons packages- of music “on
sale.” It has been proven, over and over again, that
ordering from a catalogue, be it ever so closely graded, is
unsatisfactory. The name, grade, key, etc., are very
unsafe guides to trust in purchasing music. It only leads
to disappointment and annoyance.
In sending to us for a selection of music, of which all
unsold can be returned and full credit given, certain
regulations are to be observed.
1st. If the party is unknown to us, it is expected that
satisfactory reference be given.
2nd. That the regular orders for music and books, or
a part of them, be sent to us. This account to be kept
distinct from the on sale account, and settled for monthly,
or otherwise as agreed upon.
3rd. That explicit directions be given how much
music is desired, the style, the grade, whether Vocal or
Instrumental, the kind of studies, and all informatioss
that will assist in making a useful selection. •
4th. The charges for express or postage bom ways are
to be borne by the purchaser. (See remarks on returning
music.)
5th. Selections can be changed or added to at any
time, but a full settlement must be made at the end of
the teaching year in July.
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AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MUSICIANS.
II
THEORY EXAMINATION FOR ASSOCIATESHIP.
HARMONY. a
Whose system of Harmony do you employ ?
I. State the difference between a Diatonic and Chromatic
half step; give examples of each.
Write examples of all augmented intervals from G
sharp, and diminished from E flat, employing acci-
dentals, but no signatures.
III. Write and resolve a chord of the augmented sixth
;
augmented sixth and fifth ; augmented sixth, fourth
ana third, after two different methods.
IY. Define “ Inversion "of Intervals, and itseffejfe..
Y. Give examples of a Deceptive Cadence.
VI. Write scales of E flat minor harmonic and F sharp
minor melodic, ascending and descending. Use no
signatures;
VII. Write a progression from the tonic of A Sat major
to that of D major.
VIII. Formulate & set of rules governing the ordinary
eases of treatment of suspensions.
IX. Construct an organ point in J time and of at least
eight measures’ duration.
X. Progress from the tonic of B minor to the diminished
seventh chord of that mode, and write three differ-
ent kinds of resolutions.
XL Write the following modulations by means of a
diminished seventh chord :
—
Bt> to Ry Jlk to A minor
;
Et> to D
;
B minor to C major.
COUNTERPOINT.
Whose system of Counterpoint do you employ?
I. What is Syncopation ?
II. Define Florid or Mixed Counterpoint.
III. What is the so-called Contrapuntal Cadence?
IV. Name a species of Triad unsuited to use as a founda-
tion of a measure of counterpoint.
rf-nJS
MUSICAL FORM.
Til
V.
What are the principal divisions of a Rondo of the
second form ?
Give the time signature and two measures of the
following Dance rhythms :
A. Polonaise.
B. Waltz.
C. March.
VII. Briefly describe the first movement of the Senate
form as Beethoven found it.
VIII. Analyze the first movement of the accompanying
Sonata, indicating, by means of terms,: brackets,
figures (“ metrical cipher”), etc.:
—
A. ‘Principal and subordinate themes, both in expo-
sition and development.
- B. Connective or transitional passages.
C. Organ point.
D. Keys passed through in the development.
E. Subdivision of themes, motival structure, and
such other minor points as would indicate a
thorough understanding of the example submitted.
I. What are the
II.
ACOUSTICS.
properties of a musical tone?
Mention some of the best media for the transmission
of sound.
III. Why are some pitches low and some high ?
IV. What are harmonics, or overtones ?
VII. State approximately the numbers of vibrations per
• Second of the lowest and highest tones employed
in modern music.
VIII- To what is the difference between a consonance
and & dissonance due ?
HISTORY.
I. Mention some of the contemporaries of SebsstJlQ
Bach.
II. In what class of composition did Bach labor chiefly ?
III. Mention two of his principal vocal works.
IV. From what is the Sonata form derived; and through
whose works did that form reach- its highest logical
development?
V. Why is the Sonata form of greater artistic value than
the Dance form?
VI. When did Beethoven live?
VII. Mention some partienl&rs in which his influence in
the development of music wai most powerfully felt.
VIII. F - don some m fee gtm*- jssW M fee Ore „ri«
an<
IX wh&i yon know about the chief workers in - the
development ofthe Romantic school of composition.
X. Give an approximatelychronological list of the mas-
tern
of Beethoven,
• times tot ..’oath
•? MINOLOGY.
The answers to the %e$stiot« in this paper will he rated
'
sot only wfthiMswd to their acoarac|j bnt especially
with w&psri! to taelf w*tae m dq/hnitons fr@m 4m
# Umhsr. Be mmmkf mmgttthm-*'
H km f« & sale? ' 1 ;
II. What is a Measure ?
III. What is fins difference between § and J time?
V. What is a Motive ?
V I. What is s Phrases ?
VII. As a general rule, especially on a final tone or
chord, now long should a Pause, or Hold ('•') be
sustained?
X. Define a Tie ; a Slur.
XI. . What is an Interval ?
XII. What, is a Key ?
XVI. Give the definition and pronunciation of the wo
“ Da capo al Fine.”
XVII. Define Tempo.
XVIII. What is Syncopation.
XIX. Mention as many Italian terms used to indicate
Tempo as yon can recall, giving theipfeEn^
equivalents (and proximate Metronom^fiumbersf'if
possible) and their pronunciation^-'''^
XX. Mention as many other'lSusie&l terms as you can
recall, giving thgjgTEnglish equivalents and pro
Gelation.
Hbere
cal es
isues.
these will be answered in
/CONCERT PROGRAMMES.
!I3gl
Jaithe nuary
Editor. '
Pupils of Emil Liebling, Chicago.
Variations, Gp. 34, Beethoven ; ‘ At The Spring,
Joseffy
;
Polonaise Heroique, RivAKing
;
Nocturne in
A, Leschetitzky
;
Romance, Opus 28, Gernsheim
;
Loreley, Seeling; Tarantelle, Mattei
;
Wedding Music
for 4 Hands, Jensen.
Pupils of Mrs. H. L. Jones, Me ConneUsville, Ohio.
Quartette, Battle March of Priests in Athalie,
Mendelssohn
;
Concert Polka, Hoffman
;
Concert
Waltz, Maylath
;
(a) Abendlied, Kohler
; (b) Allegro,
Kohler
;
Le Matinee, Dussek ; Vocal, Katie, the Milkt
maid, Bischoff
;
Trovatore Fantasia, Sydney Smith
;
Tarantelle, Oesten
;
Vocal Duett, Nightingale’s Nest,
Bordese
; (a) Sonatina, Op. 20, No. 2, Kuhlau ; (6)
Fantasia, Robin Adair, F. Hoffman
;
(a). Chromatic
Galop, Liszt
; (6) March from Tannhauser, Wagner
Vocal, Spinning Song, Cowen
;
Quartette, Homage to
Verdi, 8 Hands, Duroc. '
W. L. Blumenschein, Dayton, Ohio.
Valse Allemand, J. C. Alden, Jr., Boston; (a) “I
dresm of Thee,” (b) “ A little bird flew o’er the lea,”
W. L. Blumenschein, Dayton ; (a) “ Forebodings,” {b)
“ When the golden rod’s a-flame,” E. Campion, Cleve-
land
;
Scherzino, G. W. Chadwick, Boston
;
Gavotte,
F. L. Eyer, Dayton -, Sarabande, A. Foote, Boston
‘‘Fairy Tale,” A. M. Foerster, Pittsburg; Walhalla
[ March, E. Henninges, Cleveland ; The Mill, R. Joseffy,
New York; Scherzo-Impromptu, Ida Kleber, Pittsburgh;
Vaise de Salon, C. Lavallee, Boston
;
Danse Antique,
W. Mason, Boston
;
(a) Rondo Scherzando, (6) “ The
Stranger 8 Love,” (c) “Thou’rt like a lovely flow’ ret,”
C. Merz, Wooster ; “ At Parting,” J. H. Rogers, Cleve-
land
;
Danses Rococo, No. 2, C. Sternberg, New York
(a) Badinage, (b) Pensee d’Amour, (c) Valse de Ballet,
(/J) Sarabande, W. G. Smith, Cleveland.
Pupils of Mr. Eugene Wourth, Clinton
,
Iowa.
Two Pianos, 4 hands, Le Pardon de Ploermel, Meyer-
beer; Polka Impromptu, Strelezki; Lithuanian Song,
Strelezki : .o ^aud Violin, Scene du Ballet, Beriot;
Dreams, Strelezki^ Grand Polonaise, Fa diege mineur,
Strelezki; From “ Zanoni,” Strelezki: Valse ae Concert,
Strelezki
;
Day Dream, Strelezki ; Piano and Violin,
Romance, sans paroles, A. Pluys; La Castagnette,-
Danes mauresque, Strelezki.'
Temple Grove Seminary, Saratoga, ,V. Y. Mr. L. C.
Stanton, Pianist.
Piece Rustique, Op. 86, No. 8, Moszkowski; Song,
“ Er der Herrlichste von Allen,” Schumann ; Sonata
Movement*, (a) Allegro, from Op; 24, Weber; (b)
Largo, from Op. 7, Beethoven ; (e) Menuetto, from Op.
7; Grieg; Soap, (o) Spanish Serenade Boeder o
‘Th« Daily Qu< tion, ' Meyer H« i*« it- i
,
Novelette, Op.
No 4 Schumann; Song, ‘Leaving Yet Loving,
Marauds; Song, ‘ rhe Danza,” Chadwick Morceaux,
(a) Mazurka, Op. 66, No, I, Chopin ; (6) Schneegloeck-
chen, Op. 87, No. 4, April, Tschaikowsk
,
Op.Chase,
y
;
(e) The
* No. 1, Bheinberger , Aria, “ Di Piacer,
*
’ Ass ; 'vjfae, ( . 4, No. 1 < .
Beoited, Synodical CoUcffc, I ogetwilk. Tmtn, Joseph
Mademand Miss M. Mdp», Tmehtre,
1. Fant&sie Impromptu, Chopin ; First Violet, Men-
ssam . arcense,
Jensen ; Thine eyes so bine and tender, My love’s like
the red, red rose, Arthur Foote; Des Abends. Auf-
sohwanff, Grilles, Schumann;. The Magic Song, Meyer
Helmund
;
PolohsSfeMo^kowskinMBMM|[MMMMMj
3, Hungarian Danoe, 4 hands, Brahma : Sleep Well,
SwMfli Aifel, ; Warn
'. Sherwood
,
Chickering HaM, Boston, Mass., Tuts-
• Evening
,
Oct. 26
;
Monday, Afternoon and Emn-
thou art near me, Abt
;
Slavonic Dance, 4 hands,
Dvorak; We never meet again, Von Weber: Serenata,
Moszkowski; Les Deux Alouettes, Leschetitzky
;
Vocal
duet, I feel thy southing presence, Graben-Hoffmann.
W. H.
day
.
ing, Nov. 1 and 8.
Mad. Rive-King, Guilmant-Haberbier, Prelude and
Fugue
;
Songs : Miss Effie Stewart
;
Bach, Prelade in G
minor
;
Chopin, Ballade in F major, Barcarolle, F sharp
;
Schumann, Maestoso, Op. 17, No. 2 ; Win. H. Sher-
wood, “Xmas Dance,” Op. 15: Edgar H. Sherwood,
“ L’Heureux Retour ” (four hands), Mr. Atwood assist-
ing
;
Songs : Mss Stewart, Em. Moor, Hnmoreske,
Wilson G. Smith, Gavotte in F
;
Ed. S. Kelley, Int. 2nd
Act and Gaelic march (from music to Macbeth)
;
Raff,
Menuett, Op. 72, No. 2; Tausig, Etude, Op 1, Aflat;
S. Jsaena, Mazourka, G minor
;
Th. Knllak, Octave
Stuay, Bk. II, No. 7; J. K. Paine, Sonata for Violin and
Piano (Mr. Lichtenberg assisting)
;
Songs : C. L. Capen,
Gavotte, F^ minor ; John Orth, Cradle Song; Arthur
Whiting, Concert Etude
;
John L. Alden, Waltz
;
Calixa
Lavellee, “ La Papillon
;
” Ed. S. Kelley, Scherzo
;
Ed.
S. Mattoon, Tarantella, (four hands) Mias Ada P. Emery
assisting
;
Louis Maas, Andante from Violin and Piano
Son., Mr. Lichtenberg assisting
;
Ferdinand Dewey,
Mazourka; Ed. P. Perry, “Loreley;” Songs: Wm.
Mason, Scherzo
;
Robt. Goldbeck, “ Memories
;
” W. H.
Dayas, Polonaise
;
Songs by Chadwick, Foote, Wilson
Smith, E. H. Sherwood, Fred. Grant Gleason, E. S.
Kelley, Geo. Osgood and F. Van der Stucken will be
sung at the concerts.
[For The Etude.]
NATIONAL AND STATE MUSIC TEACHERS’
ASSOCIATION.
heart ia young, D. Buck; Vocal Daett, W&ea I koow|the National Association l Shall the National
It has been many times, said that “Knowledge is
power.” Some one has added, “but neither wisdom
nor virtue.” It is claimed that experience is an excel-
lent teacher, perhaps the best, but some appear not to
profit much from it. The assumed-to-be Solomons and
the real politicians are sufficiently numerous, even in the
musical profession. They have a mission, and frequently
more than fill it. However, a very large majority of
those teachers who have identified themselves with the
National or State Associations are, evidently, honest,
unselfish workers, willing to devote all of the time they
can consistently spare for the good of the cause. The
National Association has now passed its first decade of
existence and entered upon its seeond very auspiciously
and encouragingly. The Indiana State Association has
taken the same number of steps. Ohio comes next, and
there are more to follow. The question naturally arises,
has the experience brought ns wisdom, or are we still ijrop-
[jpg our way in darkness ? Have we learned to do business
in a business-like way, or is it done in a semi-haphazard
fashion? Who is responsible ? What is the penalty for
certain acts of commission or omission ? Are musicians
idealists or practical men ? Are they spouters and rant-
ers, or level-headed, logical reasoners? These and
many other questions come up when retrospecting.
The question of responsibility and penalty naturally come
[ to the writer when looking back to 1882, when the other
two members of the executive committee associated with
me (during my absence in California) notified the Presi-
dent that the meeting of M. T. N. A., fixed to be held in
Chicago that year, would have to be given up, as they
could not attend to it. The- decision was dot reversed
until May, on my return. The published report will
show what was done at that meeting, even if it does not
state who was the responsible party.
That year* was a turning point, ( 1) Because the Associ-
ation came so near ^death’s
,
door, and (2) because it
stopped paying pianists and other public performers for
their services, which, I believe, has been the rule ever
since, excepting orchestral players. But while doing
away with that unjust discrimination and unnecessary
expense, art we not attempting t ;arry oti r financial
burdens which hftve already i y early broken the
back of the institution ? . If we go on for three yearn to
come as we have for three years past, in the hurdle race
or steeple chase, adding financial burdens, relying Mainly
upon charity Slid the piano-forte interests of the country
to meet deficiencies, where is tie Solomon among ns to
say where the M. T. N. A. will land? Is the M. T. £jL A,
ciation
- vane tbs it ang profession and (2)
encouragement
1 cost itions?
The cost of the orchestra i A books or MSS. «€ fee ;
choral and orchestral works of native composers is an
item.'which will »&&&hawto be,grafpMr wish. Who ts«#
the constitutional right to contract these debts ? And
who ean be held responsible for payment? What i
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to rely upon volunteer members for' botl
vital strength, or become a delegated body ? Shall the
States act independently of the Nationabor shall they by
compact form a- “closer anion?” Shall the M. T. N. A.
be a corporate body or- a go-as-you-please institution ?
This letter is almost entirely' interrogatory, and inten-
tionally so. I do not propose, at any rate pow, to answer
the questions, but only to tbrofr out a Few thoughts for
reflection. The State M, T. A., the M. T. N. A. and
the A. C. M. are important organizations. Shall they
act independently or in concert ?
w a
.
Perkins,
Chicago, 111.
EBUOATIOi—MUSIOAL LITERATURE.
TWO CLASSRS-4»-MUStCIAN&--sTHE NECESSITY FOB MOREGENERAL EDUCATION.—A SELECT LIST OF MtHMCAT,
HTEKATITRE. UP
BY W. F. GATES.
The one-sidedness of the education of many musicians
is a matter which demands the ^attention of the .music
profession at large. This subject was touched upon to
some extent by Dr. Sower Ms essay on the “Needs
of the Musical Profession,’ ''delivered at the last meeting
of the M. T. N. A. In this essay Dr. Gower referred
more particularly to the need of thoroughness in an edu-
cation limited' to music. While I wish to speak later of
this necessity for completeness in a musical education, I
would first point out the great desirability of acquiring
as wide a view of men and of things as circumstances will
allow, this acquirement constituting -what is called a gen-
eral education. Ignorance of musicians in regard to
both general and musical literature is proverbial
;
and
VM?nee a broader education, as well as a more thorough
musical education, stands out as a “ need ” of the pro-
fession fffld a need that must be, and will be, met if suc-
_ycess is obtained.
There are two classes of which I wish to speak, viz.,
(1) Those who'sp musical education is pursued to the
exclusion of a 'sufficient gen era! education, and, (2) Those
whose musico-technical education (if I may use that
term) is pursued to the exclusion of such musico-literary
education as is necessary for thorough musicianship.
To some extent a well arranged conservatory course
may obviate the latter undesirable state of one-sidedness,
by making compulsory such study of musical theory,,
history, biography and criticism, as will tend to the best
results
;
butjthe former case is beyond the reach of con-
servatory control and must be left to the superficially
educated person for self-correction.
- Reproach is daily being brought upon the musical pro-
fession by the ignorance of those who are looked upon in
their respective communities as fair specimens of the
genus musician. Their whole attention is directed to
the advancement of their technic
;
they are absorbed in
,
their- music study and say they have no time to read or
study outside matters
;
their whole world is confined to
the limited horizon of their technical endeavors. Is it
any wonder that such become the laughing stock of
broader educated men, and that - the narrow musician
who knows little or nothing of the world’s men of letters,
men of power, men of thought, men of action, should be
passed by with a shrug and the remark, “Oh, he’s only
a musician. !” Bffyou not know of such cases? .
Let me cite an instance. Some time since, in looking
over some photographs of statues with a conservatory
graduate, we paused at one of Farragtft, holding in his
hand his telescope, beneath being the name “ Farragut.”
“ Ah,” said the graduate, “ I see. That must be the man
that invented the telescope.” Of course this wag a rather
strong case of one-sided education, but among music
students there may be found other similar examples off
just such neglect of general knowledge.
Music is a most absorbing art, ana when one becomes
.
earnestly engaged in the pursuit of musical ability, both
mental and manual, it is difficult to divide his thought
and attention and_ give to other departments of culture
Ahe time and study which he feels are needed in his own
professional, work. Bat we must not close our eyes to
the fact that the world is moving, moving rapidly, too,
in this day, and the ^(fihsician must move with it, or be
left among those who are behind the world in its course
of progress. You who say you have no time for outside
reading were you to improve the minutes, yes, the hours
that you waste in idle conversation, frivolous society, or
desultory reading, were you to employ these in the study
or even careful reading of the best authors, you might
take your proper place among the educated people of
society and cease to be one who is “only a musician.”
I once heard a celebrated, divine pray, “ Oh, Lord,
save ns from being lopsided Uhriath: - a 1” Mow it seems
to me very many of us might make that same prayer,
** substituting “ musicians ” for “ Christians.” It is not
enough that the musician be learned in music alone.
As John Stuart Mill says, we must know not only “every-
thing of something,” but 2also “ something of every-
that is, it is not sufficient for us to be musicians,
we must be men and women of general information, of
liberal education—in short, men and women of culture.
Then, and then only, can we command the rasped of the
world.
Concerning the second class, viz., Those whose musico-
teehnical education is pursued to the exclusion of such
musico-literary education as is necessary for thorough
musicianship, I may say that as a usual thing there is no
excuse for the neglect, by music students, of the theoret-
ical and literary departments of a musical education. It
is now required that a musician, to hold a place of prom-
inence in the musical world, must be well informed and
intelligent, if not cultured. The musician has risen in
public estimation, he is given places of trust and honor ;
and it becomes him then to prove himself worthy of the
high position assigned him. He should be informed
concerning all important occurrences, certainly he
should be thoroughly posted as to the history, as well as
the theory and literature of his own art. The apprecia-
tion by musicians in general of, these departments of
music, is “a dark, indistinct understanding and presenti-
ment
;
” and yet without this’ knowledge how is more
than the slightest glimpse to be obtained of all the hid-
den beauties of the art called “ God’s best gift to man,
the only art of heaven given to. earth, the only art of
earth we take to heaven.”
The wide field of music literature includes theory and
history, the critical and segthetieal departments. These
latter branches constitute a terra incognita to a large
number of the music world, and yet they are hardly of
secondary importance to the divisions first named. From
history we learn what the great masters did Tor their art;
in the study of musical aesthetics we find the principles
and theories which underlaid their productions ; while
in critical works we find the opinions of their contempo-
raries and successors concerning themselves, their mo-
tives, their creations. One cannot afford to be ignorant
of the science or principles of the beautiful in Ms chosen
art any more than he could afford to be ignorant of its
history.
A little knowledge is ofttimes dangerous and leads him
who possesses it to rest in fancied security upon an inse
HPlk m. 4 rt f? fA ^ riQiOitn,cure foundation. The injunction to “drink deep” is
based upon a true philosophy, and if we would avoid the
mistakes of ignorant weakness we must not only drink
deep, but drink often from these, various springs of
knowledge.
I have prepared for the use of those who wish to form
private libraries on musical subjects, or for a nucleus of
a conservatory library the following list of books. The
idea inflection was to compass as large a range of sub-
jects as possible,- treated by ”.e best authors and to keep
the total cost of the volumes selected within fifty dollars
($50). In these points I hope I have succeeded.- As
will be seen by a perusal of the list the range is wide, the
author’s standard and the publishers put the price at the
required sum. .When a number of books are purchased
low rates may be obtained. Fifty dollars represents to
many the result of only moderate self-denial of pleasure,
and for this amount one may supply themselves with
material for a reasonably thorough knowledge of musical
theory, biography, history, criticism, and aesthetics,.-..
“Reading maketh a man full.”
CLASSIFIED LIST OF MUSIC LITERATURE.
Biography.-—Bach (Poole), Beethoven (Gt. Musician
Series),, Berlioz (Hueffer), Chopin (Liszt), Handel
(Mrs. Marshall), Haydn (Miss Townsend), Liszt (Be
Beaufort), Mendelssohn (Rockstro), Mozart (Beh-
ring), Schubert (Frost), Schumann (Fuller Mait-
land), Wagner (Haeffer), Rossini (Edwards). The
Great Composers (Bourne), Music and. 'Morals!
(Haweis), Biographical ’Sketches (Urbino), Musical
Sketches (Polko), Hand Book ofBiography (Baptie).
Criticism and ./Esthetics.
—
Music Explained to the
World (Fetis), How to Understand Music (Mathews),
Purity in Musical Art (Thibaut), The Beautiful in
Music (Pauer),
History.—History of Music (Ritter), feistory of Music
(Rockstro), History of Modern Music (Hullah).
Theory.—Musical Acoustics, 'Students Ed. (Helmholtz),
Harmony (Richter op Paul), Counterpoint (Richter,
or Paul), New Lessons in Harmony (FillmCfre),
Theory of Form (Bussler-Cornell).
Dictionary.?—Grove. *
i~" %
Organ.—Orga - : Primer
v
(Stainer), Organs and Organ
Building (Edwards).
Piano-forte.—Beethoven’s Sonatas Explained (Von
Elterlein), How to Play Chopin (Klectzynski), His-
tory of Piano-forte (Fillmore), the Piano-forte
(Pauer), How to Play the Piano-forte (Godard and
others), Principles of Expressions in Piano-forte
Music (Christ!ani).
Misckllan8©us.—
S
inging (Randegger), The Violin
(Tours), Musical Instruments (Engel), The Lyrical
Drama (Edwards).
Industry is the secret of success.’
Deserve success and it will come. -
Knowledge waits at the door of Desire.
A drop of ink may make a million think.
The foundation of education is thoroughness.
Time is often said' to be money ; but it is more,
it is life.
Count as lost the day in which you have
no good.
A house without books is like a room
windows,—Beecher,
Books are lighthouses erected in the great sea
of time .—-Edwin Percy Whipple,
Never contract a friendship with a man that is
not better than thyself.— Confucius,
How much better is the love that is ready to
die than the zeal that is ready to kill.
All method Is rhythm
;
have rhythm in your
power and the world is yours.— J. S. Dwight
At twenty years of age, the will
thirty, the wit
;
and at forty the judgment.
tan.
next to virtue, truly
-
—
Addison.
True glory takes root and even spreads; all
false pretences, like flowers, fall to the ground,
nor can any counterfeit last long.
Children are travelers newly arrived in a
strange country
;
we should therefore make con-
science not to mislead them.
—
-Locke.
No man prospers in this world by luck, unless
it be the luck of getting up early, working hard
and maintaining honor and integrity.-
“ You are right in supposing I work
said Frederick the Great to a friend. “ I do ao in
order to live, for nothing has more resemblance to
death than idleness.”
The unbounded universe is one sleepless lyre,
whose chords of love, of hope, of purity and peace
are farmed into a dreamy and mystic melody by
the breath of the invisible God?
Each day, each week, each month* each year, a
new chance is given you by God. ’ A new chance,
a new leaf, a new life, this is the golden, unspeak-
able gift which each new- day offers to you. .
Men’s lives should be like the day, more beau-
tiful in the evening, or like the summer aglow
with promise, and like the autumn, rich with gol-
den sheaves, where good deeds have ripened in the
field.
How significant and full of meaning is the
language of music!. Take the Da Capo, •‘ for
instance, which would, be intolerable in literary
aiti .other compositions, yet here. is judicious and
welcome, since, in order to grasp the melody, we
must hear it twice.
The unspeakable fervor or inwardness (innige)
of all music, by virtue of which it brings before
us, so near and yet so remote, a paradise, arise
-from the
,
quickening of our innermost nature
that it produces—-always without its reality or
tumult.
—
Schopenhauer.
The cause of nine parts in ten of the lament-
able failures which occur in men’s undertakings
lies not in the want of talent, or the will^to use
them> but in the vacillating and desultory way of,
using them, in flying from object to object; in
startirig^away at each little disgust, and thus
applying the force which might conquer any one
difficulty to a series of difficulties so large that no
human force can conquer them. Commend me,
;
therefore, to the virtue of perseverance. Without \
it all the rest are littfe better than fairy gold,
which Blitters in your purse, but when taken to
the market proves to be slate or cinders.
—
Carlyle.
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BY W. S. B. MATHEWS.
The following letter, addressed to me
through the office of The Etude, will be read with interest,
for it is important—more so, I fear, than any answer 1
may be.able to give. He writes :— :
‘
‘ Dear Sir :—I hav^twojifipila^oung men of sixteen,
very studious. One has^oheTtbrough the best part of
Merkel’s Technics, and Kessler’s, Cramer’s and Heller’s
Studies. This one, whom I will call “A.,” has so far
advanced that he can play almost anything of the diffi-
culty of Moszkowski' s Senenata almost at sight; the
other, f\B,” is not quite so far along, but is very ener-
getic and ambitious. Both are in the middle of your
“ Studies in IJhrasing,” and mil be through in about four
or five weeks. I do not wall to take them through an
interminable host, of Stadia, as they would lose all
interest, but want to give them such pieces as will not
only educate, but also please, to follow your studies in
Phrasing
—
pieces which are brilliant, but also captivating
in melody. My plan is to give them nothing but tech-
nical exerfStees, and pieces which would serve as studies.
My plan of technics is the following, which I require to
be practiced every day in four keys, thus completing the
round of twenty-four keys every week,
“Finger exercises (hand locked), 5 minutes; thumb
practice, 5 ; stretching 5 ; finger exercises, free hand,
10 ; firm chords and arpeggios, 15 ; scale work, 16 ;
chromatic scales, and double third and sixths, both
diatonic and chromatic, 10 minutes. Total, with 10
minutes octave practice, 115 minutes, or 1 hour and 65
minutes. If you could now give me a list of pieces,
sprightly, and not trashy, to follow your book, I should
esteem it a great favor. -Yours truly, P. G.”
It strikes me, that after devoting so much time to
technics, it is no more than reasonable that these excel-
lent young gentlemen should be provided with pieces
“ sprightly,” at least, for when the wind shall have been
tempered to the shorn lamb to the utmost possible, in
connection with this formidable list of technics! exer-
cises, it will still remain true, in a different sense from
what it was with Falstaff, that there is a very small
morsel df bread with all this sack. I should say that as
a rule a pupil ought not to practice more than a third of
the total practice time upon technics
;
and I believe that
it is possible to obtain all the good qualities of.modern
S
iano playing by the use of technical exercise's for an
our a day, if the time be judiciously directed. Never-
theless, I make this observation with some reserve, for I
have known for many years, that we are rarely judged
truly by strangers, and in this case there may be some-
thing in the style of the exercises or in the manner of
administering them, making them materially less arduous
than would appear upon A. priori grounds. Setting this
aside, therefore,’ I would respectfully offer the following
list of pieces as the best I can do off hand, without know-
ing more of the qualities manifested in the playing-of the
pupils. The order is appropriately progressive. Schu-
mann, Nachtstiieke in F, op. 24. [A very useful study
for interpretation, as well as for. elastic touch. It is also
a beautiful piece, which almost every pupil likes at once.]
Chopin, Nocturne in E flat, opus 9, No. 2. Moszkowski
Waltz in A flat. There is an edition of this by Dr.
William Mason. [This piece is more difficult than those
which have occupied the pupils hitherto, but if the tech-
nics be diminished for a little, in order to gain more
time for this, it will be found practicable, and will benefit
the playing materially.] Duetto, No. 18 in Mendels-
sohms Songs without Words. Hunting Song, No. 8 in
same work. Schumann’s Romance in F sharp, opus,
28. [This piece will appear more difficult than it really
is. Let the pupil not be afraid of it. 'Practice will do
it. 1 Schujnann’s Warum, and Griilen, out of the opus 12.
I do not like the edition by Mme. Schumann. Particu-
larly do I disagree with her idea of the fingering of the
third period of Griilen. It is wholly inadmissable. The
correct fingering is given by Moszkowski, in the Angener
edition. I have been using this same fingering for years.
It produces the effect that Schumann had in mind, which
is impossible with the fingering of Mme. Schumann.
Bocchferini Minuet, arranged by Joseffy. This also is
rather difficult, but it can be done by practice, and it is
sure to please. Aria de Ballet, Gluck, arranged by
Joseffy. “ Hark,.hark the Lark,” Schubert-Liszt. Raff’s
Fileuse, Mason’s edition. This is an invaluable piece.
Bendel’s “ Moonlight Sail to Love Island” from ‘Am
Genfer See.” After tills any parlor piece that the pupils
happen to like. With all these pieces, everything depends
on tae manner in which they ire introduced aha studied.
I submit this list in the full conviction that directly after
it has gone to the printer, I shall think of a dozen good
pieces which I would not have omitted for the world.
A correspondent requests me to tell what works are
necessary to be prepared for demonstrative examination
for Associateship in the American oollege of musicians.
The information hasks given in these column* More,:
and can be had by any one who will send a stamp to Mr.
Robert Bonner, No. 60 Williams Street, Providence,
R. I.
,
for a copy of the Prospectus of the American Col-
lege of Musicians. Nevertheless, on account of the
importance of keeping this subject before the attention
of teachers, and for the sake of certain other things that
I wish to say in the same connection, I will repeat here
the substance of the requirement. The demonstrative
examination will require at least pne piece from each
author, of the following list ; Bach Select Pieces edited
by Beliak
;
or Fugues in C minor, D major or J3 flat
major, Nos. II, III, and IV of the selection of the
Clavier by Tauaig. Scarlatti : Select Pieces, edited by
Bulow, Mozart; Sonatas. Moscheles: Studies, opus 70,
Beethoven : Sonata in A flat, opus 26, or 0 minor, opus
18. Mendelssohn: Rondo Capriccioso, opus 14. Weber:
Polacca, opus 72. F. Hiller: 24 Rhythmical Studies.
Chopin : Nocturnes, Waltzes, Mazurkas. Liszt: Rhap-
sody No. 11, or Rigoletto Fantasia, Liebestraume.
From what I saw of the manner of administering this
examination at Indianapolis, I think -that it is not
expected that the applicants for this degree shall be
concert pianists, able to give a complete recital of these
compositions in first-class style. What is desired and
insisted upon, Tslthat the applicant shall be able to illus-
trate the properistyle and movement of the various ideas
in them, and make such respectable approximation to a
really first-class style of playing, as would be reasonably
expected of teachers making no pretensions to virtuoso
attainments. In the later demonstrations, of the higher
degrees, a more competent accomplishment as pianists
is expected. Hence there is not much difference in the
inherent difficulty of these pieces and those required for
the demonstration of mastership. The real difficulty for
applicants for the associate degree to look forward to
with dread, and to guard against while there is yet time,
is the technics,* Especially the velocity principles, the
variety of ways In which they will be expected to play
the scales, and, above all, the variety of touches that will
be asked of them in chords and octaves. The theoretical
part of the examination, also, is very severe, and, in my
opinion, more severe than it need be. The examiners
experience no small difficulty, I am told, in framing
questions which do not too obviously answer themselves,
and which, nevertheless, are so framed as to call out the
information they, were intended to test,. At . the last
examination the superintendent had no light task to com-
plete the deficiences of the questions for the candidates
undertaking to answer them, without giving the true
answer along with the explanations.
If it were in order to do so, I would like to say a few
words upon the impropriety of framing an examination
in piano-playing and not putting into it something of
Schumann’s. Thq demands in the line of Chopin, also,
are wholly insufficient. There is no reason why these
people should not be asked about the Chopin Scherzo in
B flat minor, the Polonaise in C sharp minor, the Fantasie
Impromptu, and several others of the by no means most
difficult works of this charming writer. As the demand
isThere stated, the candidate would have met them fe
completely by offering the nocturne in E flat, the waltz
in D flat, and the mazurka in B flat, as if he had brought
the nocturne in G major, opus 87, the waltz in A fiat, of
42, and the most difficult or the mazurkas. On the other
hand, the Weber Polacca is hardly a representative piece
for the piano. As for the Hiller Studies, I have seen a
roomfull of first-class piano teachers who have never
heard of them, and did not know which studies of Hiller
were intended, nor the reason why they were put upon
the list. I suppose, if it were permitted an outsider to
know the real truth, we would find that a list of this
kind is made up on the same principle asthe appropria-
tion lists in city councils. The different subjects are
allotted to committees, who “ stand in ” with each other,
passing each other’s pet notions and fads, without ques-
tion, in consideration of the others doing the same for
them. However, it % not time to find fault with this
course or list
;
it is to be taken with thankfulness, as the
best the examiners were able to do toward the difficult
task of defining the qualities entering into modern piano
playing, and providing a list of pieces covering the
representative difficulties.
Dear Sir—-Being a young teacher who is inexperi-
enced, bnt tries to learn, an&mostly from The Etude, I
take the liberty of asking a few questions :
—
Why conld we not begin the scales all with the same
finger, namely, first all with the thumb, then all with the
second finger fie., and finally also with the fifth finger?
Would this not be good practice, and could it not be
recommended ttf the pupils for very good practice ?
Most respectfully, Young Teacher.
There are several uses of scale practice^ whd the prac-
tice can be modified according to the end intended to be
subserved by it. The first, and most important, use of
scab! practice is to familiarize the fingers with the partic-
ular keys which belong with a given tonic ; that is, not
simply to beuable to name them all at leisure, hut to form
the hand so that whenever one begins to play in a gi
key the fingers will, of their own accord, as it see
keep off the keys not belonging to this tonic.
A mi < - - •*' f, v » *.• • . • :
| ven
(
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of fingering, which experience has established as on
the whole the best way of playing scale-runs involv-
ing such and such selections of black and white keys.
The regular scale-lingering in the instruction books and
books of technics is such a survival' of the fittest; and'
it is a great loss for any young player not to be taught to
employ the fingers in this order, without having to stop
and think. Another use of scale practice is that of
acquiring facility in general, in passages involving
movement of the hand regularly from right to left, or
left to right. For this use 'it is often an advantage, and
as an exception, to practice the fingering you mention.
Mr- W. G. E. Seeboeck, of this city, has a system of scale
exercises in which he plays all the notes with the first
and second fingers, exclusively (German fingering),
without using any other fingers at all. This he carries
through all the keys, pqtting the thumb on the black
keys just as freely as on the white. Then with the first
and third
;
then with the thumb and fourth
;
then, again,
with the thumb and fifth. This last is an excellent
practice, as it forever ends all trouble in regard to
ing the thumb under a finger. Of course, these
always done legato
,
the thumb being put clear under, so
that it crosses the point of the finger every time,,
tones connected. Tausig used' to practice
teach them with the same fingering for all keys—that of
the key of C—regardless of the order in which white and
black keys happened to fall. This was a great thing for
breaking up the superstition in regard to the sinfulness
of putting the thumb upon a black key, which American
teachers have found it so difficult to outgrow. Never-
theless, when all is said and done, and while we would
not uphold superstition, it is true, and is likely to remain
so, so long at least as the thumb is made shorter than
the fingers, that the thumb goes on while keys better in
scale passages, than it does upon black keys. How it
may turn out in the new keyboard which was illustrated
in The Etude a few months ago, I cannot say. The diffi-
culty with these fancy ways of practicing the scales is,
that the majority of pupils do not get beyond the
necessity of acquiring the facility and the sureness which
come best from the practice- of them with the regular
fingering. - In this connection Fyould call attention to
the great benefit to be derived from practicing the scales
in what is called the “canon” form. This settles the
fingering and makes it sura faster than any other exercise
that I have tried.
“ Is all sound noise, and can pitch be recognized in all
sounds? If so, is not all sound “ tone ? ” Please give me
a clear understanding on this subject. How many kinds
of Syncopation are there? ”—E. W. G.
A tone is a sound having a recognizable pitch. Nearly
all sound that one hears is more or less compound ; by
this I mean- that the vibrations comparing it are not all of
equal ratio or proportional ratio. A- perfectly simple
tone would consist of a single rate of vibrations, as, e. g.
,
258 per second, or any other number, but only one rate.
All the vibrations entering into and composing the tone
would be of this one rate of frequency. There are very
few tones of this character in nature or art, and the effect
of them npon the ear is not satisfactory. All musical
tones, of an artistic quality, -are composed of a consid-
erable number of different sets, or frequencies, of vibra-
tions, wMch are proportional to each other. The result-
ing sounffl“, or tone, is a multiple or a complex and upon
the harmony of proportion between the different partial-
tones producing it depends its agreeable and satisfactory
effect upon the ear. Thus, for instance, the tone C,
when well made, should contain its octave, tenth, twelfth,
doable octave, sixteenth, seventeenth, etc., as shown in
any good treatise upon sound. These partial tones,
however, should be weak, and not perceptible to the ear
as independent ingredients^ in the compound tone ; but
only have the effect of imparting fullness and resonance
to the total sound. Now, in what we call noise the con-
fusion is greater ; instead of a proportional relation ot
the various ingredients entering into it, there are a
titude of ingredients, which, so far from being propdr-
tional to each other, are in direct conflict, ana often
clash violently. Thus we have dissonancein no se, and
rarely a definite pitch that we can make out. The lack
of a pitch that the ear can determine is not due to the
absence of pitch from $s,e sound, but to the presence of
too great a number of different pitches, not referable to
any common denominator. The disagreeable impress!on
which a noise makes upon the ear is aue to the clashing
of the different partials entering Into it; Hence, while
all sound has pitch, not all sounds have appreciable
pitch, or a pitch appreciable to the unassisted ear. And
this inability to appreciate a ruling pitch may. be due to
its being too low for recognition by the ear, a is the case
in many sounds of nature ; or to its being top high, m in
the gongs of birds and insects ; or to its having torfgreat
a variety of pitches entering into it, net mm.*}- - v'e
<
of
being referred to a comprehensible or appi . e unity.
A tone is a sound not only having an appreciable pitch,
but also having such a constitution of partials as to give
it an artistic character, or to render it fit for use in nauti-
cal expression. fffo. the additions to “How to Under-
stau iJue saw i preparation, I havedia-
cussed this ratyeot farther.
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2. A syncopation is a rhythmic effect, due to mis-
placing or concealing of the measure ascent. This can
t&k$ place in a great variety of ways. The leading
accent of the measure, of coarse, is upon the first beat;
this accept may be concealed by prolonging the tone out
of the previous measure, thus rendering it impossible to
accent the beginning of the new measure, in the voice
part so prolonged, at least. Another way of syncopating
is by coming in forcibly upon the half-beat, at “ half past
one ” of the measure, and going through with notes upon
the half-beat, and prolonged across the beginning of the
following beats. Bor instance : Its first way— '
Second way-
•4
These are the principal ways in which syncopation takes
place. I have never undertaken to make a catalogue of
them, and have not time to do so now. With the defini-
tion given above you can go on and analyze to your
heart’s content. Suggestive matter can be found upon
this subject in Christiani’s “ Principles of Expression in
Piano-Playing,” p. 70 and following. There is one class
of modifications of the natural accent of measure which
is not a syncopation, although it is often confounded
with it. I mean the “removed accents,” or, rather, the
changes of measure, which Schumann often makes
;
for
instance, without changing the time signature-—for ex-
ample, in the finale of the A minor Concerto, where there
is a long passage of apparent syncopation, which is really
a change into two-part measure without changing the
time mark. It is likely that the reason why Schumann
did not change the time signature in passages of this
kind was because he felt that the true measure or rhythm
of the piece continued underneath the whole passage,
which, upon the surface, appeared to be in a different
kind of measure. That is to say, although the pulsa-
tions is the passage of so-called syncopation might be
differently grouped, into measures of two units instead
of measures of three, the pulsation of the rhythm, never-
theless, was to go on, without alteration, quite through
;
and this he expected to secure by requiring the counting
to be carried through in the same manner as at be-
ginning.
As to the ‘ 1 clear understanding” referred to by the
correspondent, I regret to remind him that this is- some-
thing which we have not in stock. rWe can give inform-
ation, but understanding is.. not ours to give. r?
“ Will you please give me the names of two or three
good pieces for left hand alone ? What is the reason for
practicing pieces for the left hand alone, when the sound
of all that I have ever heard of pieces of this kind is so
unsatisfactory?”—M. S-
I have no good list of pieces for the left hand alone.
I rarely use them, not so often as I ought, I fancy. There
was a list printed in one of the recent numbers of The
Etude.
The use of such pieces is the pressure they put the left
hand under to play with the same kind of attention and
with the same vitality of tone as the right. There is a
great deal of playing spoiled by incompetence in the left
hand. The notes and accents belonging to this part are
often delivered with such a degree of indifference as
entirely to take away from a performance its life and
effect.' One of the prettiest and best pieces for the left:
hand alone, that I happen to know of, is the Waltz in E
minor, by Arthur Foote, of Boston. It is melodious and
pleasing, and requires a great deal of the left hand. I
think it is written more cleverly for the left hand than
any other piece I have ever seen—that is, it sounds as
if the piece had in it all that the author wanteflfto put
into it; whereas, most of these arrangements sonnd as if
half of their substance had been “ crowded/out,” as
managing editors say. Another piece for left and alone,
which leaves little to desire beyond betteg'ability to play
it, is Josefiy’s arrangement of the lovely Bach Qavotte
in E major, which is so well arranged^for two hands by
Berthold Tours. The arrangement of this piece in the
Bach Album of the edition Peters is not very good.
The gavotte was written for violin alone, in the sixth
vioKn sonata of Bach. Hence in hearing it by one hand,
one hears all that Bach wrote, as well as some things
which he only implied. A friend of mine uses Wehli’s
variations for left hand alone on “Home, Sweet Home.”
I have never tried it, and so cannot say what it is good for.
There is no musical journal that has the claim on the
musical profession that ThzIStitd* has. It appeals di-
reUgy to the musical student. Let the teachers who read
ThxEtcdx see that is is properly supported.
situations and mmmn*
Ques. 1.—What is the meaning of Beethoven’s So-
nata, Op. 58 ? It seems to me military in effect.
Ans. 1.—-If this question could be answered there
would he no need of the art of music. Nobody can
possibly give, in words, the “ meaning ” of any piece of
music. This is because words express one kind of
human experience and music another kind, and neither
can express the kind which the other does. Words ex-
press ideas only
;
they never express feelings. Music
expresses feeling only
;
it can never express ideas, except
the purely musical ideas involved in the construction of
a composition. Words may serve as labels for feelings,
and they may excite feeling by conveying ideas which
naturally arouse them. Bat there is no verbal equivalent
for any cmotionhl experience whatever.
On the other hand, there is no musical equivalent for
any scene, situation, event, or any idea which words can
convey. This -limits music in the expression of emotions
to the moods, states and movements of feeling, omitting
all the ideas associated with the feeling in actual expe-
rience.
Let me illustrate : Take the universal passion, love.
Given a love scene to be expressed and conveyed to
another mind, just as it was in the imagjnajion of the
composer. The scene imagined necessarily involves two
persons of opposite sexes and their relations. But how
shall the purely musical composer go to work to convey
such an idea? He cannot do it. There is no musical
equivalent for a man, nor for a woman, nor for any look,
word or action of theirs. The composer, if he be a
genius, may write some music which every one shall at
once recognize as being appropriate to a love scene, and
he may express it in any one of numerous phases of feel-
ing possible under such conditions. His music may be
voluptuous, or tender, or ecstatic, or lofty, even to the
verge of religious exaltation, according to his imagina-
tion of the emotions of the persons he deals with. But
that is all that he can do. If he wishes to give even a
hint of the situation as seen in his own mind, he must
use words, if it be only as a title to his composition.
Otherwise, he might run . the risk of having the musical
expression of a high phase of human love mistaken for
that of the religious feeling it approximates. Many a
love song has been appropriated to religious uses, and
much so-called religious music intended for church use
is much more suitable to express the feelings appropriate
to secular situations. I do not here speak of vulgar,
crude melodies and harmonies of the Moody and Sankey
and Salvation Army type, productions which belong
with coarse ideas and coarsfe people, but of sensuous,
voluptuous music used for sacred purposes, such as is
produced by Gounod and other reputable, French com-
posers of our time and by their imitators elsewhere.
Thus, the musical expression of feeling is apt to be
more or less vague because emotions themselves are apt
to be vague and to run into each other. It is the capa-
bility of music to express the most subtle phases of
undefined feeling that makes it often impossible to label
it. Take this very sonata in question. There is a cer-
tain stateliness and majesty in it which certainly does
not preclude the idea of its being military in character,
but it does not necessarily suggest a military scene. It
might easily be associated with other cognate ideas. ' But
the point is, as regards interpretation, that it need not be
associated with any ideas at all. Why not take it for
what it is, the expression of a refined, elevated -mood of
feeling—feeling which implies high thinking and high
purpose, revealing noble character. It is possible that
Beethoven connected some imaginary scene with it, and
equally possible that he did not. But if he did, he has
given us no hint of it. I think we miss the best in it
when we seek for additional “meanings” which we can-
not possibly lb d, even if they were in the mind of the
composer. The best way is to let it make its natural
impression oh our emotional nature and be content with
the elevating, inspiring influence it conveys, without
seeking to narrowly define it. JVC. F.
Ques. 2.—Was the minor inode hsed before the major
came into use ? ^
Ans. 2.—This is also a question which probably cannot
be answered. -/The oldest scales we know of are five-
t.oned, and are opposed, or rather are reciprocal in char-
acter. One of them is oar major scale with the fourth
and seventh omitted, thus : C—D—E—*G—A*—C, and
the *other is 4 similar scale beginning on E and read
downward, thus: E—D—C—*A G*—E. In both these
scales the semitones are omitted. These omissions were
supplied later. The -favorite scale of the Greeks was
their “ Doric,” like this :
—
E—D—C—-B—A—G—F—E.
1 1 J 1 1 1 i
It is the reciprocal or counterpart in under intervals of
oar so-called “mwor” scale in over intervals. They
had our major scale and other scales also, and they
wrote «id thought them all downward, just as I have
written the Doric. This Doric scale was the most satis-
factory, because it has a descending leading tone Mid
makes a satisfactory close, whereas the “ major” scale
needs to be thought upward.
Our so-called “ minor” scale is. the result of $, blun-
dering attempt to revive the Greek Doric scale in Chris-
tian music. The early Christian writers misunderstood
the Greek theory, and the Greek notation. They began
the Doric scale On its fifth, tamed it wrong end up,
thought it the wrong way, and finally an ascending lead-
ing tone was put in. This made an augmented second
between the sixth and seventh, and this led to our
“ melodic ” form of the “ minor ” scale.
It is high time that our musical resources were en-
larged by a restoration of the Doric scale. Thought
downward as it ought to be, and harmonized according
to its true nature, it has a character of its own which we
cannot afford to miss. And there is no propriety what-
ever in calling it a “ minor ” ( i . e . , lesser
)
scale, or in
calling our upward scale major (i. greater), when they
are thought in opposite directions as they ought to be.
They have exactly the same intervals in the same order.
Thus, they are reciprocals. One is an over scale and the
other an under scale. It will be a distinct advance in
theory and a simplification of it when these terms and
the ideas connected with them are generally adopted.
The time will come when our present u minor ” scale
will be as dead as the mediaeval modes. J. C, F.
Ques.—Would ask you to advise me what to do with
a pupil who has been taking lessons three years or more
from different teachers, uses the arm movement, holding
the fingers and wrist almost rigid, and jarring the body
nearly every time a key is struck. 1 have required
thorough practice of the scales (Bertini’s method), but
in Czerny’s Velocities she makes slow progress. The
young lady is sixteen years of age, and it is no easy
master now to change her touch, having been wrongly
taught. I notice you refer to ‘‘ Mason's Pianoforte
Technics do you think this would aid me in correcting
this bad habit of my pupil ? For a kindly suggestion I
will be grateful. In “Carnival De Venice,” by Scfaul-
hoff, what rule would apply to the Introduction—a
cadenza ad lib? There is no time signature.—A. L. B.
Ans. (a)—If the principles at issue in this case are
comprehended, it ought not to be difficult to find or
invent suitable exercises for overcoming the difficulty
stated. This case is the usual one of ill-directed and
excessive nervous energy. No single exercise will meet
the trouble. The pupil must start anew and be taught
to think and apply the various movements of arm, wrist
and fingers, singly and in combination, taking care that
the thinking and applying be as free as possible from
conscious and consequently labored effort.
Mason’s slow-finger exercise, particularly that with
elastic touch, is the very best for relaxing and individual-
izing the joints and muscles of fingers.
For the wrist use this exercise : Place the finger tips
upon the keyboard without pressing the keys, then, with-
out removing them from this contract, slowly raise the
wrist as high as possible, and after a moment drop it
suddenly and loosely as if paralyzed, at the same time
throwing up the hand. Repeat with each hand until
fatigue begins.
For the elbow and arm, practice something like this
:
Raise the forearm on the elbow joint, the upper arm
pressed firmly against the body, the hand hanging prone
from the wrist
;
after a moment drop the forearm swiftly
and loosely, at the same time throwing up the hand.
Afterward this loose downward movement of the fore-
arm may be converted into a definite blow or stroke upon
the keys, concentrating the force now in one finger, then
in two or more at various extensions. This exercise
may be modified to include motion from the shoulder
joint, the upper arm being thrown strongly forward as
the stroke by the forearm is made.
There are other practices, in various combinations as
experience and special circumstances may suggest, are to
be continued, practicing slowly and with cars, until by a
judicious and well-directed expendituraofnervous energy,
ease and precision of muscular action has been attained.
A stiff, constrained arm and hand action in playing
results largely from having the pupil play fieces that are
not easily within her ability to perform. This, added to
the excitement incident to playing before others, leads
to an unnecessary outlay or nerve force which Is inde-
terminately diffused through the playing muscles, imped-
ing freedom and precision of movement. Another point
of great importance, requiring tact in application, is that
of concentrating the thought of the pupil upon the inner
emotional content of the phrase, so that the mechanical
side of its delivery may, in a measure, be lost sight of
and the consciousness be applied to reproducing its
inner life and meaning. All conscious effort is labored
and stiff, and the object should be to have all essential
movements performed as nearly unconsciouslyas possible.
(6) No time rule will apply in the performance oPns
“ Cadenza at lib. ,” the movement Mid accents of which
depend upon eternal structure and the character of the
piece in which it is found. In this “ Cadenza,” mike
the execution as regards speed, accent and dynamic ex-
pression, conform to the composer’s directions in the ab-
breviated Italian words inserted in the text and all will
bewell.
1
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Qites,—Can you give me some iinformation about
Hexameron ?—A. B.
Ans.-—
T
his piece, a set of variations, was composed
the duett from Bellini’s 11 Puritani, The variations
“Hexameron,” which are dedicated to the Princess
Belgiojoso, were published at that time in Paris. Liszt
often played them in his later concerts, for which inten-
tion he had arranged them with orchestral accompani-
ment. This arrangement was not printed, although the
Halsinger edition (Vienna, 1839) mentions them. In
1870 an arrangement by Liszt, of the “ Hexameron,” for
two pianos, appeared at Leipsic.
Ques.—Can you advise me in regard to a coarse
(teachers’) on Reed Organ—such studies as would be
profitable
;
also such pieces that are taken up before the
advanced classical, and oblige—L. B. ?
Ans.—
B
arnett’s Reed Organ Instructor, $2.60.
Jackson, Gems for the Organ, $2.00.
L. Meyer, Concordia, $2.00.
L. Meyer, Studies, 2 vols., each $1.60.
Kunz, 200 Canons, $1.60.
Spark, Short Pieces, 16 books, each $1.00.
J. W. Elia, Harmonium Treasury, 61 nos., each $.40,
Novello, Cathedral Voluntaries, 48 nos., each $.40.
Shelly, Gems for the Organ.
The above list may serve as a guide to a teacher in
search of appropriate work for the reed organ.
IEWS OF THE MONTH.
All that has been prophesied of the season has been
at least musically realized. I say “ musically,” for in
that respect the market has been simply glutted-, but the
consequence of this surplus has been, that a half-dozen
troupes have financially turned out nothing. Tua, de-
spite her genuine talent and good looks, was a failure, but
I nevertheless have hopes she will retrieve her lost posi-
tion. Gerster was simply a fiasco, and her best friends
were, perforce, brought to admit that her reappearance
was a mistake. If there is anything painful to a critic in
whom the milk of human kindness flows, it is to write
down the breakdown of a once great artiste. Trebelli’s
last appearance in this country (and we hope, for her
own sake, it is her last), showed conclusively that there is
a limit to farewell appearances. Gerster, despite her
youth, should have taken the hint. The lustre of that
once glorious voice is dimmed,' and I actually saw tears
shed around me by those who had fondly treasured the
hope that she would be another Phoenix. But, alas,' it
was not so ordered, and Etelka Gerster is only one more
name to swell the melancholy list of great artistes who
have outlived their voice, and the misfortune of this case
is, that she is still a young woman, but the painful fact
still remains- They say she has cancelled her contract
with Henry Abbey.
The Campanim made a worse “break” than any of
the others, as it was a most humiliating failure. He has
collected, together a company of ancient and most vener-
able Italian chestnuts, with voices to match, a very fair
violiniste, Torricelli, and a young tenor, Baldini, whose
fresh voice completely" throws nis impressario in the
shade. The lesson to tie learnt from these failures is,
that some music has had its day. Italian arias in the
concert room are simply antiquated, and nobody in the
world cares to hear them. Much money has been
dropped, and many people are all the wiser and, doubt-
less, sadder.
It is with pleasure, however, I can record the over-
whelming success of Josef Hoffmann, the extraordinary
Boy Pianist., who is a veritable prodigy, and no humbug.
This sprite plays classical concertos with an aplomb that
is absolutely astonishing. His technic is perfection and
his tone large even for a full-grown pianist. His com-
mand of light and shade and dynamics in general is
almost inconceivable, and the musical conception is so
ripe as to immediately class him as a second Mozart
That is no idle boast
;
one must hear the ten-year- old
lad improvise on any theme given him. Then his abund-
ant technical resources and warm imagination have full
play, and, altogether, it is a sigjht to see and hear this
tiny midget of music. His original compositions are
clever and reveal talent, while the general physique of
the boy promises much for the future. He is no dencate,
puny, sentimental stripling, bat a genuine boy, full of
animat life and spirits. He is a genuine godsend in
these blast musical times, when even the Dragon in
“ Siegfried ” almost failed to excite onr interest.
Speaking of “Siegfried” reminds me that the produc-
tion of that most poetical of Wagner’s productions was
an enormods success. The mnsic is simply the loveliest
and most idyllic ever penned, and it is put on the stage
in a style commensurate with its merits. Alvany and
Lehmann carry off the honors, and the orchestra, under
the skillful baton of Anton Seidl, -must not be forgotton.
Mr. Frank Van der Slacken deserves the gratitude of
not only American composers, bat the American public
at large, for his unselfish labors in the cause of native
music. His series of concerts at Chickening Hall, New
York, mark an important epoch in the history of national
music compositions
;
many
,
which had been heard 4n
Indianapolis, at the meeting of the M. T. N. A., wjm
again repeated, with the addition of -many novelties.
John K. Paine’s Spring Symphony in A minor-major
showed the learned professor throughout, but was not
very fruitful as regards themes. Mr. Henry Holden
Huss interpreted his own C minor Rhapsodyr4nstead of
Mr.. Sherwood, who played it in so telling a manner at
Indianapolis. It is a solid work, displaying no little
ingenuity and workmanship, full ofgood points, although
open to criticism on the score of length. Mr, G. EL
Whiting’s Cantata was rather a slow thing, so was Mr.
L. A. Russell’s (at Newark, N. J.) composition, which
the Courier dubbed a “Picnic Cantata.” Mr. E. A.
MacDowell, a young American resident in Germany, was
represented by a symphonic poem in D minor, entitled
“ Hamlet,” strongly modem in spirit and extremely well
done. Mr. H. K. Shelly’s unpretentious “ Dance of the
Egyptian Maidens” was withal effective. Arthur Foote’s
overture “In the Mountains” was very well received.
Arthur Whiting scored a point with his D minor concerto,
(omitted from the Indianapolis programme). His piano
playing calls for particular commendation. Mr. Frederic
Grant Gleason is well known as a highly-gifted composer,
and was heard to advantage on this occasion in an arioso
from his opera, “Montezuma,” beautifully interpreted
by Mrs. Corinne Moore Lawson. Arthur Bird, also resi-
dent in Germany, was represented by a scherzo from his
fine symphony in D minor, and Silas G. Pratt, of Chicago,
by a “ Reverse ” for string orchestra, which was clever.
Edgar Kelley’s “ Gaelic March,” from his Macbeth Music,
is always a welcome piece, abounding, as it does, in color
and fine invention. “ The voyage of Columbus,” a Can-
tata, by Dudley |luck, although not heard for the first
time, was a welcome addition to these programmes. Mr.
W. H. Sherwood, who is always foremost in pushing the
cause of American mnsic, lent his valuable assistance as
a pianist, and played a group of compositions by Mason,
Perry, Edgar S. Kelley, Mattoon, Dewey, Wilson S.
Smith and Dayas. He also played his own charac-
teristic “ Medea.” The Gaelic March of Kelley he has
most ably transcribed, and it is already a favorite. The
Smith Gavotte- 1 ha^e spoken of before is very taking, as
is the Tarantella Duet -of Mr. Mattoon, of Columbus.
The Beck Sextett was also given, and a frequent mention
has been made of the work before
;
suffice to say, the
writer’s good opinion was further strengthened by the
splendid criticism it received. A sonata by Paine for
piano and violin was rather dry but scholarly. One of
the best numbers of the series was George Templeton
Strong’s symphony in F major, entitled “In the
Mountains.”
Mr. Strong, also a resident of Germany, is#- £#]lower of
|
the new school and is a master of orchestration, which,
in his particular case, is highly colored and interesting.
He has several models, but is nevertheless' original.
A cantata of Mr. H. W. Parker, of New York, was
also produced,' and a very interesting and pretty move-
ment from a suite by Guirand, of New Orleans, now a
resident of Paris, closed a remarkable and delightful
series of concerts. With characteristic modesty, Mr. Van
der Stucken was only represented on the programmes
by a song, which is to be deplored, as in composition he
is second to none. His “Tempest” music is a notable
instance of this, being a work full of talent and much
promises All honor then to Mr. Frank Van der Slacken
for his unselfish labors in the cause.
_ The Thomas Concerts are as interesting as ever, as
are also the Damrosch Symphony Concerts. Mr. Walter
Damrosch, although a young man, is full of promise as
a conductor, and has improved greatly in his b|at and
interpretation. He was with Billow during last sum-
mer, and doubtless profited greatly by the experience.
Mr. Camille Guricke made quite a favorable impres*
sion by his piano playing in the D minor Symphony of
Litolff, the Scherzo being particularly commendable.
Mr. Otto Fiorsheim, a very talented and original com-
poser, has just published three new piano pieces which
are in every way worthy of his reputation. A “Scherzo,”
better adapted to orchestra than piano, showsconskifflr-
able ability and contains two beautiful trios. The whole
piece is worked out in that musicianly style which char-
acterizes all of this composer’s work. A “ Moment’s
Muaicale,” is a really lovely piece of music, technically1
within the the reach of amateurs, but which must never-
theless be heard from an artist to appreciate its manifold
points. Rather Hens&fish in contraction, the theme is
original and.warm in conception and it promises to rival
the composer’s well-known “Lullaby” in popularity.
A clever “valse gr&sieas s’’ completes the trio of
pieces. ' .
Miss Nettie Carpenter, the young American Violiniste
(whose back hair was stolen tne other night, by the way),
has proved a genuine success, and we mast really con-
gratulate ourselves on the possession of so much home
talent. She possesses a full, liquid tone, splendid tech*
.d a rept
rts a 1701 D»
from the Violin Studio of Mr. Victor S. Fiechter, of
Union Square. It is a lovely fiddle, with a tone as
smooth as oil
;
and, speaking .of Fiechter, reminds me
that he has another “ Straa,” dated 1728, which has
been dubbed the “ Elijah,” whether after the prophet
of that name or the profit on the instrument (it can be
had for the modest Sum of #7600) I cannot say. Miss
Maud Powell used it at her Worcester Concert.
Of news abroad there will be an abundant budget
from the talented pen of Mrs. H. D. Tretbar, in this
issue. Mrs. Tretbar is so well known as a collector of
“ Items ” that any further remark would be superfluous.
The piano trade is not violently , lively yet, but it is
the calm that precedes the storm which will soon burst,
in the shape of the Ghristmas season, so at least I was
informed at the Chickering House, which is girding up
its thighs, metaphorically, to prepare for the great
Holiday onslaught which occurs annually. The new scale
grand continues to call forth universal commendation,
judging from the criticism showered on the concerts of
Madame King, Sherwood, Lambert, and others. i
A piece of good news for New Yorkers is, that Madame
Fanny Bloomfield will play the Henselt Concerto with
the Damrosch Symphony Orchestra, Dec. 18th. It is
rare luck to hear this artiste play this particular work.
Ihs Etude sends a kindly Christmas .greeting to its
readers. The approaching festive days awaken the best
impulses of our hearts and we long to make others glad.
What a blessing Christmas is, to be sure! but, surely, the
chiefest pleasure of these glad, times consists not in the
giving and receiving of presents, but rather in the ex-
change of that kindly spirit that seals our friendship with
those about us for the coining year.
The person does not exist who has not a heart to cheer
at these times. On Christmas Eve the Angels of Peace
and Love knock at every door, from the opulent mer-
chant’s princely mansion to the humble cottage on the
lonely frontier. All are called by these angelic visitors
to make others happy, and all respond. Should the
beautiful spirit that is awakened at this’time continue
long, millenium would be on us before we knew it. Let
us make the best of this Christmas
;
forget our enemies
and remember our friends.
The relation of the pupil to the teacher comes next to
the parent, and music pupils and music teachers form no
exceptions. But how often amid the family festivities
is the music teacher forgotten, when a small gift, as a
mark of kindly feeling and appreciation, would cheer and
stimulate him for future work. We have, from year to.
year, offered suggestions of suitable- musical gifts, and"
and will open our list of holiday presents with one
that is suitable to both teacher and pupil, namely, a sub-
scription to The Etude. A metronone is a neat musical
'
present. Then come the numerous mechanical instru-
ments, the technicon, techniphone, etc., which are adver-
tised in The Etude. To a diligent student nothing can
be misappropriate. This year we have something .
unique to offer. There will be found elsewhere an
advertisement of photographs gotten up especially for
holiday presents. 'They toe ornamental and very reason- -
able in price and cannot fail to please those who pur-
chase them. Music rolls are always acceptable. Then
there is a large collection of musical literature, such as
“How to Understand Music,” “Piano-forte Music,” “The
Musician,” “Grove’s Dictionary,” Polka’s, “Musi-
cal Sketches,” and a whole catalogue of such works will
be Sent on application. We would not intimate such a
present as a grand piano, but a music box is within reach
of all.
1 Allegrando, the music game advertised elsewhere, is
suitable for a musical child. Thin there are numerous
volumes of music, like “ Songs Without Words,” bound
in bright binding. M’me Fanny Raymond Ritter has
just published a charming volume entitled “ Songs and
Ballads.” F. W. Christern, 264 Fifth Avenue, is the
publisher. The price is only $1.00.
Besides these, there are numerous volumes of vocal
and piano music, both classical and popular, that arq
tastily bound. With these few hints in this direction, we
hope the distribution of musical presents will be
liberal.
TH J3J E T XT XT El
MUSICAL ITEM’S,
[Al! matter intended for this Department should be addressed to
Mrs. Helen S. Tretbar, Box 2920, New York City.]
HOME.
—The programme of the Baltimore Philharmonic
concert, on Nov. 25th, was an interesting one. It offered
Weber’s “ Earyanthe ” overture; concerts in B minor,
Chopin-Tausig (Rafael Joseffy) Symphony No. 8, Schu-
mann and “ Rakozcy March ” from “ La Damnation de
Faust,” Berlioz.
—The Mendelssohn Quintette Club, of Boston, is
spending its days in the cities of Kentucky and of Ohio
just now.
—The Baltimore Oratorio Society’s first extra
concert took place on Dec. 1st. Miss Adele Ans der
Qhe was the soloist.
—Mr. Wm. H» Bush, organist, of New London, Coiin.,
gave an organ recital on Nov. 16th, at which Miss Ida
Hubbell, soprano, and Mr. S. P. Warren, organist of
Space Church, New^York, assisted him. Mr. Warren
S
jrformed sonata, op. 6,'Chr. Fink, and Toccata, in F,
aeh. Miss Hubbell sang “ My Heart ever Faithful,
Bach,” and “ I Know that my Redeemer Liveth,”
Handel. Mr. Bush was heard in Overture to 0heron,
Weber-Warren, and Offertory, Gailmant.
—Mr. Carl V. Lachmund-, of Minneapolis, Minn., is
arranging a series of piano soirdes at which, with the
assistance of his advanced pupils, the compositions of the
greatest living composers—Brahms, Moszkowski, Hen-
selt, Grieg, Scharwenka and Rubinstein—will be per-
formed. Mr. Lachmund’ s compositions have been
performed at the Berlin Philharmonic concerts.
—A State Music Teachers’ Association has been
organized at Minneapolis, Minn., and promises well.
Mr. Willard Patten, a vocal instructor of that city, has
been elected president.
—Karl Klindworth, until recently the conductor of
the Berlin Philharmonic Society, and the well-known
editor of the first complete collection of Chopin’s
works, so highly eulogized by Hans v. Billow, is giving
three piano-forte recitals in Boston. The programmes are
devoted to Beethoven, Chopin and Liszt, respectively.
At the first recital the programme contained six sonatas,
viz. : op. 13, op. 27, No. 2, op. 81, op. 109, op. 110 and
111. Herr Klindworth was connected with the Imperial
Conservatory at Moscow for a period ,of fourteen years.
—Max Heinrich, assisted by Miss Charlotte Walker,
of New York, has been giving three song recitals in
Boston.
—Mr. Fred Boscovitz, the pianist, gave a recital at
Steinert Hall, Boston, playing Bach’s “Italian” Con-
certs. Beethoven’s Sonata, op. 27, No. 2 ; a set of selec-
tions from the old masters, edited for concert, performed
by Mr. Boscovitz, besides five Chopin pieces, and three
of his own compositions : “ Bereuse ” op. 116
;
“ Can-
zonetta,” op. 118, and “ Minuette.” Mr. Boscovitz won
a splendid success.
—Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chicago, gave a piano-forte
recital at Fort Wayne, Ind., on Nov. 26th. His pro-
gramme included Grieg, Sonata, op. 8 ; Rubinstein,
Kamenoi-0 strow , No. 22, and Bach-Liszt Prelude and
Fugue, in A minor.
—At the Chicago Chamber Music Society’s Concert, on
Dee. 8th, Miss Sara Phillips sang a song by Centemeri,
and the club played quintet, op. 70 ; Onslow and Suite, op.
7 ; Reinhold. Mr. Liebling is the pianist of the Society.
Mr. Lebling’ s pupils gave a piano recital, the selections
ranging from Pauer to Chopin.
—A Song recital was given at Chicago by Mr. Theo.
Hammers, who sang “ Widmung,” Schumann, “ The
Asra” and “Longing,” Rubinstein, besides gongs by
Lassen, Jensen and Schubert. Messrs. Emit Liebling
and C. Becker, played Beethoven’s “ Kruetzer ” Sonata,
and Mr. Becker, violin, performed Andante and Scherzo
Capriccidso, David. *
FOREIGN.
—Sir Geo. A. . MacFarren, the English composer
died early in November. He was born March 2d, 1813.
—Count Geza Zichy, the one-armed pianist, has been
decorated with the Grand Cross of the Danebrog order.
-
—
The setting out of a prize by the Berlin Concert-
ham last July has already had as its result the sending in
-.of 75 Symphonies, 15 Suites and various melodramas.
—Vicomtesse Vigier (Sophie Cruvelli) entertained
the emperor of Brazil at Nice, sang for him the air of
Dezdemona from Verdi’s “ Otello,” and an air by Saint-
Saens.
—The personnel ob the Hamburg opera house will
S
're three simultaneous performances of Fidelio on
eethoven’s birthday December 16th. This must be a
large and competent company of artists.
—The approaching concert of the Amsterdam Wag-
ner Society offers a work by Niels W. Gade. Of this
occurrence the Guide Musicale remarks; “ Such an
event can only take place in a city built on piles.”
-—Scharwenka conti .. yes performing Berlioz’s
“ Requiem,” in Berlin, this winter.
—Sgambati, D’Albert and Stavenhagen are to be the
f
ianists of the series of six Philharmonic concerto, under
. L. Nicode’s direction, in Dresden.
—Wagner’s Symphony and Berlioz’s .Requiem formed
the programme of the second Giiraenich concert at
Cologne.
—“ Lohengrin ” is again spoken of fora perform-
ance in Paris. French journals mention the possibility
of Adelina Patti’s singing the part of Esla in Italian.
Lamorreux is to conduct, and thfe proceeds are to be de-
voted to a charitable purpose. :
""
—The Tenor, Talazac, made his dtibut in Lisbon. The
opera was “La Traviata,” and Mme. Nevada took ^jhe
title part.
_
.*
—An Academic Wagner Society is being organized in
Leipsic.
—Silote and Friedheim, the two distinguished Liszt
pupils, have taken up their residence in Leipsic.
•
—Mrs. George Henschel was the vocalist at a recent
Crystal Palace concert, London, England. Her selections
were all from Schubert.
—Jean Eteinne Massol, who originally assumed the
chief parts in ' Auber’s “ Masaniello ” and “ Gustave
III,” Berlioz’ “Benvenuto Cellini,” Donizetti’s “Don Se-
bastian,” and other works, died in Paris, at the advanced
age of eighty-five. He bade farewell to the stage on the
night that Orsini made his attempt on the life of Napo-
leon III.
•
—Mme. Minnie Hauk sang the part of “ Margaret,”
in Berlioz’s La Damnation of Faust, at Birmingham,
England, on November 10th. She “ created” the part at
Her Majesty’s Theatre, London, when the work was first
performed there, under Pasdeloup.
—Franz Hummel is giving a series of chamber-music
evenings at the Siagakadamie, Berlin. There are to be
four evenings, the first having taken place on Nov. 23rd.
—Amalie Joachim gave a Schubert vocal recital at
Berlin, on November 26th. This is to be followed by a
Schumann evening in January, and a Brahms Lieder
evening on February 1st.
—Mme Sophie Menter will play in Berlin on Decem-
ber 7thA ‘
^
_
t
—Emil Gotze, the renowned tenor, concluded his
Berlin engagement with- “ Lohengrin,” one of his most
wonderful performances.
—Miss Sigrid Arnoldson is to make her dibnl at the
Paris Opera Comique in December.
—Gounod’s “Joan of Arc” was performed for the
first time in Paris, on Nov. 22d.
—The Heckmann quartet will give a series of concerts
in London, Eng.
—Mme. Patti gives a concert at the Paris Opera
Comique, on Dec. 9th, the proceeds to be devoted to
the French Hospital in London.
—A Concert of English Music was given at the
Palais de 1’ Industrie, Paris, in November. Monsieur
Dapbd conducted.
—The First of; the London Symphomy Concert
Matinees, Mr. George Henschel conductor, was given
on Nov. 25th Mme. Neruda played Beethoven’s violin
concerto, and the orchestra, Schubert’s “ Unfinished
Symphony” and “ Les Preludes,” Liszt.
THE ETUDE
PREMIUM LIST.
A Gift f©r every Subscriber who sends
one other SabssrSiier,
This list of premiums is for the benefit of
those who work for The Etude, who, in order
to induce their pupils and friends to subscribe,
will find a deduction on a gift of great assistance
in getting up a club. This is simply paying
for work, nothing else.
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TWO VALUABLE TESTIMONIALS.
To The Editor of Thi Etude:
—
Dear Mr. Editor—The perusal of The Etude always
gives me great pleasure, and you have at any ratS'Lne
reader in London who^&ppreciates the good work you are
doing. I have often wished we had such a paper here
;
for though several of our musical journals are of a high
plass, and certainly improving year by year, there is
none that occupies precisely the same position as Che
Etude, rooting itself to matters connected with piano-
forte playing and teaching. Have you ever considered
the possibility of publishing an English edition ? The
bulk (of the paper could stand as it is—merely local mat-
ter being cut out and replaced by English local news. I
hope this idea may seem to you worthy of consideration,
as I am sure you might reckon upon a large number of
supporters here. Yours faithfully, Ridlev Prentice.
Wedderbum House, Hampstead,JL W.
London
,
Eng., Nov. 6
,
1887.
In reply to an invitation to contribute to the columns
of Tsr ExuDE/Mr. Buck replies:
“ I appreciate the compliment you pay me in asking
me to contribute to The Etude, which paper you are
making a strong and unique one in its way. Of it it may
be said—as John Dwight said of a Chicago musical paper,
,
edited by W. S. B. Mathews, at the time of the Chicago
fire (I forget the name)—‘It is a true and useful mush-
room among the many musical toadstools.’ Bat so far
as I find, time for literary work, I’m afraid I must turn it
to my own account in the production of librettos. The
cross I have to Bear is the little time I can find for com-
position and personal study. But, perhaps, some time.
Very truly, Dudley Buck.
With the above at
PREMIUM
€?©py ©f The Musician,
What Shall We Play ?
.
’ Beinecke, 2
Piano-forte Music.
Fillmore, 4
Hew t© Understand
Music. Mathews, 6
Music Teachers' Class-
'Book. Sefton, 2
Phrasing, by .Mathews, 2
(Jfusic Boll, ... 3
Counterpoint and Canon.
~^^\Ayers, 3
Etude, one year, 4
Instruction, Book, Plan© *
©r Organ, 3
Set of The Musician,
| i Volumes, 12
Bach’s Lighter Compost-
tions. Kuliak, 2
Metronome {by expess), 10
Sheet Musicfrom my; Cat-
alogue, to the amount
of $1.50 for 2
Sheet Music from my Cat-
alogue, to the amount
of $4.00 for 4
New Lessons in Harmony, 8
Ailegrando—Musical
Gama, 2
Address Publisher,
TOIOSOBI PB1SSIB,
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By a A. MACOBORE.]
Among the many topics treated in this little
are “On a good touch/’ “Repose in playing,” “3
in playing,” etc., etc. Price, 10 cents.
Instruction in all branches of Vocal and Instrumental
Music, Harmony, Composition, and Instrumentation, by
Professors of celebrity and ability.
Fr£b Advantages : Harmony Classes
;
Choral and
Oratorio Classes
;
Ensemble and Orchestral Classes
;
Sight-reading Classes. Admission to all Concerto, Reci-
tals, etc. -t
The Broad $t. Conservatory of Music is the only one
in the State with a thoroughly equipped Orchestral and
Band Department.
*
" T
A MUSIC SCHOOL.
DM1 MUSICAL IHSfflDlB, lABBEN, OHO,
MUSIC TEACHERS An institution devoted exclusively to the study of
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music,
with a thorough and Systematic Course of
Study$ and a Faculty of the highest excellence and
efficiency. Founded in 1869. n®?1’ Send for Catalogue.
SO Cents*
FACULTY OF 28 INSTRUCTORS.
For Catalogue, address
GILBERT R. COMBS*. Director,
1319 South Broad Street,
PHILADELPHIA PENNA.
The book contains everything for keeping Accounts
of Music Teachers
; Index ; Daily Programme, a page
4or,$aeh pupil j Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc.
Address publisher, XT;. ... ,-|x .
TJETEO* .PMESSMB,
A STANDARD TEXT-BOOK,
DANA’S PBAGTISAt HARMONY,
187
grtfettimt darfls.
MME. RSVfi-KING.
Time rapidly filling for Season of ’87~’88. Par-
ties wishing to arrange for Recitals or Concerts,
please address,
MME. RIV^-KING,
CHICKERIHG HAIL, 3f. Y.
ORM, PtANO-FOBTE AND IDSIOAL THEO
iyg on Piano-forte
1st he will receive
fLate of St. Louis),
Editor of the “Weitaman Musical Theory,”
Touch, etc., hogs to announce that after September
hisjjjipIJ*, through the courtesy of Messrs. Steinway & Sons,
AT STEINWAY HALL, NEW YORK.
Pupils received also at. Isis residence in Newark, N. J. Theory lessons
individually, is classes, or by coympondence
.
Mr. WM. H. SHERWOOD,
COICERT AID RECITAL PIANIST,
Alio Tewelier of Must© and Man® Maying',
Chicxerxng Hall, Nkw York.
Mr. Sherwood aims at 6 thorough musical, scientific and modern ed-
ucation is music from the elementary to the advanced stages. Com-
petent assistants for elementary instruction.
MISS AMY PAY,
Concert Pianist and Teacher of Piano-forte.
MIBS NEATLY STEVENS,CONCEET PIANISTS.
Miss Stevens will accept Concert engagement* daring the season of
1887-1888, either a* Soloist in Symphony and Orchestral Concerts, or for
Recital* of Plaao-forte sad Chamber Music.
Address 387 Chestnut Street, Chicago, 111.
TUTME. FANNY BLOOMFIELD, *A
. CONCERT PIANIST.
Address, 807 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.
Broad Street Conservatory of Music,
PHILABELPHRA.
5th EDITION.
PIANu primer.
A systematic and clear explanation of the
Fundamental Principles of
PSANO-FORTE PLAYING.
This work forms a part of the course necessary
to receive a degree from the American College of
Endorsed by the leading pianists and teachers.
JLOO
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
•f SPENGLER’S +
System of Technic,
* FOR THE PIAMO-FORTE.
Piofessional asd ilniateur.
'%
JXJ8U PUBLISHED.
We offer in this System of Technic a work that is
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities.
While, the aim has . been to set before the player
new and interesting matter, yet the more important
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to
.
wit s
to develops the weaker fingers, and .to equalize the
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac-
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi-
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the
mind as well as the fingers.
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte.
By ALBERT W. BORST.
'f
Some good advice for every one studying the piano.'
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY.
By CARL REINECKE.
price, m.ma.
Letters from & renowned musician and teacher to a lady.
NHTI?RE*0F + HHRMONY.
' By Dr. HUGO EIEMANN.
(Semad Edition.) PRICE, 38 Ci*.
'An exposition of some modem ideas of Harmony.
k
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
THIS REiOWIED MUSIC SCHOOL
Offers the accumulated advantages of years of successful
operation. Instruction in all branches of Vocal and
Instrumental Music, Harmony, Composition, Elocution
and Dramatic Arts, Drawing and Painting and Foreign
Languages from the first beginning to the highest artistic
perfection, by the most eminent masters and professors
in the land, at Moderate Terms. Pipe organ and harp
for practice. Regular stage with scenery for the students
of Opera and Dramatic Art.
Full advantages equal to 10 lessons per week. Open
all Summer. For particulars, address
E. EBERHARO, I
44 & 46 West Twenty-third Street,
©BBJIpr? H&ISIG
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of
Music.
Terms begin third week in September, first week
in January, first week in April.
If you are intending to study Music in any of its
branches, send for catalogue to
F. B. BIOS, Director,
OBERLIN, OHIO.
fK
(Herbstblaetter)
5. Fuchs, R., Op. 48 No. 12, Autumn Leaves
(Herbstblaetter)?..... ...
4. Hiller, Ferd., Serenade (Album Bktt).....
6. Seise, Isidor, Op. 16 No. 8, Walzer in Ab..
4. "Thom6, ‘Serenade d’Arlequin
5. Weiss, J., Op. 6 No. 1, Menuet......
4. Wilm de, Op. 18 No. 1, Impromptu in Ab
(AU the-above have been carefully edited and fingered by
Maoritz Leebon.) T
6. Nieode, J., Op. 18 No. 2, Canzonette eellbre.-
(Flngered by Anth. Stankowitch.)
6. Motzkowski, Valso Rrillante in A b.
(Ilngwftid by Cha. H. Jarvis.)
Mayer, fih
Merkel
Reinecke,
ULL La Capricieuse .-. 20
59, Rhapsodie .50
77, Romance 20
88, Tears (Thraenen) .20
98, Cavatina 20
98, Inter-mezzo 20
124, Slumber Song 40
8. Tschaikowski, Op. 87 No. 6, Barcarolle (In
Spring)., 40
2.. Wolff, B., Op, 48, In Me*ry Company 40
4. “ “ 88, Zigeuner Tanz (Gipsy Dance) .40
Bond for complete list of our Edition* of choice
Solo* by tiio Classic and Modern M&«ters.
ar B. Bosrsr, CUeago. lA. RfA l Tori.
Be. V. toarsin, Chicago. inyElo W. Boor, Chicago.
Smmiatng Committee ofA^Moaf bompcMom
Oalixa LavAuas, OrroSwoBa,
165 Tremont Street, Boston, Haas. Olncindftii, Ohio.
' Auwr A. STA*&ET,
:r<'
14 Pallac Street, Providence, B. I.
^ FOR SALE.
A TechidphOEO
,
which has been but little used and
in perfect order. Will beaoidai greatly-reduced price.
t A0DRK8S H. J.,
Care of ET0DB OFFICE,
188 THE E TXTEE
THE TECHNICON, or PIANIST’S HAND GYMNASIUM.
Recognized by leading musicians as the most scientific and perfect appliance ever brought before the musical world for preparing the hand to overcome all technical
difficulties. It is not a aumb keyboard, but a scientific instrument, founded upon important physiological principles, and has the advantage of exercising details of the
hand’s mechanism which derive too little development by keyboard exercise to enable them to contribute their important functions in the production of .the many qualities
of touch and gt ral *] oft ihnique which is needed for advancement in piano playing. It gives relief from monotonous exercises at the piano) by the,, attainment
of physical results rapidly produced, as 'eeeived the approval of medical men as being founded on scientific principles, and reducing the physiological .side of piano
playing to a systematic and intd^ig|b3(e basis.
For a perfect technique, the muscles of the fingers, hands sad arms must be entirely under the control of the will power. At the piano, the attention is necess&rilyapt to
be drawn away from the. muscular action to the musical effect produced, thereby only indirectly training the muscles. Gymnastic exercises, 6n the.contrary, are nabre apt
to direct the whole attention to the mental efforts necessary to satisfactorily bring about the complicated nervous and muscular actions which are required for each controlled
movement of a finger or wrist, Many eminent pianists testify that one half-hour with the Technicon is equal to two hours of technical exercises at the piano. J
VALTL BLE TESTIMONY FROM LEASING PROFESSORS AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS'.
Strongly a®e©iniae»<i@d #®r a«e In CoKseryatorl®* smmI Scfcs©«ts, as it Effects » ©reat Saving In W®»** and 'fear of Man®*.
4V.
not
“I Rally concur -in th
which piano players will have to thank you
the Technicon for in a superlative degree, as
able to know its value. The remits gained by
pils fromover two years’ experience with it are
arisfectory, but I find its advantages constantly Inc
TO. H.
“The Technicon is calculated to revolutionize si! hitherto
known modes of preparing the physical Organization to obey
the player’s will. For sons® time past, a part of every lesson in
my music room has consisted of “ Technicon Brill,” and with
the happiest results, meets! and muscular. It is, in reality, a
' thinking machine,’ so unerringly doe® it folds the student’s
thoughts into right channels.” ‘“’S'l..
ALBERT B. PABSON8.
This invention was highly commended by the lat© Abb&
Liszt, in the presence of prominent pianists at his home, in
Weimar.
“ I regard the Technicon as very helpful to piano players.”
TO. MASON.
“ AH thinking pianists will find the Technicon a wonderful
help in preparing the hand to grasp easily all technical diffi-
culties.”
S. B. MILLS.
.
“ Fifteen minute®’ exercise with the Technicon will give re-
sults equal to at least an hour’s practice at the piano, and with
great economy of nerve.”
W. S. B, MATHEWS.
St. Mast’s Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.
“ We have published the Technicon in this year’s prospectus
of the Academy, and 'recommend it to other 'Communities be-
side our own, as we find it felly answers the purposes claimed
for it. Tou may place us in spur list of endorsers of th® Tach-
aicoa with our entire satiafacSbn,”
iBsTER M. ELIZABETH,
Mrectrm of Mmie Dcp’l.
Lobztto Abbey, Toronto, Canada.
We have adopteii the Technicon in all our academies, with
much profit.”
SISTER M. MARGARITA, Jr
Dircdrms of Music Dep'L , jf
Miss Portie’s & Mbs. Dow’a School, Farmington, Conn.
'
<s We have been using the Brotherhood Technicon at the
school for more than a year past, and it is now my intention to
adopt it permanently for all the piano students of my depart-
ment. Please, therefor®, send us six more of your valuable in-
struments. It is an indispensable aid to those who aspire to
overcome technical difficulties, as U produces results ‘which key-
board exercise u mmpablo of giving."
BERNARD BOEKELHAN, -
Musical Director,
Smith College of Music, Northampton, Mass.
“ Pleaea sand me another Technicon, which will make a
dozen I have introduced into my practice rooms within two
months. I have no hesitation in recommending a half-hour
with the Technicon as a fall equivalent„for two hours of the
most faithful practice of Soger exercises upon the piano for
development of every fundamental quality of touch."
BENJ. 0. BLODGETT.
PRICES.—-In Black Walnut, $22.50. ‘ In Mahogany, $27.00. Discount t© Teachers. Send for Circulars.
N. B.
—
Important Work for Pianists.—The mechanism of the hand and. arm analyzed and explained by means of diagrams, with explanatory notes, showing which-
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement of the arm, wrist or fingers. Invaluable to teachers for showing pupils which muscles should be used, and
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard-. Price, 76 cents. To Teachers, 50 cents. Send stamps.
ADDRESS «| 8 I
INVB2MTOM, AND FATBNT J3E.
A SELECTED LIST
SUPERIOR MO CAREFULLY-FINGERED
EDITIONS OF
ooiee Standard Piano Solos,
(foreign fingering.)
Published by
F. A. NORTH & CO.,
1308 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
6. Chopin,
a
Note.—
N
umbers in front Indicate
lowest, .No. 8 the highest.
grade of difficulty. No. 1 the
4. Berger, Wrh., Op. 23 No. 2, Siciliano $ .40
6. fC s* it J3 it 3, Romance
4.
it it a 28 ti 4, Laendler....
6. it it u 23 tt 7, Walzer in Db...
5. Fuchs, B>, it 43 it 6, Autumn Leaves
5,
A-
3.
3
8 .
3.
3.
6.
3.
4.
2.
4.
6 .
I
5.
2
.
8
.
7.
8 .
5.
2.
3.
2 .
2 .
4.
.
Chopin, Op. 11, Romance from Concerts in
E min,..,.
(Arranged and fingered by 0. Beinecke.)
Op. 10, Etude in Gb (Celebrated).......
“ 81, Scherzo in B min. (2d).....,.....
“ 47', Ballade in Ab (3d)...
,s “ 84, Yalse in Db
(Edited andJsngered by O. KHndworth.)
Henselt, Op. 15, Spring Song (Fruhlingslied ) ..
Rubinstein, Op. 3 No. 1, Melodie in F......
(Fingered by Oh. Blasdner.)
Deiacour, Coeur Joyeux. ........a..
“ Souvenir de Versailles, Gavotte
Merkel, Op. 20, In Happy Hours...............
“ “ 27, Spring’s Message......
Pacher, 11 47, Menaet
Wilm de, Op. 18, Yalse Brillante in Db.. ........
(lingered by Albert Banter.)
Beumont, Gavotte et Musette
Durand, Op. 88, Valse in Eb, No. 1
Gade, “ 86, Good-Night
Hause, “ 102, Staccato Etude Elegante
Heller, “ 67, On Wings of Music
“
“ 85 No. 2, Tarantelle in Ab
Jensen, The Mill (Die Miihle).
Krause, Op. 1, Romance from Sonata in C
Liszt, Weber’s Slumber Song r
.75
.40
50
75
35
60
35
50
50
40
40
40
60
60
50
20
40
75
60
85
20
75
6
S* H. A. ROLANT,
laid and Sled Repairing Co., lmm,
CHRONOMETERS,
CALENDAR WATCHES, REPEATERS AND CHRONOGRAPHS.
ASTRONOMICAL SLOCKS, MUSICAL BOXES.
Sealer In Watches,
€l©ek® and Jewelry.
Repairing and adjusting a specialty. Orders by mail
promptly attended to.
15 South I3th Street, *
« I»A.
(For reference apply to Publishers of Thb Etot«.)
President, Max Lickhe#. Secretary-Treasurer, H. 8. Psbxins,
102 N. Aishasaa. Street, 162 State Street,
Indianapolis, lad.
;
" Chicago, 111.
O-'is-yfj-isss, -
Music Tuan’ Matioil Association,
TWELFTHmmMs MEET!!©, -
AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
July 8
,
4
,
5 and 8
,
1888.
4
Programme Committee.
